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-PREFACE

This manual- was prepared for the.training_ program in Sue lear Medicine
Techndlogy at the- University of Cincinnati. The program waS
deVielllpfd -undera training, grant from the Public Health Sivice,
Bur'eap. of Radiologal Health. The purposes of the grant project.

,are to investigate, through pilot programs, various agproaches to
-.tratning:Ntacrejar Medical ''Technologists and to develop. training.:
,materials which.'can be used_by .others. The "program which this
manual" to the -.Bachelor of Science degree in MedicaT

vT_eclanology,with p Nuclear Medicine. option. The curriculum is -as
follows:

Freshman Year

Inorganic chemistry
Mathematics elective
,Foregn language

- Senior Year

Sopho o Year

'literature
Organie- chemistry -(2 quarters
Biothemistr (1 'quarter
Biology -
ceal study

Jutlior Year

Psychology or Philosophy
Literature or Social study r
Analytfcal chemistry (2 quarters
Bacteriology'. (1 quarter)
Anatomy & Phys-iology
Physics

The enior- year consists a 12 month ternship in the RadioiSotope
Laboratory If the Cincinn ti General 1-logpitalt The student. receives a
combination of didaciic t ining, laboratory exercises, and clinical
experience.- the internship is Outlined in the following table:



arm

-134ES per.

SuMmer Fall nter Spring:.

Nuclear Physics Instrumentation

Radionuclide.Measurements

Radiation Protection
.

Tracer Methodology And.ltadio-
pharmaceuticals

Application Radio-
nuclides._

atolpgy And Laborato y Chemist y

+.2t

4*. 2t

21c'

Lectures

Technical EVatuation,ofSuclea
Me-clicine.1PrricedureS1 5$ 5$ .5* 5:

icalNuclear Medicin and
Hematology-Practicum 25§ L5§,- 25§ 30§.'

*Didactic- lecturUs
tLabotatory exercises -

*Conference sessions--
§PratticalexperienCe

Thi-s manual is used in teaching the first four coarses listed in the
Ninternship; i:e., nuclear phys ics and instrumentation, radiohuclide
measurements, radiation protection, and tracer methodology and radid-

pharmaceuticAls: Tt is offered as an .addition to theexiguous
azure' presently available to those who wish to train Nuclear Medical

Technologists.

The .instructor may'find the Manual useful.,as A-guideline of-topics to
be coveredift-Atraining program, not necessarily in, the order in which.

they are.presented- here. For the student,:it Will serve as a study

mat ..Some topiuSlie will find, Are covered.in Atlequatedepthin the
manual,- while others :will:regqire supplementary reading fromthe list. of
suggestionk for further reading given at the end of each chapter. These

lists are not-presented aa bibliographies, but rather as additionaPread-
ing.material:aelected from readily available publications.s: ,elected`

Thb reader will tharstepwigu procedures are not included, in the

manUai. Prooedures- vary from placeroplace, andAhe-authors recommend.
that each institution which this manual is usedhave,availablea pro-
Uedures manual to complement the general information contained herein.

VI



ince college leyel courses in anatOnly and physiolOgy, chemistry,
and basic mathematics;-are-prerequisite to the internship: in

which this manual is used, the fundamentals of these sciences are not
eluded excePt-fOr the mathematics review 'in the-appendi

Arvel H.'Dahl
Actfng Director .

Dlvision Of.Medical Radiation Exposure
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I. STRUCTURE OF THE ATOM

MUTE -I

tATOMIC-STRUCTURE

The 'atom is the simplest unit into .which element can be divided and-,
still retail-1%0e properties of the original= element; Atoms of all ele-

ments are mad of three primary subatomic ,building blocks: electitons,',

Trotons,\end neutrons. These three primary building blocks are so ar-
ranged.that'the atom may be thought of as consisting of two main parts_ `L

the nucleus and'the electron cloud. A graphiC represanation of several

atoms 'is shown in Figure I-11

A. The Nucleus

The n6cleus.isitheCentral bottionpo,f the atom andontains two of the
_-three.buitding blocks the pi tons and, neutrons. protons and neutrons__ _ ,

-make 'tip all of the mass of the atoN.-- Protons.and-neutrona
_

'practically
.

are oftenireferredLtO collectively as nucleons-. The nucleus consists of
_ .

protons
.

various combinations ofprotons and neutrons. It is easier to Understand-
.

the following istUasion if these combinations-are'thought of as..being
_

held.together by y-A nuclear force.suffidiently great to overcome the
.coulomb7korle of repulsion-than exists, betweenrhe ppsitively, -charged

protons:- T ble -I.-1 lists t.he subatomic par.O.cles and their physical
.

properties.

Table I. *--Atotic Building Blocks

Unit.-

Relative _a-s
in Atomic

- ,

Charge (Electrical}
,

.

Mass Units , roUloMb esu relative

proton
,

eleokron
neutron

, P

P

n

1.007277

0.0065486
1.008665

1.6 1071--

-1.6 Xj0-!-9
--0

4.8,x 10-1°
4.8 _X 10-1°

0

+1

0.

Electron- Cloud

TheJelectron olou i surrOunda:thnnucleavpdrtiOn of a atom and _con-

taint the electrons, which are in motion_about.the nu6leus. -::Since the
atom -as a'Whole,is electrisally_rteuttal the numberof-electrOns in the
electron crud is eq4o1 to the number of positiVe charges (protons), in
the nucleus.

--The results of various studie61 of the
indicate that electrons in an atom are

.electron arrangements in atoms_
grouped', nto shells each having'

-"Our knowledge of the electron Confignrations of atoms has come chiefly
from.-seueies of atomio'spectra and veriattot°in Chemical properties:



HYDROGEN H

LEGEND

9 ORBITAL ELECTRON

'MASS '0.000549

CHARGE -1

6) PROTON

ikAsS 1,007276

CHARGE +1

NEUTRON

F

MA 1.(108665,

CHARGE 0\4

HELIUM

'LITHIUM. ;L,

Figure I-1,-Atomic Structure
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Atomic Structu

AMP
a definite ,energy and a definite maximum number of electrons. It 1.,t1\

customary to visuali2e electrons of the atom as moving about the nucle-

us in orbits much as the planets revolve in elliptical paths about the

sun-. Although 'this mental image is not entirely accurate, it provides.

a useful model for understanuing the atom. These well-defined orbits

(or shells) are often reterred to as energy. Xor qantum) levers, since

adefinite minimum amount of energy is required t remove an electron

from a particular shey. Each shell is denotedb a ,number in order of

decreasing binding energy or, more commonly, by letter designation

from K to Q, as shown below.

I

It

4

N

5

0 P

7

The first shell is designated as K, the second as L, the third M, and
so on through the alphabet to Q, or the seventh shell, which is the
outermost shell found in any of the presently known elements.

11. CANS AND WNIZATION

All atoms ill thei lowest energy state have Like carne oumher t ale.

trons as protons. Cotsequehtly, they carry no net electrical charge.
When atoms combine to form compounds, the resulting,m0leeule ka6 th,c
same total number of electrons as it does protons, and th'e molecule is

also electrically neutral. Since the eleLtron is the Aightest part of
the atom and since each electron is nut bound as Lightly to the nucleun
as the protons and neutrons are bound to each other, it is more mobile
and can be removed from the atom or molecule by supplying a 'relatively
small amount of energy. As soon as an elect_Ion is removed ;cum
or molecule, the resultiog ,_ompOent has au ele,tric charge beeou , theti

protons are then in excess of the electrons After the removal of 3t1

electron, the residual atom is Lailed an loo (Figur, I z).

tuns may be charged positively ol nel5Lively Aud way d.1uL 1
cals. liquids, or in gases. ID,sitive ions a.e p,odu.ed by removinm
electrons from neutral atoms and mole,ules, whereas negti,e ions
created when electrons attach themselves to neutral atoms or mole
cules. The magnitude of the electrical' charge on an ion in terms of
electron units, is equal to the number of electrOns removed from or
added to a neutral atom or molecule. The magnitude of the charge may
be calculated by multiplying the number of electrons exchanged (gain-
ed or lost) by the charge on each electron in coulombs or electrostatic

I



Atomic ructure

NEGATIVE IbN
10tEC ELf VAON I

POSITIVE ION

ION PAIR

-igure 1-2,- ionization

units. The electron charge is given in Table I-1.

0
PARTICLE

Tice charge on an ion iii terms of eleA.'tron units is called CF e, Valence
practice to consi4er a tree ele,'Aron as an

ion Ions ate, therefore, defined as 'free electrons or atoms or groups
of atoms carrying a net electrical charge

of, the ion. It is common

Ionization is the process Of producing ions: Anything that is capable
of removing electrons from (or adding eleettonS to), neutral atoms or
molecules is Icapable of causing ionization. in radiation physics,
ionizing events usually result in the removal or electrons. Consequently,
an ionizing, event is spoken of as producing an ion pair which consists
of the freed el.dctron and the tes dual positiyeion. loniz,ation is on.
of the most important results of erdcti011 of r dlation in matter.

III. ATOMIC NOMENCLATURE

ore proceed ing further, it wi111 gre-1 ly simplify the discussion ut
the atom to ct d tctil set 01 Jc initiu0s and symimis. A

general expiession us tot represent lug; pali1,01.1t

1

the Atftwi.1

element an.,Lis used tot LC v11 ald k-veni,nkc III rvt, r'r lug 4 t1

specific eleme-t, the Chcali,,li usually
letter= (capitali.Led) itt the namd of the element, or the initial Jett,.,
followed by an apptopt iutc s,c0nd rettet F01 excimpl, tup:
resented by C, chlorine ley calcium b ca, -xy6cn by 0, and hydruget.
by kf

A,

1,..,,1,.41

2Lnv+iien this System adopi,d (1/95 189) the latiu ..1mes tut nk_!v,A=.1l

metals were in common use. This is retie,. teti in su,h symbols as Fe
(trom the Latin ferrum) tut (cupruni) tot Luppet, At (anrum)
for gold, Ag (argentum) for silver, sn (stannum) _for tin, and Sb
(stibium) for antimony.



Atomic Structure

B. A Number (Z)

The atomic number (Z) is the number of protons or positive charges in

the nucleus.

Since atoms are electrically neutrat,che number of electrons in the
olvctron cloud, the sAme as the number of protons within the nucleus,.
Each element has an atomic number which is characteristic of the ele-
ment aridi,s synopymons with the chemical symbol. There are currently
over 100 elements, symbols, and atomic numbers. Consequently an ele-
ment may be desioiated in any one of the three ays--by name, number,
of letter symbol..

Mass Number (A)

The A in the general expression (Z X) i the total number of particles

(proton and neutrons) in the nucleus land is referred to as tl c mass

number. The mass number is approximately equal to the atomic mass of
the acorn in atOmic mass units.

D. NieuLran Number (N) and Is LL,pes

The number of neutcons in Lite nucleus is called the neutron numher
ara is oual to the mass number minus the atomic number (A=/).

When the attus t an element have the _same number ut protons but a dif-

terent number neutrons, they'7are.saJd to be isotopes of the element.
r c L

--c,-x.

,oncn atoms are, gen'eral, indistingAshable chemically. The -Chemical

proper[tes of the isotope; of an element are the same because the chem-

ical propetties dupend on the number of (orbital) electrons surrounding
the nucleus, which in turn is=detefmlued by the number of, protons in

Lti. nucleus. .

I'Ll tz.,--slq
i'-7

tilc4 -1t, Lille, nAturally k li topes of oxygen,

nam,_:1 y AO, ,nd 'Ay, fhe isoLop, with a ma,,,_ number 01 16

,Ut m midatal At,.,Llc4 :Ndwp1,_ I: Ly.ilogc4 Whi11 lies (1,1
)

1-64JC0p4,6 This ,ICIlleui J. -.0 SignitICalli ,that li,z1and

three In,) ateShe s,.,mtLiu e s callti.d by disiin,t names., The is-tope

itf, e ma', ntIMbUL Qt 1 is L.-111c11 11,JL-A,n, the our witk A-2 is den

terhum, uIL1 the thiti (A-3) is Li lt 4

IV NuLILAlc

A. Atomic mass Unit ,au

ENt.l.k4i4

3-1 13 3, I tr , ..,,,10 .
14_4 ti.

Li e maV of the ,article- ple,NcL.in



rructure

Particle Weight in grams

neutron
.proton

eLectron

1.67482 1034
1.67252 x 10-'24

9.10908 X 10
to

Nufter in
one_aram

5.9712 X 1033
5.0979 x 10"
1.0979 x 10'37'

Since the miss of an individual nuclear particle is very small and,
when expressed in grams, involv.es the use of unwieldy negative expo-
nents, the system of atomic mass units (amu) is employed which uses

2carbon 12 (

1

as a reference atom. The arbitrary value of 12 mass
units has been assigned to carbon 12. The masses of all other atoms
are based on a unit which the mass of the carbon 12 atom. The
mass of the lightest isotope of hydrogen is approximately 1 amu.

The mass in grams of an isotope numerically equal to its .

atomic mass is called a gram-atomic mass. A gram-atoutic mass
substance is also referred to as a mole or equivalent mass of sub-
.stantie. Since gra atomic masses are, in magn`ituc'e, proportiOnal to-
the actual masses of the individual atoms, it follows that one mole of
any substance contains a definite number of atoms. The number of atoms
in one gram-atomic mas- is known-as Avogadro's number (N,) and is equal
to 6,023 A 10 atoms /gram- atomic mass.

The mass of any atom in grains can thus be t_ound by dividing the gram
atomicmas's of the isotope by Avogadro's number.. For example; the mass
of an atom. of carbon 12 is its gram-atom mass (12 gm) dividxd by
Avogadro's Number (NA).

Md6:5 Or

0, 11,.

126m
-7-6'.0 3 x lea-

1.99 kr'

r= CsAtAdi 6,, 1' .40.i1 , k,"tt, k,r i ."14$4

the md a ,d1=b0U 12 3t_t_1

SM*I 1.,,Al3 ider the tuerg, p.oklu,ed At 41 n4.. A MU ( .L0
is converted intro energy. The ,onversiou csn'be expre3se.1 oy:Einste,
famous equation relating 11 tdSS and energy



Atomic Structure

where m Is the mass in grams, and c is the velocity of light in cm
Then the energy. equivalent (E of, one atomic mass unit is giyen by

;34 TM) 40" cm /set)E = (1.66 x 10

E = 1,4 '10' -m-cm

The unft gm-cm /sec", is frequently encountered
the erg, thus:

E = 1.49 X 10 ergs.

C. The Electron Volt

n physics and is termed

Another convenient unit of energy is the electron volt. An electron volt
is defined as the amount of kinetic energy acquired by an electron when
it is accelerated in an electric field which is produced by a potential
difference of one volt. Since the work done by a difference of Poten-

I_ actin, a charge e, is Ve, and the charge on one electron is4-1 J
coulombs it is possible to calculate as tolfews:

Ut

v

= 1.6 X 1

1.Q ,,,, 1U

ev - 1 n its

>ulumb A 1 V011

ule6

CC-go

nin,e the el,truti km.e,,11 13 a Vc 3114111 a

Lommonly expressed LL0u3a0d3 01 elec(ton
tron. volts (mqv)

oi Lilt L it la filo],

laeV) oi millions oi

I lit it ton e or ron rlev) , 0-00 ,uou cc- r run

I n0

I ,1 t

I 1 ltl 11 V

neV would K4111 , C_41ccpi r L,.7 election
volt, one million cleLtron volts (MeV ) is enough Lc lift only a n11111 am
weigh(( on, millio,th of it ,entimeter.



V; NUCLEAR BINDING ENERGY

Atomic Structure

- The atomic mass of.d nuclide -eari'be understood in terms or the Masses of

its Constituent particles And a quantity called the nuclear binding .en:'

ergy. It might be thought that the mass of an atom would he equal, to

the-sum of,.the masses of the individual particles composing the Atom.

However,..pee.ciseme'asurements of atomic masses show that the0mAss of an

atom is always less than the sum of its constituent partictes.(as mea-,

sure4 In the free state). This difference the mass defect and

is the amount of mass that would be converted into energy and releas,ed

(Co hold the nucleons together) if an atom were assembledjrom/ree neu-

trons, protons, and electrons. Since this is also the amount/of.energy

required to break up an atom into it component pae'ticles, it isiThere-

-fore called the binding energy of the partieulal- atom. The relationshi-

brween binding energy and mass defect Is given by Einstein's equation,

E m mc2. i

The binding energy varies from atom .to atom and is usually expressed in

terms of the binding energy per nucleon Fn a particular aiom. Figure I-

3 shows a plot of the binding energy per nucleon Against the mass number

(A) for the most stable atoms in nature. Important features of Figure 1-

3,Are: (1) a central region for which the average binding energy rs

nearly constant MeV/nucleon); (2) regions at either-end of the

elfrve featuringea smaller binding energy per particle (which means a Icoa

stable nucleus for both small and large mass numbers); and (3Y an unusually

large bicdtrig energy for small mass nUmbers having nucleons in multiples

of four.

Cor-;,idcr: tlt ovkraLiorl Id dk;klicrIum tlic4ktIELA

of b IEiJ fl iiorc. cIlt HE n mad L' lip ca' rolit pi toll Itld

in the nuci;ous, and one orbital electron. The atomic ass
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RADIOACTIVITY--

INTRODUCTION

Th are ,certain structural criteria cecessary for the nuclei of
isotopes of the various elem s to exist in a stable state. When
these criteria are not met4-the nucleus will be unstable and manifest
the phenomenon of radi activity. Radioactivity refers to the procesises
-Piby which nuclei spon _neously deday or disintegrate by one or more dis-
cretre-energy steps or transitions until a stable state is reached. The
criteria.whiCh d- termine whether a given nucleus is stable or unstable
are briefly discussed in the following section of Nuclear Stability.

YUCL8AR STABILITY

The are two sets of forces acting on the particles within the nuileus--
the relatively long range Coulomb forces of repulsion between the posi-4
tiVe charges onthe,protons and the very short range forces between
bOth types of particles. These last.forces are only partly understood
and no attempt will be. made here to discuss them. Suffice to say thbt
the combined' effects of these attractive and repulsive fords are such
that only certain combinations Or ratids,ofTheutrons and piOtons are
stabfe.,

Theqretically, if the.coulomb` forces Were discounted, optimal stability
would bd aehieve4'Within a nucleDs when the., numbers of protons and neu-
trons are approximat=ely equal. Suchis the situation tor the lighter
elements in which,,thecoulomb forces, iat relation to the short-range
forces, are insignirlcant.' These coulomb forces, however, become in-
creasinglysigniarit as the. atomic number increases above. 20. With
significant increases of these repulsive forces within nuclei, intlra
nuclear stability conditions become altered. Consequently, with in-
creasing atomic number, a neutron excess is required in order L.a
Cleus to be stable.

Thus, for emetits which ace kciaLlycly the periodic Labl,
(a low atomi n4Mber) 'fincleaL stability occurs when the numLer
neutrons aud, protons is about equal, or when the ratio of neutrons
pr ton's (n=p ratio) is approxiMately equal to unity. A. elementS
increase in numbex above 20, the n.p ratio Lequtred fu. stability
gradually increases until z d3 (bismuth), where the n:p ratio requited
for stability exceeds 1.5.1. Filially, at the end of the periodic table,
above TBi, there are no completely stable nuclei. The stability
conditions based on ri:p ratios are mitt very critical, and "stability
ranges of n:p ratios exist for any given' atomic number ot any given
maSS.'humber. For a given mass number, there may be several stable
arrangements of protons and neutrons, For a given atomic,number,
conditions may vary still More widely so that numetpus stable isotopes
can occur for d particular element--as many as 10 12 stable isotopes
for some elements.

ri

t,
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The n:p ratio is an Aver- simplified Ixplanatirtl eif_tle int,ranUclear cri-

teria leading to nuclear stability. Additional factors involving
-0antum-m-eChanical principles and binding energy considerationA are
needed to further explain stability, but this is hevond the.scope of,

this document.

In summary, nuclear stability iS governed by the'particolnr combination
and arrangement of reutrons and protons in a given nucleus. If the

combinalen and arrangement -f neutrons and protons does,not fall within
a stole range, then the nucleus is unst- le, which is tantamount to

sayingi.the nucleus is radioactive. An uns le nucleus attempts to
achievestability.by changing its configu lion or ratio of neutrons iond

protons by means of spontaneous disintegration, or radiltil-five decay.

I
and Art is l)01. RADLOACTIVIT): (Nafur-

Certain nuclides are found't0 be tune--t-thl, a theOUCUuL 111 e1OLI_ re and at

there larc cal lad "naturar ifadionuclides. Orhers o Our as a result of

various nuclear reactions brought about. by man, Tho majority of all

clides are produced in this manner and are sa'id' to be "artificial"

rad i ftlides. The ptocesses involved in the production of art,ificial

radioactivity will be di calmed in detail in a subsequent chapter on nuL-

__ reactions. -$

The tirrst reported kr-id etic. el natural tadic ivIty vos by Henry

Becquere
,
in 1890. ',Becquerel demonstrated that titanium ore would to or

darken a photo thgraphic ale which was sielJed jith opaque paper in much

the same manner as x r VS tit,' pOSLulkiLed that the utanIum cluitied very
as call

p,;i1eLcaLliig rays,, slifilidu Lo X Ldvs ,, phunnmcn-n LII(ImaLcIV

ed "radioactivity.'r In time, it was a(tte ined that thvie wvie ally -elc- -4--

:11,:m.°; hcyond the atomic number of lead (t ' 52) that showed similar radi,-

a-Ling charat,teristica. ALtcr a long and lapitkk..accd ainof foyestiga-

ttouJ, to whi,h man J,02- Laiidlii,; 1

Inl_,_ .,onitihuted, a but ter under-

5candin,l, -1 naf,Lal.Ladi,,a,Livit, was gdint,l . The undt2tardaftling waS cul-

minated k.Ith the cxpeitmcnts ot lit, t ord tohL J903, clorly showed

that there tore three Ittridn c }f 1 ioacti-de emIn ns u4melv, alpha,.

be'ta, (5), and gamma, V).

1 Al h t RL.. 1. 1, .
,f 1 al ,' ( 1!: I, , ,

iiih I. , , 1

-
_Pi

and , -4,
c_Ailat 7 .ano clap. to as th.3 o, nt-i,cd H a t,si ..( in ii-i, I ail
a thin piece t- p,pc Alpha paiticleL, .tic L-klpo ed ,,I I, ,.,, pioL, lin iii
Lw,J iicialoil Helic.,_., iiwy ha ,., au 51,-,..iti, ..h...J., oppo,,lic to aud ,:-,

lv iwo,,e LliaL of Ll,e eltro,is ..ni a I16.. litliiibC,. ut 4, :',11 -,Iplia/p4i
( and the heliu nu uus i_,_, tacnti,at iii_strutui pith a tow CA

CtTilt01, ,,u1! relatively heavy J_dioa,Liv, IlUClides ct 1 ph nits`'

ston.

Z.

ortonat in t

C i Cl/ 1,:=4 t,C4I i, ti. 1 k

,ont.a.st w111.
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exist in the orbis around the 'nucleus. In Ar,-they travel several
hundred tim0..the listance oe.alp,ha particles and require afew Milli-
me,tersNY-f.aluminum to *top them. Beta disintegration' occur moOt'eften ---
in nuclei which exhibit a high n:p ratio. The intranuclear effe8t of
a beta. emission is hat of changing a neutron into-a. protoll thus decreas-
inging the n:p ratio.

Gamma rays (-y) like x rays, re electromagnet-ic radiations whin
travel with the speed of -light. hey diTfer from x nays only ill their
or-eilus; x rays originate'from transitibfis betwean electronic energy ley-
e1..4 (orbital electron shells), and gamilla-xays originate froldtransitions
bet energy levels.

3 --

E_edromagnetic radiations (photons)- create wavelike distuvbances fn
space analogous to the- disturbance created if a stone is dropped verti-
cally into the center' of a Pool of water.. As the stone strikes the water,
a series of crests and troughs are formed which constitute a wove motion

" as ilrustratecl in Fi'gnce il-1. The distance between any two successive
crust or troughs iH known as the wavelength, which is representKi -by Lk*
Creek letter lambda (X):

Since all electromagnetic ray travel at th.4--.0ame speed, (3 \ 10 cullsec
or 186,000 miles/sec) in a vat:num, the number Of waves (crests) passing a
certain point per unit time, or the trequeng with which the crests pas..
the point, will decree with increasing diance between: crests (wave-
length). The frequency is represented by the Greek letter nu (0. The .

relation between the wavelength X, the 4frequency v, and the velocity of
'the.wftve (e) is given by Lh cflquaLluli c/N.

Th.

EL It

r 3, , , ( 1_ . y 1 F, I

LL..1k4.2(tcy (hcrL4)

\ 24

1



Gamma rays occupy a lit her e -ergy range on the electromagnetic spectrum
than do visible Light rays; their energies ranging from a te,W keV to

several' Melcfr.

gther modes 9f decay

The f614,-owing modes 'of radi_oac

artificial radioactivity: A

ve decay are:assoeiated primar

a. Positron are positively charged electrons of nuclear
''--Positron emission occurs only in artificially producedivatLionuclideS;
being mos't. likely when therip tatio'is low. Th'e intranuclear. effect '07'.

pOSitron emission is-that of changing a proton into a neutron, Ihus In
reasing the n:p ratio.

y with

clzbj_lica-tL(plireK-cat_ure' refers to the radioactive decay'
process,wherebv the nucleus captures an electron from-an Orbital shell

of the atom. An electron from a higher energy level 'immediately moves
in td till the vacant position and the excess ener.gy is emitted, gs a
characteristic x -ray photon. The nucleus might- Conceivably. capture an
L-shell electron, but K-electron capture is much more probable. Hence,
this mode' of deCayis frequently referred to as ' = capture." Orbital

electron capture is also abbreviated as 'EC." 1'

K-capture tways accompanied by the emission of an x ray with energy
equql to the dittereetce between the K- and L-shell electron energy

le7.ft1S in the daughter product. Like positron emission, K- capture cyan
be expected to occur in nuclides having a lowj-i!p ratio. The intranu-

clear effect of -1-- cif these modes of c,,ay. is to change a proton in

to adieutron, Cleo, increasing the n:p rat

c. internal conversion is Ltle pic._esS by-which a nucleus in a44.,

energy -itate reaches alok,,t siate by,transfevring its excess energy an

orhital ePeccton (usually .a i ory electron) The ele.tiou i ejected frOm

the ato,m in lieu a gamma ay of eneegy 11;, [lie energy +'f the ele,_Lt011

i by minus, Eh, where Eb is the binding energy of the eje,red electron.
. ,

d. ivotaer_cclkaoon is a type of tql laiea kek

Latu pairs Of nuclides c ed isomets) that leave the satfle nutnber

and theAaMe ittomi,_ Humber hut exist lit dirt

Generally_ oul!.yt the auffict s Is mel_kzza .ble (the hUcleho t ill a. energy

state abov, the A,oun1 ,taLa) mid achieve, the giound 0t,te Ot Ito

est e,ergy ,tat, by e=mILLtng delayed (usually greater than 10' se,ondsV
gamma tudi,AtIon. the it,etaStctble, or ex,ited .,tale, tLetefote ,,presents

one 1) L in it LAE nuLlear spy..iec while the g,otind stele

rep -,e1 the ether decay beL, 04 pv3iLk0u

culi pko,eed Liotti the ground slate

C. arc p4k11,1 o wit;t1 negligible rest mAso aL-

couut tor the energy disc ihution amongbeta,particies and positrons in

thve proc,psset-i. OH cuLll beta or positron disintegration, the

neutrino ,.atriesaway fraction of the disintegration energy. The:

neutrino Ls of.no-signifii,ance in nuclear medicine applications, because
It-seldom intetacts with matter.

_eht noLle 6tate,
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B. Transmutation

When a radioactive nuclide decays-by a, 0 0+ of - capture; a transmute--
. .

;ion occurs._ ThedeCay,product, or; as it is frequently dallied, the .-

"daughter prodUct.1"-Mas become an atom of a neW element with 'chemical
properties entirely-unlike the original-"parent!! atom.

Anueleus emittingianAlpna partidle disintegrates to;a daughter:e ement,
reduced in-atomic number by 2 and reduced in mass number by.4 ; e.g;;'-ra-

decayehymlpha-emission to produce radon _mss

226 222- ,4
saga 86Rn + 2 He

In the-case="of---be_a,em ers,. the -nucleus of the parene gives= off -a neg-
..

atively charged par;icle resulting in a daughter more pogitive by one
tnit'ef charge; Oic-faroi-riic humber:increasesby:one'butthe mass number

- ,

is unchanged, e.g.,4odine-131 deCaysbybee4 emission to xenon-131 as
follows:

With positron emitters, the parentriucleuA- gives. p A positive charge re-r
suiting in 'a datighter less -positive by one nit of dhargC;.the.atomic num--.-
ber decreases.by one and the: number remains unchanged as in the fol--i:

--..----

lowing.example:
----= ,

a

In instances where,K7ca
identical to that of positton emissions

is the mode-of decay,

52-'1 + e
1-2

5

the transmutation is

ray
=
)

Nuclear decay-reactions.reaulting in a transmutation often leave the
resultant 'nucleus in an excited state. Nuclei, -thus excited, may reach
the ground.stateby the Anstantaneous-emissionof a: gamma photon. The
transmutation ekamplesshown above are All accompanied by gamma emiSsion,
on at least7part of the disintegrations; There are numerous radionuclides,
however: decay by pariiculate'emission alone.

Decapyhenomena,

,Each radioactive nuclide,- artifical as wellas natural, has its owm
unique-characteri pattern decay. There are two aspects= associated.
with this "patterrV;one being the types and energies of the emissions
involved, and the cther being-the rate of decay., --

All nucleiof-a given nuclide seeking stability by radioactive decay do
so in a specific manner. As previously indicated, 226Ba decays by alpha
em-isslon which is accompanied by a gamma photon. This represents the
only mode of decay open to 225BA Thercare, however, some radioactive

2P



nuclides which ay-decay with a branching effeat whereby a choice of deb`

tay- Schemes exists: In such cases; 'a' branching ratio is Sald'do-exist,

rA case in point is the decay of
5'7

Ni. This isotope of nickel decays 507

of the time by K-capture- and 50% of the time by 0 emission. The branch-

ins. ratio- is then

Not only dp,specific radionuclides disintegrate in a given manner inso-

far as the types of emissions are concerned, but the emissions from each

nuclide exhibit a distinct energy picture. The energies associated with

radiations are described in terms of "mega electron volts'! (MeV) or "kilo-

electron-Volts" (keV).- Beta=emissions -may.occur_with energies uP_

about e5 MeV; alphas up to about,10 MeV; gamma photons up to approxi-

mately 3 MeV- The kinetic energy of a particle its proportional to the

square of its velocity; or stated in reverse, the higher the energy. the

greater the velocity of the particle; Whereas the veAptity Of photons is

constant in a given medium and energy differences are manifested by vary-

ing wavelengths and frequencies.

The other characteristic aspect associated with.decay-patterns is the

rate of deday. The disintegrations associated with, radioactive nuclides

,.occur with a.reguldrity characteristic for each 'particular species.

Such disintegrationsare spontaneousrand randoM, a-Single radium-nucleus,

forinstanCe, may:diSintegrateat 6nce orldait-for thousands of years

before emitting an alpha particle. All that can be predidted with any

degree Of certainty is-that half of al the radium-226- nuclei present

will disintegrate-in 1622 years.- This
22o

called the half-life of -Ra.

The-_wide -range in half-life-valuei for naturally occurring radioactive

elements is typified- by Po, with a half-life of'3 X 10-7 secOnds,

and 2"Bie with a half-life of over, 2 X l' years. The concept of

half-life will be, elaborated on more fully in Chapter III.

D. Radioactiile Families

21-2-

The tansmutations associated with natural radioactive elements frequently

yield a daughter which Also is-radioactive. To date, there have been

about 70 different natval radionuclides identified,each with its own

characteristic pattern of radioactivity. Most of. these yield radioaCtive

daughters and are now known to beintimatelyinterrelated in what are

called radioactive series orifamilies. It has been established that most

of the isolated 'radioactive species belong to'one of three independent

groups or faMilies. Each family starts with a parent radioelement decay-

' ing or transmuting into, a daughter element,-also radioactive; and so

on until stability is attained. One family starts with uranium-238 and

is called the urnaium series. Another4starts thorium-232 and-is called

the thorium series, and a third starting with uranium-235 is called the

actinium series. In each_of these three seriea, there is a:tseesawing"

in the transmutation chain betWeen decreasing the atomic number by two
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with a emission and increasing one with.8- emiSsiOn..- Each of
these series endsin a different stabl'isotope of lead. There is ala
a

_

fourth series, namely the neptunium series, named after its longest.
lived member. Actually; the neptunium serles has been artificially_ pro -_
d-uced and does not °tour in nature,but it .is `assured Oldt it did- occur --

in nature atone time and haS-becoffie:extinct because.bf th6 relatively

Short half-lives-involved:. The -longest lived radioerement in the series
27'

_ 9a3Np with a half-lifeof 2:2 X 10 6, years. Assuming that the age of the
earth-is 2.2 X 109 years, this would:. indicate that from the time of
formation,neptunum-237 has undergone 1000 half-lives decay.. The frac-
ticin of a radioelement.remainIng after 1000 half-lives would be.fantas-
ticalry,smallof the order of .10-aoo. It'is obvious therefore, why it
would 'be-difficult to find traces of neptunium and its descenddnts in
nature.

E. Singly Occurring Radioelements

Careful measurements have shown that .almost allmaterials.contain traces
of-radioectivitys..-'0fte might"suspeor that these trace-quantitie s of de-
tivity might be ddeto contaminAA4on with some of the heavy radioeleMents'

,

belonging tosone-of-the- eradioactivseriss here*tofore-deacribed- HoW-
ever, ity.found that certain of the lighter elements are themselves
weakly tddioactive. The table below lists foUr examples --elf naturally
occurring redioelements and their radiations.

Natu allyOccurring, Radionnclides

Nuclide

40

Half-Life
Emission _Energies, in MeV

- Alpha Beta Gamma-

26 X 103

5.0 1010y

1.05 101ly

3.0 X 10"Y

=

2.23

.314'.

0 274i

0.43

1.460

.088

.2.02

.306

Currently the e Ls-no 'evidence that relationship exists amongthere,

these nuclide. They; therefore;_ are regarded as indiVidual,.naturally
occurring radionuclides having no familial relat,ionships.
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'UNITS OF

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER- III

DIOACTIVE DE AY DIME DECAY. LAW

The-nuelear medieal technologist frequently needs to calculate the ac,
tivity,of'a'radioactive material which was standardized at some previ-
ous time Methods of performing:these calculations-and definitions,-
units of radioactive_decay-are Included in the material which fol

II. THE CURIE

Originally, the curie was based upon the 4sinte rations per iecond
occurring in the 'quantity of radon gas in equilibrium with one gram of
radium. If permitted to attain, this equilibrihm, one gram of radium.
will _produce about 0.66 mm3 of radon, and in this quantity Of radon
about. 37 billion atoms disintegrate each second. Thus, originally the
curie unit applied only to radium.

The International Radium Standard Commission in 1930 extended the de i-
nitton to include that,quantity of any radioactive decay produdt of
radium that underWnt'the same number of disintegrations per second
as one gram of radium. The Commission avoided specifying the precise
amount; so for some years the exact value of the curie unit varied with
each successive refinement in the measurement of the atomic weight of, .

radium, which resulted in a more exact and stable value for the decay
constant.'

In 1950, the International Joint Commission of Standards, Units, and
Constants of Radioactivity redefined the curie unit-by accepting 37
billion disintegrations per second as amounting to a curie of radioed
tivity regardless of its source-or characterittics. At.presentthe
curie (Ci) is defined simply as a.unit of activity equal to a Aisin-'
tegration rate of 3.7 X le disintegrations per second. This defini-
tion of the curie is independent of the quantity of the radionuclide.
Smaller and often more convenient units are the millicurie--one
thousandth of a curie (mCi), and the microcurie--one millionth-of a
curie XyCi). The,picocatie (3.7 x 16-2 dis/see or 2.22 dig/min) is
often used-in expresking very low natural and environmental levels of
radioaCtivity.

III. CURIES AND GRAMS: SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

Although the curie or ginally applied to' emanations from one gram of
radium, and one gram of radium is approxim tely.one curie, it is im-A

portant to note that the present definition of the curie does not makel,
apparent what weight of the'material is required, Since a curie of ac7-
tivity merely implies 37 billion disintegrations per second, the weight
of the material required to produce this number of disintegrations per
secopd will be a function of the decay rate of the atoms of the mate-
riel (i.e-, the disintegration constant) and'of the number of atoms per
gram of material. As examples, a curie of pure "Co 'would weigh less
than 0.9 milligram, whereas a curie of natural 23aU would weigh over
two metric tons.. "Curies per gram" is termed specific activity."
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n nuclear medieinethe term, specific activity _refers to the curies per
.grain of the compound and not the radionuclide alone. For example, one

.computes th speci ic activity of any pure radionuclide as follows:

where:

4
X

c ur ie s / gr am =

Avogadro' s rfurnbe

= atom c mass (gin /mole)

3.7 x 10 A

23 Itoms`
.025 X 10

mole

= cay constant (sec

The ant- 3 7 X 1013. is the number_ of disintegra ons occurring per
, 1

SeCOn in one curie of actiVity. For
31

I:

6.025 x 1023 10
specific activ curies /gin

3 7 X- 10 131

= 1.24 X 105 curies/ gm

When 1311 is combined with. other atoms to form a compound-, the molecm-
lar mass of the compound is substituted, for the atomic mass to compdte

specific activity. -E;or example, if iodine- and sodium combine to make
.

Nei, and' assuming that every iodine atom in the compound is -1311 the

molecular mass becomes:

± -131 =-1.54 gm/mole

Likewise, Avogadro' number would have to haVe-uni
Since NA and k have- the same, values as before, the

the compound i less than that of the radoniarlide

153

specific activity x (131/154)

curies /gin

s of molecul-es/mc le.
specific activit, of
by the factor 11

If the "tag" is- not perfect the specific activity may be further res

duced. For. example, if only one half the iodine atoms in the Nal moles
131=

cules are I, the specific activity would reduced by a. factor of

2,

-specific ,adtivity ° x 10- curies

IV. THE RADIOACTIVE DECAY LAW

A. The Disintegration Constant

gm'

The activity of any sample of radioactive material decreases or decays
et A fixed rate which is characteristic of that particular radionuclide.

No known physical or chemical, agentq (such as temperature, pressure,



diss6lution, or combination). May-be made to influence this -rate. The
rate may be 'characterized in at. least two ways,-one of which is -the--
disintegration constant-(X). The disintegration constant represents'.
the fraction of the-total-'number-of atoms present which decays in-unit

Muds the'number of disintegrations occurring per unit time in.&
given'sample is- the- productt of. the number of atoms-present.in the aam-
ple,(N) and the friction of these diinteg1ating in each unit of time

where the minus-sign-is used to indicate'th'atr:the number;of atoms is
diminiShing. Integration,of the above equatiOn-leadl to the basic-law.
of- radioactive decay.

Stated-An-words, the number of Atoms -(N) remaining after a time (t ) ip

equal to the number Dr at time(0 multiplied by eAt,_
Where -e -is the.

base of the natural syste Of logarithms and A rs the disintegration` --

constant:

The Half-Life

The disintegration constant is-not so conveniently used -as is another-
means of-representing the.--rate of radibactive decay,vi,z,,..the half-
life (Ti.) of theradionuClide The half:life is mere the length of
iMerequired.for one half of the radioactive atoms preSent initially

to disintegrate-. The half-life ran be shown-to be related Co the dis-
integration constant- (A) -in the -tollpwingway:.

0.03"

Therefore, one. may subsitute
cay law which yields:

1

expre.sslon

0

If it-is desired to rite the equation in terms of activity (A)
of nuMbers of atoms., one can multiplyboth sides of the equatio
disintegration constant (A) as follows:

Therefore:

Thin is the
clide remain
interval.

1:).6931

[=: AOC T%

0.603

orking equation or computing the activity of a radionu-
ng in a sample after it has undergone deday for some time



Units

,Calculation

Example:

Given:- -= 10 mCi

= 120 days

Find A the quntity.

1. Computational:Metho&
(0.-423)i (120)

A = (Me-- 14. 2 mCi

10 e
: 10(0

= 0.0288' mCi"

This is the type, of calculation which would be required before diluting
a radioisotope-for future use, or for determining the activity "remain-

in in a quantity of nuclide which had been stored for some time ,since'

its standardization.

Graphic Method

-
=

There is a graphical method of accomplishing this-same result. It is
based-on the-fact that each-.half- life -- reduces ;the _activity by- one hal

and the effect is cUMUlative: i.e., two half -live educe. the ac

-to 1.4X% ; three. tO 14x !4 %or% , etc. In the, general case,

()

where is-the'rmber of half-lives elapsed. On pages 24 and 25-this
function is graphed... The answer to the example problem may be. read
from the graph at the-point where the line intersects 8.44, the number

=

of half-lives 3P-undergoes_in J20 days. A useful rule of thumb.is that
seven half-lives will reduce any'activity to below 1% of its original

value

V.- SERIES DECAY'

Series decay concerns-the Mathethatical relationships between two or
more radionuclides existing in a decay chain. ArCexaMple of a decay
chain is -the,. two step-doCay of-the fission product;'9°Sr:

.-90 IF 13- " Zr stable)

1 The 'Student whoahas not studied integral calculus may wish to skip the

remainder of. this chapter.
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The solution for three or more nuclides, althou h:,Straight ward, is

1
-quite inVolved.- A two-step relationship (pare t-daughterYcan be readily
derived.and is reasonablyeasy to apply. .Tare_tdAughter,relationships
are presently being exploited as sources of radioisotopes for use in.
nuclear medicine.-; .

General Rel onships

.Decay of the 'parent nuclide is described by he-equation:.

dN .

dt 1

'dt

For the daughternuclide assuming freshly p rified sample cif parent
materiel

dN2- '-

.dt

Where the N1X1 representsthe rate at which atoms of the daughter are
formed, and the N2 ? term represents their rate of diSappearance.

Upon integration

where:

initial number

N°2 e
A2r

_`parent atoms present-

= initial number daughter at s.present

number of daughter atoms ,at time

decay constant of- paren

--. decay constant of daughter

time e apsed since initial

The equation fbrN can n-be 'converted to

both sides of the equation by A.

e

_erVation..

s of activity by-multiplying:-

This equatOn is the most general form and can be used.flar any parent-
daughter relationship. However, :the equation may be simplified if cer-
tain relationshipA hetween 4and An exist.
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-Special Cases

`1. _Secular Equilibt_

nsepular the half-life of the, parent is much longer than

haff-life h daughter, In fact, the parent half-life may be

a-donsidre-t1 s. infinite compared to the time of observation. Buildup

aettii-yth. a freshly isolated parent fraction occurs as shown -'in Rig-
ure III.

For :the period up -td equilibrium

eral equation:reddces .

(about 7 daughter -half-lives) the gen-a

1000

Build-up and Decay 'of'Dauglster

Lii

= TIME

'Figure
S

U ITS OF DAUGHTER HALF-LIFE)

rent-Daughter. Relationsh
lar Equilibriam _

At secular equilibrium ,

equal to-the activity of th& parent.

parent the following equatiop applies:

ivitY'of the "daughter` is

iinifLeant.-'decaYof.: the'.

se&aar equil ihrium

2. Trailsient__ uilibr,

In transient equilibrium, the half \life in the parent is longer than _

ha qf the daughter, but -cannot be 'considered infinite. In a freshly

purified parene fraction, tie' daughter. activity- builds up, then decays
with the same half-life as the parent. This relationship is illudtratga
in Figure 111-2.
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1000

0

Total Activity
.

Buildup and -Decay,
of Daughter (T,...4:0;8 hr)'4.

De.cay of Parent
(Tt,2 -=8 hrs.)

7

TIME (WOMBS)

Figure III-2,--Parent-Daughter4telAtionship
in Transient Equilibt

Note ,that` the daughter activity s_greater than that the arent by
the facto

An example- ansi -equilih t e'decay!of to

No -Equilibrium

..Here the half -life 4
ion

is ,shgrter than that of t
and no equilibriomiaondt on is-reached.- The relationship,

and daughter,in-this ca is 'is shown in Figure 111-3.
.

0

Total Activity
wild up and Decay of,paughter-

1

.<4

Dittay of
Parent

4 Z 14
TIME (UNITS -OF PARENT HALF-LIFE)

Ft ur_ 1I1-3.--Barent-Daughtdr,Relaiitinship,

-Wliete,Nce.-EquilthriumExidtd

VI.- SUMMARY-

e daughter
of the parent

The most widely used unit to express a quantity .of radioactive material
is th4/curie or some sUbmultiple'of the curie. Radioactive decayjilay be
calculated or graphically 1Jetermiqed if ,.the half-life of the material-Of_
7:intetesW-is- knOwn, Parent-daughter relationships are-rather complicated
tO compute,,,buty t_ in advantage of equilibrium
tOnditionis whrci tnay exist, "--
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CI AFTER IV

NUCLEAR REACTIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

A nuclide may be changed into another nuclide (a phenomenon known as
transmutation) by bombarding it with charged particles., neutrons or pho-
tons. This process is important, since the product nucleus of the re-
action may be radioactive and the secondary particles given off may

'cause other reactions. Many radionuclides used in nuclear medicine are
produced by this mechanism.

II. NUCLEAR

A. Components

The initial,
involve five

Target

Nucleus[

REACTIONS

of

intermediate,
components,

-I-

WITH

the Reaction

as

Bombarding
Particle

CHARGED

and

shown

PARTICLES

final steps
below;

Compound
Nucleus

cif

AND PHOTONS

a typical

Product
Nucleus

nuclear

+
,

reaction

Product
Particle

Examples of.a bombarding particle or projectile are an alpha or beta
particle, a gamma photon, a proton, or a deuteron. Sources of these may
be fission, fusion, radioactive decay, or particle accelerators.

The target nucleus may be any nucleus ranging from that of the lightest
atom, hydrogen, to one of the heaviest, e.g., uranium.

The product nucleus is the nuclear species formed as a result of the
breakdown of the compound nucleus.

The product particle may be any of the subatomic particles, Mote than
one product particle may be released.

The compound nucleus, containing Lhe Lac8eL Lite bowL.,td1n6

particle, exists for only 10 14 seconds or less. During this lifetime,
the excess energy of the particle is distributed r_ h the nucleus
and the incident particle loses 1LS ldetalLy. Mu method of breakdown
of the compound nucleus is dependent only on thc e.Less euergy contained,
and not on the method ot fttrmation. Disittte8tallon ut the compound ',Inc-

leus,difters from radioaLtiye decay in Lwo ways: ( ) the litetime ut
the compound nucleus is always extremely short; alid (C) protons are not
converted into neutrons and neutrons are not converted Into protons dur-
ing the process of change.

B. Compound Nucleus FormaLiou

The extent ut nuclear intera,_ depild0 Olt Lh, uSLute ut (h, pf jet_-

tile, its energy, and the material being bombarded.
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positively charged particles must overcome a potential energy barrier

due to electrostatic forces of repulsion before they can react with a

nucleus. This repulsive force is proportional to the charge on both
the target and projectile, and the greater the charge, the greater the K.

energy necessary to overcome the barrier. Fbr this reason, reactions

occur most easily between projectile particles and targets of low atomic

number.

Beta particles and photons interact primarily with electrons and are

thus more effective in bomardtng a nucleus having few. orbital electrons,

i.e., of low atomic number. Since these projectiles can offer little or

no mass energy to the compound nucleus, they must have kinetic energy
greater than the binding energy of a nucleon (proton or neutron) before

a particle can be ejected from the target nucleus. For this reason,

transmutation by beta particles and photons of energies _ than 5 MeV

will occur only in'special cases. At high energies, these projectiles

can cause many transmutations.

C. Conditions for Decay /

Three laws may be applied to most nuclear rear Lions involvini energy

changes of less than a few MeV: (1) conservation of mass number,

(2) conservation of atomic number, and (3) conservation of energy.

These laws simplify the writing of reactio ns and the predi

possible products.

For the mass number to be conserve
eluded in the system before the re
after the reaction.

the total number of nucleons to-
-_ion must equal the total number

For the atomic numbei to be conseived, the numbeL ot pLutous lu (he

system mus_ remain constant_ Thus, no protons can he changed into neu-

trons (as in electron capture) nor can any neutrons b4 changed into

protons (as ir1 beta dck_ay). H e total rltlrirber ut neutluns also rem 'n6

conStaill.

L.Jti5cr V11,,t1 LAJ

the _
ion must equal that on the other Sink e in a nu._ leaf re

alas, muy he convetted 1,1(.0 c Ay, the tu(_toL being ,,,useived det5

Iguatcd as

[Luck-5y

=tod

dks,till, 11114

11-1115 /.

Mev

Eke UL the app1&elOO of

Sery On of total energy:

4
1,74N4 t 2 lie

14.003074 4.002603 999133 .1.007825



Nuclear Reactions 1

Am = Mass - Mass
pruducts reactants

18.006958 18.005697 = +0.001261

MeV
AE 931 (0.001261)amu.= l'.17 MeV

amu

Since there is a gain in mass;.17 MeV of excess energy must be supplied
to,produce this reaction. If atomic weights of the target xnd product
nuclei are used, such calculations will be accurate only if atomic,
weights are also us-ed for the bombarding and product particles. In this
way, the total mass of'the plectrons on each side of the equation bal-
ances out.

III. EXPRESSING NUCLEAR REACTIONS

Several shorthand methods can be used to

The reaction,

can also be written:

j

dLe UUCtear react iutis.

21'18 1 o"

Since only three ul the tour product- and reacLo
necessary to balance the equation, this reaction
by: 0,1 (p,n) -

IV. TY?ICAL REAUTIONS

of reaction are
uld also be designated

Depending on Lh energy of the LlowbaLdlng pat Li ,Ie and 11n probability
of interaction with a target nucleus,_ nuclear reactions can be classified
In a number of ways. These reactions are general and cannot be assumed
to 0,cur with pal icUldL target nuLleuS

A

11t,. .0 L 1ti, 41 i. !!Alii.! ,
bet: A L,pi, l exaple is:

1 I. 4 "

Vi 'tun i ,:aLl

parL1C1en 03,y be emitted it tl.e proton e"elAy

lh, moat a,ut,.0. 4,3 1.

52 L Al

1 eV

k ,4.1 4-.:4 4 4.



A high energies, d 2n

C. Alpha-Induced

Nuclear React _ns

reactions may also occur.

A number of reactions,_ ,n) type may occur iE the target nucleus
is an element of fairly low atomic number. The 'reaction,

a 4 12.
Be + 2 lie 8G 0n,

led to the discovery 71i the neutron beChadwiek in 1932. This reaction
is now a common laboratory source of eutrons, the alpha particles being
supplied by a radionuclide such as polonium or plutomium'. Multiple par-
ticle,emissions, such as (x,2n) , (a,3n) , and (a,np) , will occur when al-

.

pha particles of very high energy are used as projectiles.

D. Electron-Inducedjbeta particle)

An example of _ea ion of this type is:

a 1J

eie on
U

t is interesting hat the electron simply provides energy
the reaction while passing through or very near the target nucleus. A

number of nuclear transmutations (or excitations) are possible with high

energy electrons..

E, Th0 Induced

The following are two examples of (y,n) rCa,Liottn, otlma ,ailed "photo-
dinintegration":

A 0"

'arid

The
oldhaber and Cnad-Lck Many "ddiLiondi t ans_ntati n

ton=. are L t J t c of h An en..b1a s kAreatek thAn 20 HO)).

1.A",

p.toperiles.

The neoLion I

of u, and d., atm, ma,,s of 1 00o6,5, a,

charge .01c neutron ,an pnetrate re1,_

1

Be Anse 1, ho, no ieLtriL.,

vely easily into a nu,Ieus.



Nuclear R--ctio s

Free4ceutrons are unstable (radioactive) and disintegrate by beta emis-
sion with a half-life of approximately 13 minutes. 'The resultant decay
product IS a proton.

Neutron radiations are classified on the basis of their kinetiit energies.
The most probable velocity of free neutrons in various substances at
ordinary room temperature is approximately 2200 meters per second. Their
kinetic enemy may be calculated from the equation

where:

E my

m neutron mass in grams

v = neutron velocity in cm / sec.

Substituting:

E (1.66 A 10 A 10°

4.0 1014

= 0.025 eV.

Neutrons w it tills average _ 1.1,_ eilet-,sy at 20' ate .al led thermal

neutrons. pithermal, or slow neutrons range in energy from 0.025 eV
to 100 eV. =Intermediate neutrons range in energy from 100 eV to 105
Fat neutrons possess energies Iiom TO`' eV to 20 MeV. Relativistic
neutrons have energies in excess of 20 MeV

t neutrons according to kineti, energy is ittlpoitaut
from two standpoints: (a) the interaction of neutrons with the nuclei
of atoms differs with the neuerom energy, and (b) the methods of pro-
du,ing, detecting and shielding Against the various classes of neutrons
are different.

DeteC(1_01.1 of uv41j,,t,. 1, i lativ.:ly dit11,u1i, 11,L 1.JkA, or i,,n1

cation along their pains, negligible response to e,ste.nally''applied elec-
tric, magnetic or gravitational fields; and 'the tact that they interact
only aittl dlUMIC nuclei, which are exceedingly small

WILL 6,1t1LL16u ut.1.,01 " t 3". .. "t 1,

tion for ,.tow (thermal) neutron. This kn,),) tea, lion oiten
pioduct nuclei which ate radioactive. For example:

OW
P," 0 27

1,Lo,e.0 of Louvrting a stable nucleus 1, its iadi Louniei
part by neutron bombardment is called " neutron activation." Man radio
nuclides used i11 nuclear medicine are produced by this process._

A .second type of general reaction that giving rise to a charged
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particle. Typical examples include (n,p), -,d), and (n,a) reactions,
i.e., reactions in which a proron, a deuteron, or an alpha particle is
ejected from the target nucleus.

A third' type of ndutronlinduced nuclear reaction is fission. Fission
occurs following the absorption of a neutron by several of the very

elements. When -uU nuclei undergo fission by neutrons, an average
of 2 to 3 neutrons are expelled from each nucleus along with associated
gamma radiation. Each nucleus splits into,two smaller nuclei which are
called primary fissiOn products or fission fragments, and these products
usually undergo radioactive decay to form secondaTtission product
nuclei. As an example; if one neutron fissions a :350 nucleus, it could
yield yttrium -9S, iodine-I39, two neutrons, and fission energy. There
are somd 30 different ways that fission may take place with the pro-
duCtiOn of about 60 primary fission fragmtults. These fragments and the
atoms which 'tesult,from their decay are referred to a8 Fission products,
and they number between 400 and 600, according to the type and number
of nucleons their nuclei possess.

Many fission products have found application in LkediLlne, industry, and
research. A well =known example is I which is used extensively in
medicine as both a diagnostic and therapeutic agent.

The fission process is the soiree cif energy for iluLlecti. Led,iions dud
some types of nuclear weapons. Also, neutrons generated from the fis-
stoning of the fuel in a reactor are used to activate stable materials
to a radioactive form as previously discussed. Many radioisotopes used
in nedicine are produced in this manner.

Neutron NCateerIng Muly be listed as a tout'Lli Lyt., Lua,L1LJLi

Scattering of neutrons by el4stic or Inelastic collision is the prinel
P41 mechanism of moderation or slowing down of fast neutrons to thermal

energies. Scattering of neutrons is not of general interest in nuclear
medicine and will not be discussed here detail.

Reactions Ln LI,,tvg

Fast neutrons lo,e ene(rgy in sort tia,nc, LiL.9LL,L t,; AR16,

with hydrogen nucl,t, hydlogen nuclei are themselves s,attured in
the process and becomc rec-11 protons whirl, L-dt

prin,ipal mect.anims:

7-4

r OLLS1,-, ,kid

The ,saalat,, aud pk,.1k.kA ,nay

cellular dama

LL.

14.4 66

In 1.11t;,. Liaut,,L



V. SUMMARY

Whenever charged particles, nedtrons and photons, are able to penetrate
the nucleus, transmutations may be caused which often result in artifi-
cial radioactivity; The bombarding projectile can be a neutron, proton,
deuteron, alpha particle, electron, or gamma photon. Such bombarding
particles may originate from other transmutations, radioactive decay,
fission, fusion, or particle accelerators. As a result of the inter-
action of the projectile and target, a compound nucleus is formed, exists
for an instant, and then separates into a product particle and product
nucleus. Three laws govern these reactions: (1) conservation of mass

number; (2) conservation of atomic number; and (3) conservation of total
energy.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING

L. Lapp, R. L., and Andrews, H. L., Nuclear Radiation Ph sits, Prentice-
Hall, Inc. (1964), chap. 11.



C TER V

INTERACTION OF RADIATION WITH MATTER

I. INTRODUCTION

All radiation possesses energy either inherently, as in the case of
electromagnetic radiation, or kinetic energy of 'motion as in the case
of the particulate radiations. Absorption of radiation is the process

-.of transferring this'energy to the atoms of the medium through which the
radiation is passing. To say that radiation interacts.with matter is to
say that it is either scattered or absorbed. The mechanisms of absorbing
radiation are of fundamental interest in nuclear medicine because
absorptionis the principle upon. which detection is based. The transfer
of energy from the emitted .particle or photon to atoms of the absorbing
material may occur by several mechanisms, but of the radiations
commonly encountered, the following two are the most improtant:

1. Ionization - any process that results in the removal of an electron
.(negative charge) from an atom or molecule thereby.leaving the atom
on molecule with a net positive charge.

2. Excitation - the addition of energy to an atomic or molecular system,
thereby exciting it frtm its ground state to a higher energy state. -De-

pending on the type of interaction, either the atomic nucleus or one of
its orbital electrons may absorb the excitation energy.

Ordinarily, the atoms in a material are electrically neutral, i.e.: they
have exactly as many negative electrons in orbit as there are positive
protons in the nucleus. Thus, the net electrical charge is zero. Radi-
ations have the ability either to remove one or more of the electrons
from their orbits or to raise the orbital electrqns to a higher energy
level. In ionization, ,an atom carrying-an excess of.positive.charge
and a free electron are left behind. In electronic excitation, the
excited atom may lose its excess energy vacancy created in the excitation
process,. Wheh this occurs, the, excess energy is liberated as d photon
Of electromagnetic radiation which may undergo other absorptive processes.
Nuclear excitation is of significance only for neutrons or othei
radiations of relatively high energies. A discussion of the types of
radiations and their interactions might conveniently hse divided into
four main categories.

1 ciVyt ki11i1VCIX p pi

tekuns, and tritons exhibit similar mechanisms f interaction with mattet-
Alpha particles will be discussed as a prototype of this groop

L. beta yattielea: both poaltroea and eleettooa tall iaLu ,01_66idly

They have equal masses and equal but opposite charges, and therefore lose
their kinetic energy by similar mechanisms. The electron is discussed
as the prototype of this category.
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3. Electromagnetic radiation: This group includes bath x and gamma.
radiation; however, since these two radiations differ only in their
origin and not in the mechanisms of interaction, only gamma radiation
'will-be di rlissed

4. Neutrons: The interactions of neutrons were discussed in chapter IV,
and -'11 not be included in this chapter.

ALPHA ABSORPTION

An alpha particle is made up of protons (positively charged) and two
neutrons, all strongly bound together by nuclear forces. If Such a par-
ticle approaches an electron (negatively charged), 'it xperiences a
strong electrostatic attraction, whereas if it approaches an atomic nuc-
leus (positively charged), it will experience a repulsive force. Alpha
particles have a mass about 8,000 times that of the electron. The are-
ejected from the nuclei of radioactive atoms with velocities of the order
of 1/20 the speed of light. All of these properties -= its large mass,
its charge, and its high velocity--make the alpha particle an efficient
projectile when it encounters atoms of an absorbing material. In other

words, it would have a high probability of interacting or colliding with
orbital electrons and atomic nuiclei.

When speaking of "collisions" between subatomic particles, it is under-7

stood that the particles need approach each other only sufficiently close
for their farce fields to interact. Such an interaction may then be re-
ferred .to as a collision. Some yllisions result in ionization and/or
excitation. Since a finite amount of energy is required to ionize or ex-
cite an atom, the kinetic energy of the alpha particle is gradually dis-
sipated by such interactions until it capture electrons and settles
down to ,a quiet existence as a helium atom.

4

Due to the high .probability -en an alpha par tIcit and
orbital electrons of the absorbing medium, a lave number of iolr pairs

is formed per unit of path length of the alpha particle. And since a
fraction of the kinetic energy of the alpha particle is lost lo formint,

each ion pair, alpha particles lose their energy over a relatively short
distance. For these reasons, ale range of alpha particles is much less
than the range of other types of ionizing Ladiation. A single sheet_ of
paper issuffLieut to absorb all alpha particles emitt,d from most
radionuclides. The alpha particle is, in sucluclary. a highly
wealy penetrating type of vadiati

tsEIA ABSORPTION

The rest lilacs Jf a ticLa paktluic Is Lh,_ aami_ ll.,l I

troll and, henc is much less than the mass ut th e 114.1uk o4 the at ws

.making up the laosorbirt*medium. Since beta particles and uLbiLal elec-
troWt have like charges, they experienLe an electrostatic repulsion when
in the vicinity of one auother. But a beta particle has a charge oppo-
site to that on the atomic nucleus, therefuc aLrlt attractioh

will be experienced as the beta approaches
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These facts are important in understanding the interaction between the
beta 'radiation and the atoms in an absorbing medium. For example, con-
sidering only the mass relationship between. the betal,articTes and the
orbital electrons, One might expect that the interaction between two
electrons is somewhat similar to the collisions between billiard *balls.
Actually, a beta particle may lose aJt. Lf it,s energy in a single colt -,
lision with another electron. In such an interaction, the target elec-
tron can itself become:an ionizing particle.

Normally, a keta particle loses its energy in a large number Of ioniza
tion and xxcitation events in a manner analogous to the alpha particle.
Due to the smaller size and charge of the electron, however, there is a
lower probability of beta radiation interacting in aglven- thickness of
material. Consequently, the range of a beta particle is'considerably
greater than that of an alpha particle of momparabl energy.

Since the electron mass is small compared with the mass of a nucleus,
large deflectiOns can occur in single collisions, particularly
irons of low energies are scattered by high atomic number elem
positive charge on the nucleus). As a result, a beta particle
an interaction with an. atom which results in the production of
A high energy beta particle may penetrate through the electron

When elgc-
nts (high
may have
x rays.
cloud sue

rounding the nucleus of an atom and experience the strong electrostatic
force of the nucleus resulting in a change in velocity and the emissiou
of an x ray. Such x rays are referred to as "bremsstrahlung radlation
it becomes an Increasingly important mechanism of energy Joss as the
initial energy of the beta particle increases and the atomic number of
the absorbing medium increases. As previously pointed out, m
particles from a given radionuclide are emitted with about Lne same -

ergy. When betels are emitted, the total kinetic energy involved in _

:decay of the radioactive atom is divided between the beta particle and
a neutrino. The neutrino charge and negligible mass. LL catrics
away a traction of the total kinetic energy available in every beta
integration. therefore, the beta paitietes from a given IddiWWLIlde dLe
emitted with A speetrum -f vary lug dolma p.actIL:ally zero up to
some md,Imum energy whlkh in LhardciefibilL ot LdJlociuclide

alpha
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imparts all of its energy to an orbital electron of an atom and the pho-

ton vanishes: Thus, the process may be considered as a complete energy

loss proc'es.s:' /xi:order. for_momentum te be conserved, Znother'body must
be preseht', so gamma photons can not interact with free electrons via
the photoelectric effect. Most photoelectric interactions are with K

shell or tightly bound'alectrons.

Tine gamma photon energy is mparted:to the orbital electron in the fora
of kinetic energy of motion, and this greatly increased energy overcomes
the attractive - force of the nucleus for the electron,an causes the elec-

.tron to be ejected 'f.rom orbit with considerable vel :ity. (See

ure

The kinetic energy' ted electron, called a. Php.toelectron

- expressed as

Kt w

where Kg = kinetic energy of the p o toe

h -.=, gy of the incident gatiuna photon
-r

W .-- binding energy of electron Le the auel the atom

For most photon energies of interest in nuclear medic ne W is small in

relation to except for high atomic number absorbers;
.

When the photoelectron is ejected an ion pair results, photoele
tron may have sufficient energy to ionize other atoms thus producing
secondary ion pairs until all of its energy is ekpended. After the photo-
electron is ejected, the vacancy in the electron shell is filled with an-
Other .:election from an outer shell. The excess energy is emitted in the
form of one or more characteristic x rays or an ejected outer-orbital
electron, known as an Auger electron

the LoilipLott eftc,,,L 1., t f e du1f,14. 101L4 , 11-.4 LL1..4 b,

gd411144S Intel act 10 10, d1oMiC numb,t abst.ia-be -atonal. The Co41lpLe0 et

feet results in tll.. tt,_.nster of Only part of the ellerg_ y of the

gamma ray to the absoftiing m,dium. the etteL=.1 may he conider,d as 410

inelattL t,,coherent scattering ot the rays b, Sill le,_ttons agai,
the gamma Lay interacts with an orbital electron, but in the caS' -t
111pto0 1,Jera;Ll,u1S, Dolly a part of tit,. energy i. ,d to thc,

elecirtto, dad another gamma lay of lower energy that he l)rlllldty nu 10

emitted, Figure V-2 )

1lie h1 I ue1u41Ly ele,cto1. LL,tct I , ,4 pk0-

JULLS se,.:ondary i0411Zaiiou in tic 3,Ylllc 411.,410e1 Lh, 1:l1uL0elE_LIU41,

and the weakened gaMma ray, CdlleJ a s..attered photon 'onyinues on

til it fuses sure eflrry i,1 another k,ompton interaction or disappeaLs
completely via the photoele..tric effect. A gamma photon m y undergo
several scattering events before it is finally absorbed.
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Interaction . Rad at n With- Matter

Compton scattering invOlves the- outer orbital electr cus an atom and
.

odes not produce characteristic x rays. except in very.special cases.produce

- Theoretically, -the ,Compton-tlectron may 'receive any amount of energyup
to a maximnm value which is called the Compton :edge.

where is' the

E
Compton edge' -Y

'Y 1+3.92

energy of the Primary -photon.. -

alb

The' remaining energy ia carried away by the scattered gaMma
variable energies of the- Compton ele trons give rise to the "Compton

cnntinpum" in scintillation counting

photon.

Pair production

The.

air production .predoMinatea ,when .highrenorgy gamma photons interact
with .high atomic number r--absorber materials. Pair production- is impos-
sible unless. the .gamma ray possesla?lt least 4;02 MeV .0 energy (twice
the Mass-energy of an eleetron)'. Practically speaking, it does not be-
come important until 2 mot absorbers'.:most absorber.:_

:n pair production, a gamma-photon simply disappears in the.vieinity of
a nucleus. in its Place, a pair of electrons appearsone. negative, one
positive (cal 4 positron). The principal functicin of the nucleus is
to allow conservation of 'momentum when the -photon transfers its entire
energy to the recoil particles.- :The negative and positive electrons are,
produced in order to conserve charge. Masses of these electrons
have been created' from the energy of the photon according to the famil-
iar, Einstein equafion E me where. E is energy in ergs, rn- is mass in
grams, and c is the velocity .of. light in cmisee. Any photon -energy in
excess of. the. 1.02 MeV required to create two electron masses -.is simply
shared between the two electrons as kinetic energy of motion, and they

ejected from the atom with high velocities, ..

In most instances, the electron and positron are ejected from. the nue-.
lens predominantly in the direction of the incident photon, especially
when the photon energy, and hence its momentum, are very. large.

I

The negative electron behaves in the ordinary way, producing secondary
ion pairs .until it4 loses all of its energy of motion. The positive elec-
tron also produces secondary ionization so long as it is in motion,. but
when it has lost its kinetic energy , it encounters a free negative elec-
tron somewhere in the material. The two are attracted by their opPosite
charges, and, upon contact, annihilate each other, converting the mass-
of each into pure energy. In, order that, energy and momentum again be
conserved, the annihilation energy appears as two gamma photons of 0.51
MeV each, emitted at approximately 180 with respect to each other but
randomly with respect to the incident photon direction. (See Figure V-3.)

-
-icThe average lifetime of positrons in liquida and solids is 10 10



Figure V-3.--Pair Production.

(High- Energy. >1.D21,1eV
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seconds,. -The ultimate fate of the annihilation gammas, is either photo-
electric absorption, Compton 'acatterinz followed by photoelectric ab-
sorption, or escape from the material.

V-4' shows the fractiOn of the total decrease in photon- beam ,in-
t Whith- is due to each mode of interaction for energies between

19 keV and 100 MeV, using,-lead as the abs6rbing material. At low ener-
gies, theciphotoelectric interactions predominate at. intermediate ener-
gies Compton.scattering is the most likely intereCtion; and at high -en.-;
ergies pair production is the.moat important.' The ordinate 'of the curves
in Figure v-4, "massattenuation coefficient,' is ilefined in Chapter XV
under Shielding. Suffice here to say that the higher the mans attenua-
tion coefficient the greater is the probability that the radiation will
interact in a_ unit mass of material.
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Alpha, beta, and gamma radiation interact primarily by ionizing and ex-
citing the atoms and molecules of absorbing msdia. Alpha particles are
.hignly ionizing and weakly penetrating; beta particles are inter-
mediate in both specific ionization and penetrating power; gamma rays
are very highly penetrating with subsequent low specifie ionization.

Ganuaa rays interact with matter by three major processes; photoelectric
effect (complete energy transfer), Comr3ton effect (pdrcial energy trans-

fer), and pair production (complete energy transfer withjproduction of



.-7ennihilation. photons The, photoelectric effect doiainates at low 'gariima
energies and high atomic "number absorbei materialoi:Compton. effect pre-

:rdominaea at .intermediate 'energiee:and low atomic -nmber. absorber mate-
rtele-f- and pair productiOn is most important 'at.!high energies -witly:hig4
atomic "- number absorber:Materials. The -rate of interaction of gamma. rays.'
per unit ,mass. is .dependent-.orCihe "absorbing material and the gamma energy.

:
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All methods of det=ect ion are bated onthe ability of radiation. to cause
,p

ionization;,:that is, P:r6duc6 charged bodies from neutral atoms and
_ . , , , , .

'molecu'les Radiatio measurement fristrnments vary only iarthe medium" to ..,

which the. ionization is permiCre&to take place'and-in-the' method by
which this ionization ia.detected and-indicated

At pre there are eight ma groups °E radiation detect

Gas ionization
Scintllation Media
Semiconductors
Photographic emulsions
Thermoluminescende

density
Chemical decbmposition media
-RadiophOtoluminescencea-nd opiicaLn- easurements

.

Calorimetry

Before describing the types of detectors listed, it will. useful to
keep in mind:the functions or purposes the detection, instrument must -ful-

Of prime importance in nuclear medicine-are these detector
that oanle-esed in laboiatery systems designed for in Vitrdand
in vivo counting applications. From the above list these inalude gas
ionization, scintillation, and semiconductor detectors. The.

detector types find, most application in radiation protection work --
either personal monitoring or area survey.

, II. GAS IONIZATION -INSTRUMENTS

Although scintillation detectors are moreWidely used in nuclear medi.6'.
sine' work, gas.ioni,zation- instrumenta are:diacusSed-first for nurpoSes
of .illustrating nt principle of operation. of a radiation detecter.
Analogies can then be drawn_to other- typeaof detectors.

.Regions ent. Response

If a variable source of direct voltage-is impressed acrossac.ross.an enclosed
volume of gas, the rate of the electrical charge produded in the gas by a
constant sourceLof radiation maybe measured on an external meter..- As
the voltage is-increased above zero, five regions of instrument response
will be observed,as shown in Figure VI-l.

Laborator Countin S stems - -I. late =ral Counters 61
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In-the first region,ther.ions producpd by the-radiation- will be under
very. low Voltage gradientaan&willtend-to reCOmbine..witireach other=

.

-rather than migratatc4.4the electrodes and be collected. This recombi-
nation of ion-pairs decreases as the applie&voltage is increased and

-finally-becames at some ,voltage the 'field strength
will be sufficient po collect esSentiaIly all of the on pairs that are 4.

formed. The.first region ,.is known as the region of recombination and
is, with one or two rare exceptions,not useful for the operation of
radiation detection instruments..

2 Tonizatican chamber region

The second region coutmences at the voltage at which all of the ion
formed are collected .L These ions.are the primary ions resulting from
the action, of the radiation. The negati.vepqrtion of the ion pair
(electron) is accelerated toward the anode or positive eXectrode of the
chamber, while, the positive ion (residue of the atom) is
slowly toward the cathode or negative electrode. FnT some large incre
Ment of voltage above the region,of recombination, there is-a satura-
Lion flow of ions which is equal to the number of ions produced by the
radiation entering the chamber. This second region of Operation is
called:the ionization chamber region, and-provides-the first of the
three 'operating regions for _gas ionization instruments.

Q,
Pr portiona .region

the voltage is 'increased still further, above the ionizat_ion chamber -



region, the collection. of ions increases above the number r-collected in
the.previous regisn This apparent anomaly (collecting more ions than
are foriiied by the .primary radiation) -is the result of the increasing
force applied to the electrons migrating-to the anode of the chamber.
When the voltage gradient is sufficiently .high, the electrons achieve '
a high enough velocity to cause secoridary. ionization- in the filling gas.
This secendary_ioniation results in an.amplification'of the primary' ion
current produCed.by the.-;radiation- Hence,'each primary iOn-pair causes.
a magnified pulse of current. The number of secondary. ions produce&
for each primary ion pair formed hythe.radiation is called the
amplification' factor. As the voltage is raised the gas amplification
factor ,is increased. Gas AMplification factors as high as 105 Sr 106
are sometimes .employed in this region. The size :of the pulse produced

proportional to the voltage appl.ied across the- gas and to the number__
of primary ion pairs,formed. Thus an'alpha particle'with its high spe
tific ionization will produce a much larger pulse of current' than will
beta radiation withits correspondingly lower,specific ionization.. This
makes possible the-discrimination among radiation typqs that differ in
the produced primary ionization. This proportionality of current
pulse size 'to impressed voltage and to ionization density results in
the naming of the second region of instrument operation, the: region of
proportionality. The-upper portion of this region where, the alpha and
beta curves begin to approach,each.other (see Figure VI-1),.is referred
to as the gion and it is not of' general
use in radfation instrumentation.

'4 Geiger-Mueller region

With a further increase in operating voltage above the region of propor-
tionality a further increase in gas aMplification occurs. This is.due
to the additionaracceleration provided the electrons, and results in a
veritable avalanche of electrons around the anode'of the chamber.. In
this operating region, the counting rate produced by the,avalanche
relatively independent ,of applied voltage over a limited range, and also
is independent of the specific ionizationoof the initiating particle, or
photon. This third operating region is called the Geiker-Mueller region.
Instruments operating in the Geiger-Mueller (-M) region provide a gas
amplification factor of as high as 101°. The G-M region is extremely
sensitive to any radiation that produces even one ion pair, and conse-
quently, individual'ionizing events Can be detected.

The positive ions produced in the G-M tube migrate to the cathode
where their electron deficiency is satisfied by the excess negative
charge existing at the cathode. When the vacant orbits of the gas
atoms are filled, electromagnetic radiation is-emitted. This radiation,
which may take the form of either ultraviolet or. x radiaVon, tends to
continue the discharge action, and so sustains the period during which

. the gas is essentially :a conducting mediuM. In order to squelch this
discharge action, a second agent is added to the primary, gas. The
secondaryagent, called a quenching vapor, usually consists of polyatomic,
molecules (such as amyl acetate or ethyl alcohol) which, upon absorbing
radiation, dissociate into particles not small enough to continue the
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. ..
aValanche_..,action. More recently,` halogen gases'havere ved widespread

_ ., .

use as quenching agents -These
_

ave'the advantage that moleculesi-i:

wilirecotbine after diesociation thuSincreasing the useful life of the
- 'detector..

- _
Region Of continuous discharge.

If the voltage is.increased above the G-M region, the gas arcs =thereby
producing.a state-of continuous discharge. Sustained operation in this,
regicin may result -iothe.-ruination ,of -the .detector.:

Operational.Characteristics
)

Of-the five- regions of instrument response, there are three that can be
:used -for specific purposes ri 'ra

izationchamberregion, videi'low sensitivity but:high range, since13.A1

di4 ion detection'. The firstWthe ion-

it measures Onlythe ptimavionization produced. Sensitivity is defined
,

as a. factor which is proportional to 'the response of -to
the type and energy of-the radiation \being: measured. Discrimination'

.

ado g the several types of radiation is usually not-possible with inniza-
tio chLdbers except by use of- -external absorbers.- Operating-voltage,.

-: for-ionization-chamber instrumentswill usually:be between. 60 and 300
. voltl, depending upon the size of the chamber `and the filling gas.
:(usually air at atdospheric pressure).

. .

Proportional instruments provide a high sensitivity due to their gas
aMplification and a. correspondingly .high. range since the secondary ion-
:ization takes place over onlY a portion of the chamber-volume.: Due to
the proportionality factor which exists in this region, the instrument
is inherently capable of discriminatrng among the different types:of
radiation, Proportional counters are usually filled with argon,.methane,
or a mixture of the two, although'air is sometimes used. Operating volt-
ages will range from-500 to 5,000 volts,- depending upon chamber design
and filling gas;

The G-M region provides an extremely high sensitivity and a correspond
ingly low range due to the discharge dead time; i.e., the time during
which the gas is conducting and hence is insensitive to any, further
ionizi=ng 'events. Because of the nature of the discharge in G-M detect-.
ors it is impossible to discriminate electronically among the several
types of radiation. Geiger-Mueller chambers- are usually filled with
argon or helium acid a quenching vapor at lower than atmospheric pres-
sure and operate in the range of 1,000 to 3,000 volts.

Each of the regions provides certain operating characteristics, as des-
cribed above; which make it useful for one purpose or another.' The ion-
ization chamber regidn, prviding a direct indication of the number of
ions produced by a given radiation, is eminently suitable for indicating
cumulative exposure or radiation exposure rate in Roentgen'units. The
low sensitivity anecorresponding high range of ionization chambers
make them useful for measuring levels of activity much higher than can
be measured with the other types of detectors. Proportional instruments
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find their best use in the d'iscrim nat or between alpha and beta-gamma

radiation, while G-M instruments_provide extremely sensitive_ indicating

4eYic'e's;for measuring low intensities of radiation. Both the.proportionak

and the,G-M-iRstruments,are counters; that is, theyprovide a pulse of
current for every, particle or photon that interacts-within tha chamber#.

Ionization chambers-may be.'designed-eW either pulse counters oCurrent

measuring devices.

SCINTILLATIGN DETECTOBS
_

In recent years .one of the most rapidly develoPing ielde in raditation

detectioniiistrUments has been that involving iWe use of scintillation

media. Although scintillation detectors ,:have been in use since the

early 1900's, the upsurge in theirapplication ecburredin,the early
1950'-s-folloWIngthe.iMproved design-of-photomdl-aplier-tubea and-An-- --

creased availability of scintillation media. At present scintillation-.

detectors at used more extensively than-any other type-in nuclear medi-

cine la o a ies.

Pr of Op-eration

..

the basic parts of a sointillation.detector4re-Sho
the sensitive part o .the detector.is the phosphOr.

R F R PHOTOCATHODE

DYNODE

Energy from the-radiation is transferred to the phosphor via the various

types of interactions which were discussed previously. Some fraction of

the tranaTerred energy is re-emitted by the phosphor as visible light, the

intensity of which itTproPortiOnal to the amount of energy which was

transferred from the photon-or particle to the phosphor. The light is

transmitted' through the phosphor to the- light-sensitive cathode of a .

photomultiplier tube causing electrons to'be ejected from the cathode.

The'ejected electrons `are focused onto the first of nine Or ten

ary e1ectron-emitting electrodes called dynodes which are maintained at

a positive potential with respect to the cathode. A gradient of approxi-

mately 100 volts is maintained between each dynode.-.The dynodes are

shaped ~so that the electrons ejected from one are, focused onto the next.
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The electrons ejected.from the-last dynode are collected on an, anode
:and brought out of the tube,..aa a-pulse of Current The ratio bfrthe
numberof electrons eyeCted from a given dynode' to thenumber'ejeced,:i
frbm the preceding-line is calledh0.isecOndary em sslan rati0 ; This
ratio ranges from to ..7dependidei3n the coating-on the 'dynode add'-the'
energy Of'4ihebbMtarding-electron. The't6tal MultliplicatIon factor for
a ten dynode photomultiplier tube then, id-- the secondary emission ratio ---
raised-to .the 10th power.

Since =the `output current frouthe_photomultiplier tube- is proportional,.
to the ,light incident on the photocathode, which is in.turn-proPortional.'
to the=energy transferred from_ the radiation to the phosphor,,scintil
lation detectora.dre well suited to energY-apectrum analysis. The Use
of scintillation detectors:in spectroscopy-systems is discussed in chap-

-ter- VII I.

Types of Phosphors

1. . Inorganic crystals

In organic- cry st als are In .most widespread use as gammaray_detecto a.
and .comprise the majority -of the scintillation detector's .used in
nuolear.medicine laboratories:- Inorganic s:rystalacintillators are

41/2,rAwlcrystals o inorganic .salts, primarily the alkali halides, containing.
small amount ot.impurities calledactivators which cause, the crystal
to soiatillateat room temperatures.' -The ones most commonly used as
gamma-detectors-ere sodlum iodide with small :'amounts of thallium. as the
activator [NaI(T1)1 and, on a limitedbasis, iodide, also -thalllum
activated [0sI(T1) 4.-- These material's, particularly NaITI) exhibit
such desirable characteristics as high density,,high light output, trans-
parency, and suitable index `of refraction, The crystal is carefully
grown in a controlled environment with minute traces if-the activator
Introduced during the growing process. The crystals are endaSed'in
light-tight cans usually of aluminum or beryklium so the photraultiplier
tube views only the,14ht; produced by radiatiOn interacting.within-the
crystal. In the case of NaI(Tl), which is hygroscopic, the-casing else-,
seals out moisture from- the crystal. A reflector around tht crystal
serves to maximize the light collection by the cathode of the photomulti-

,

plier tube. (See Figure VI-2.)

Organic crystals

Organic crystals- as_scintAllation detectors haVe been used primarily for
counting beta particles where The high atomic number of the Inorgani
crystals causes.excessive scactetingof the particle wi. in- the detector.

-4-1111.
Of the many organic crystals which have been studied to 4: the most
useful are anthracene and.transstilbene. Organid crystal detectors have
found' little application in nuclear medicine where much work is done .

with tow energy beta emitters, carbon-14 and tritium. Liquid scintil-
lation detectors are better suited to such applications than are-or-
ganic.erystal.scintillators.
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,Liquid organic sCincil

The need to count tile- low energy beta, particles froM arbon-14 and

tium' led to the development 'Of organic liquid scintillation detectorS.
D 1

The advantage of these beinglOhat_the- sample caOte dissolved (or -media

Ally -suspended)-..in a solvent, tontaining the organic- phosphor. Hence-
s-:

the absotptionprdbieffi0-aatOc with etlated ioth---=tYpes .of_radiaf ion de-

teetors. Are -1argely-,eliminated; PhoWphors `used `.in liquid

scintillation detectors- include p-tirphenyl,= 2,5.--diphenyloxazole (ITO

and -bis ThioRhene. (BBOT).; Solveht_

in. general.'nte are aromatic -hydiocarbons or aromatic ethO : al though'

other compoUnds-are-used- where_ sOlubility is a-factor.

Liquid scintillators nor constit to a verb important class _radiation

detectors in nuclear medicine laboratories, and especially in biochemical

research applications. The use of-aquid scintillation deteCtorS in sys-

ms which utilize. coincidence circuitry and low temperatures to achieve

low backgrounds for counting low-'nergy beta particls is discussed ire.

Chapter

Other types ofphoephors_

Other scintillation' media that haVe 'been used as' radiation detectors

include plastic phosphors for beta counting and,inorganic powders which
,

are used'primarilyas alpha detectors. Aniexariple of-the latter is zinc

sulfide. powder activated With silver which is coated directly on the

.glass envelope of a photomulriplier tube or on a,transparent material .

suchas lucite. These types of detec ors'. re not in.widespread pse in

nuclear medicine.

1p. SEMICONDUCTORS

The state of the art of semiconductor radiation detectors has advanced

rapidly in recent years; ..The most widely used types of semiconductor

devices are diffused p-n junction, surface barriet,:and lithiuM drifted

detectors.--Semiconducror-detectorshave soJar. found most application,

in the tield of particle spectroscopy, although.lithium drifted detect

ors arenow being used as' gamma detectors.

Diffused p-n Junction

The diffu d p-n junctio detector obtains it hame from its manufactur-

ing prOcess . A slice: of - type. s il icon or _ germanium crystal with a

'.layer of riTtype impurity (uSuaily phosphorus) depoitted on the surface,

LS heated to. forM-a p-n junction just below thesurface. ',The phosphorus

may also be painted onto- the silicon.. and made to diffuse into it 'by ap-

plying hea tr.. Sinde the n-typematerial has enx-ceis of electrons

the p-type has an excess of "holes" (holes may'lipe thought of-as unit pos-.

itiVe charges), the natural action of the- comb- ned materials tends to -

.align the elect s on 1. one side- of the' juncein'and the holes on the-
ir

erence ,of potential is built p across" the junction.other.. Thus a
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By applying an external voltage to .thecrystal of such polarity as to
oppose the natural movement of electrons and holes (reverse bias) tKe
potential barrier across the juncti6n is increased and a "depletion,
region" is produced. (See Figure VI-3.)

Contact for
electrical leadoff Charged particles n- type region produced

enter from, this side by diffusion in phosphorus

Depletion__
region

Dec icat lead

Figure VI-3.--Schematic Represeniati.un
of a Diffused p-n Junction Detector

This depletion region is the sensitive volume of the detector and is
analogous to the gas volume in a gas ionization detector. Charge par
ticles upon entering the depletion region produce electron-hole pairs
analogous to ion pairs produced in gas ionization chambets. Since an
eiectrit Held exists in this region, the charge produced by the Joniz
ing particle is collected thus producing d pulse of Llurreut. The size
of the pulse is proportional to the energy expended by the particle.

B. aura ce airier Detectors.

The pciii,ipie uL ..,patiocc of the baL41,,,
detectors is the same as t,r the p-n juuctiou iu chat
in which these exists an ele,tric Held, is pi.oduced.
producing the depletion Legion as well as 7.
within the crystal vary from °Lie type of dvets r to

The suLt,,,e baLti depends upou the

lith 1 whin IL Lci

a depletion
.ThL method of
LL sell cation

anothel_

LL-
sAll,Jon Aermau ,_ its operatio soLta,e of d pi, ._e -k
puce ,i-7L;t,1 an ele,,i-ik; field exists 0-,11 chat both holes a.d ele,tr..
are excluded tr.m a thin region near the CL. to Fur L1 -type ,rystals
the Held [6 JULA1 au Lo Lepel Lke fr,=e electiouN fLom this re6ion. It
E1 M Ldt t Lined to th tLee eleeLt-db die still repelied
but a L_uncentration t huies is produced Airectly under the surface.
Then if a reverse bias is applied, a depletion' reAlon i, produced. (be,.Figure v1-4)
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Thin gold eledrode

Depletion
region

Electrical lead

Figure VI- -Schematic Representation
Of a Surface Barrier Detector

Metal electrode

Surface barrier detectors give better resolutions tur particle tipe-
troscopy than p-n junctions, but wider depletion regions are possible
with the latter. (The wider-the depletion region, the higher the energy
ut particles which can be analyzed since the particle must expend all
its energy in the depletion region )

Lithilurti L7ritted Ile

ihe lithium dritred dete,toE Is ptudu,e d by dIrruti8 ilLblom LnL., low
OL KrIlldllitiM. When heated under reverse bias,

serve as an ii-type don,,r0 drift into the silicon

resistivity p=type 0111,,Ion
the lithium icxns, which
or germanium in such a way that wide layer of the p -type material is
compensated Ly the lithium 60 that the effective resistivity is compara-
ble with that ut the IntrItisi,- material. (bee Figure Vi-5-) Wider da-
pieLion kegions Le obtained by the lithium drift pre,cess than by an)
OLhr k method, (...aNcqucialy liLbludt dlittud deiuk,Lot .D1,10W the
;:)0:5L miae t,)r- gdmd spectroscopy work. Siliconl deLeetot,, p.an by ,p
erat,A at roam temperatures, but exhibit low efficiency for gamm. rays

mania m lete,t,,ts have higher gauthid but MUSL be operatti
ctitrogu LempetaLuLes Foc, these reasons, ..,.pled with the

Shall 6en.itive vot,liiies obLdinaLl,. to idt.c 61ilit_Orld"LLor deteetu,S its,
r_LeiveJ wiiepread appliL_atio" 1 no,l_at aledicine. noch oik Is

JoLix L.. wever to develop s enti, Lor luLeL:Lous that die pt-,
tical for in vivo gamlna medsareo,ents the inherent Lesuluti,.n for

wotk is mu, h I, that obt=tinaLle o4Ih s,di o

V 1`H.10.1tAtdik,

-10.kh,_111, .c =4 Fhl pl.., OY, illi ,,
attire. jidtcLIdi was thin tit A meti,oct ±J Lo 1e L 11,1,:le.lr raliciftion

,,,i, of grftahic t i Lila foi raJiar i,u1 ",ed .clii 15 L present
,ouLined mk,stly to niun.itLaring exposed persoilnel atii ,:Lioe,
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Gold contact
surface barrier

Incident
particle

Uncompensated
p. type

0

Lithium diffus

Lithium
compensated

layer

---- Guard ring

Figure VI -5. -- Schematic Represenation
of a Lithium Drifted Detector

area surveys. .Vilms are LIEd in resear6A1 wvrh in making kadi au t,

graphs of Cosmic rays or substance containing radioactie materials,

The =Lie of interaction of radiation with the silver halide in an emul-

sion is that of ionization. After an emulsion has' been exposed to rani-

ation, there is no visible sign of any change, but upon development, the

latent image is converted into a black deposit of metallic silver. The

extent of film darkening may be telated to the Lype,'energy,and quantity

of radiation to which the lif__m was exposed.

vt. lnEtolotufliNtn(,h.Nut.

ihe.wuluntl e5Lence lo L1 ,,kii ,hl-

to store energy transmuted to them Ly ,adiation ani then emit OIL, en-

ergy in the form of visible light upon heating. Alm-st auy in ulatln

transpaLent matekial exhibits this property. Crystals commonly used ar .

lithium flo%,r)2de and calcium fluoride. The enters of energy storage

or "sensitivity centers" are probably imperfections In the crystalline

structure; either structural defects or foreign impurities in the crys

(al. Electrons freed by the ionizing radiation are trapped at the sense

tlVtLy centers until icleased by heat supplied Lu the crystal. When the

trapped ele,:tr-n,i at, released, light is emitted ,f an intensity pro

portional t > Lli ever ,y transteired the crystal troll, the rddlatiou

U. I
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Therms luminescent dosimetry shows much promise for the future in ther.
areas of personnel monitoring and radiation research. Its advantages
include wide opera _nal range (5 mrads to 2 x r rads), simplicity,
ease and speed in reading, its reusability, and the response can be made
relatively independent of energy from 40 keV to 1.25 MeV.-

VII. CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION INDICATOR

In chemical decomposition indicators, ions produced by radiation combine
chemically to form new compounds or change the chemical characteristics
of a compound.

A typical'chemical decomposition indicator is a chloroform -water mixture
which, when exposed-)to radiation, produces hydrochloric acid itifilropor-
Eton to the amount Of radiation absorbed This formation of acid de-
creases the pH, and,ty the use of a suitable indicator, it is possible
to ascertain when a predetermined dose has been received by the chemi-
cal system. kn indicator frequently used for this purpose is brom-
cre -purple.

An inherent drawback of chemical decomposi tion t9tdiLpttots is the
sensitivity. It requires exposures of the order of 25 roentgens be
detectable chemical changes are induced. Consequently, these detectors
ore L),=!SL SuLLed for measuring the dose rtom Large sources ot tadiat
or4or civil detetise monitoring purposes.

VI1 l.RADIOPHO1 LUMINESCENCE AND OPTICAL Ati:iORP luN

Radiophototumincscen,,Ie is Lhel phettulpeit..+tL by whIch eeCtota MdL,,L _15 net-
der4o ellduges In their ph,)tvl,iminese iiL propcLties oubst!4uent Lo irkad-

ott irradiated MJ.LurLal will rloutc.-se when set lvdl C.1 ky linliL of
the piupeL wavelength (ultraviolet oi neat .IttavioieL), whereas unirr d-
tAted materiaLowill not fluoresce under the some conditi)ns.

.

Silver-activa ed phosphate glass has proved useful as a radiation de'
ic,LtinA medium e iLLlting Lite LaAlophoiolnwines,cn...e ptoperiy. the
tzing r,Jiatiou lib idLe- el,,tLons within Lie ,lo so which die Lldppc,1
Dv th,_ A4 ions ut the gi,ss the Lt-niiiLl,r; MtAill silver c,aters
seLve Lite t.,rtgltl ut LhO pi i.11tlwltics uL14;t2 Alter kadidL t

1 JiLJ Lie. tc9t1 .L1A Iiu
( mc.u. pho L _ lier

it'/ et th_ li,hc .mitt,_.d is ploi,,LL ttal (_ u .1Jse Able), ihe lass Le
_ei ,A V csonn, I.Justmetet ,,,t this tvp.. h.,,,G t,_-cu aevelo1, 611 "hi,,h ,ov,...
th,-_, LA.1.,, L-L..,[ 10 t,, +.)00 L

1 . 1 1 . ,,ti ION

I 1 1 i its, I L . .he t lt,

L ., lie

Cre=3 p41,1,1p1-

1

it IS one. .lidkILl DPI

wAvciun6th Lot
ns._tul 14-m 10' to Id'
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IX. CALORIMETRY

Calortme ry takes advan4ge of the heating effect of radiation. A calori-

meter is a device used to measure quantities of heat. Calorimeters pro-

vide a means of measuring directly. the energy absorbed in a medium as a

result of exposure to radiation. Talorimetry can also be used to deter-

mine the activity of a large quafttity of radioactive material.

The main advantage of the calorimetric method for measuring absorbed en-

ergy or activity is its inherent accuracy. For dosimetry purposes a di.-

rect reading of energy absorption can be obtained. However, the rate of

heat input is so small that only very high intensities of radiation can

be measured. For this reason calorimetry is not used for routine moni-

toring purposes. Applications include the measurement of the activity
of curie amounts of alpha emitters and the measurement of the energy of

particles produced by particle accelerators.

X. SUMARY

Of the many ditferent media used as radiation detoturs, the sodium io-

dide crystal is a.t present the most widely used in nuclear medicine since

most of the work involves the detection of gamma radiation. Personnel

monitoring devices employing photographic films and thermoluminespent

media are used to monitor personnel exposure. Gas ionization instru-

ments and liquid and solid scintillators are preferred fur alpha and beta

counting. Other principles of detection such as radiophotoluminescence
and catortmetry may be employed where very high levels of radiation are

pLestIL,

t.A.:KkH,EK KEAoiNu

Rabinowitz, ) 1 ri.111,;1 01

Publishing Co. (1965), chap. 7.

I a.1,1 KaJ1oa,L1v._ --

dud 13L.)1,, Lea auJ Fehimec _i. 1 (1965), chap 12

NLIIL1"L. nitt '). PP



CHAPTER VII

LABORATORY COUNTING,,SYSTEMS
I. Integral Counters

INTRODUCTION

None of the radiation detection devices discussed in the previous chapter,
will, in themselves, enable one to make accurate reliable measurements
in the laboratory. That is, they must be incorporated into a total
counting system which consists of various and sundry electronic components.
The number and types of electronic accessories vary with the type of
counting, system and the job it is to perform. The systems discussed in
this chapter are those that register all ionizing events that result in
an electrical pulse greater in magnitude than a certain threshold value.
These systems are referred to as _integral counters. Differential or
window counting and spectroscopy, which are accomplished by means of
pulse height analysis, are discussed in Chapter VIII.

II. GAMMA SCINTILLATION COUNTERS

Figure VII-1 shows a block diagram of a typical integral ganua counting
system. Photons interacting in the Nal(T1) crystal cause light flashes
which are converted to electrical pulses. The pulses are amplified and
counted by means of the associated electronic components.

PRE -AMP

PHOTO-
TUBE

Nat (TI)
X-TAL

LINEAR
AMPLIFIER

HIGH

VOLTAGE

DISCRIMINA TOR SCALER

TIMER

LE-Ory t A itILtbA-Al uLAliati,..A

II, 1,1, ,, L LI,,_ i , . , . .A.Lu, L . , ,L..

lit1311,u Ll.'yjr,Al., the ItItte,,,i . 1te eL i.. 1 ,-)! I, , U IIi
4uttiplte, Lube, oLle_ p,LC Ot wt1.1 I.. 3 llte photo, -,1,Lhj

_ phOL.,
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PHOTO MU LTIPLIER TUBE

4

Figure VII-2.--Schematic Diagram of a Scintillation Detect

the crystal

The sensing Mill of the spectrometer is the crystal, It is especially
chosen for its ability to produce scintillations when photons interact
within its structure. The must'culmuon, choice of crystals for gamma-ray
detection is the sodium iodide, thallium activated, [Nlai(T1)] crystal.
The crystal is carefully "grown" with minute traces of a specific im-
purity known as an "activator" introduced during the gtowing process.
The aCE1VatJL cau es the crystal to scintillate at room temperature
when energy is supplied to it from an external source. Crystals 'are en-

cased in light tight cans usually of Aluminum or beryllium. The encase-
ment is necessary so that the only light viewed by the photomultiplier
is that produced by radiation interacting within the crystal.
The reflector surrounding the crystal serves tg) mart imiae the light -.,

Ling to the photocathode per unit Lit energy absorbed in the crystal.
The crystal is usually Surrounded by lead shielding to deduce backgE,..1
radiation,

in the ease or L(ti) crystals
1iel rally n,al,d to ke p out
and ,:olle,ts mwi,tnie
form on the ,ty:3tal E will gradually dissolve

hi that the crystal be pet
The sod iudid.- is hygios,opi,

eAposeJ t0 Lk, aLmophere.

2

droplets

With de_tect 1'1 \ i1 -

the CanUlag ha,Ked p_rL,Lolate radia,iw_ t om reaching
the crystal lh"s,inteta Lions within the ,i,stal .re 1uc s-lely Lu

tadialloO. Phor_ons,,,n enteling the cry,tal,can either int..
A,t oi iiAinLIAJJ Al thuu8h many photons do p i Lhiour;h

wid twt1 iolotbe wiLlt the 1--tyaL41 It

is impocLdta L.. iha4 Aamtha Slid ti= to phutott 1nLcL4,L u,13

mALL,i ptimdtilv LJ Lhr,c tr.,i, Lot4pt ,ti
-01 p,tic Lit of these intera,=ti-us photon

I '7 is t t!ILtir:1 an 1 eLIOtt 1 pOS f 1

1- pat I to t Olt 12 otystal la( U,L1

that LAI t LSLe5 the scltlL l i t it loaomo Slid Ihott_Lh
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The crystal atoms receive energy from a speeding charged particle pa _

ing nearby. The energy transfer slows the passing particle slightly.
The atom abioirbs the energy by increasing the energy state of one or
more of its more loosely bound electrons. .Since these electrons eau,
not exist very long in this excited state they will quickly release the
excess energy by emitting, a light photon and return to a more stable
energy state. The light output of one flash is in reality the total of
millions of such events occurring within approximately 10 12 seconds.

Of the three primary photon interactions discussed below--viz., photo-
electric, Compton, and pair production - -only photoelectric and .Compton
interactions are of notable importance in nuclear medicine work, since
pair production occurs only at photon energies greater than 1.02 MeV.

*O. The photoelectric process is one in which the total photon energy is
transferred directly to an orbital elect.ren. Although the photoelec-
tron may cause secondary ionization, the freed electrons will be slowed
down and will give up their energy through excitation processes to pro-
di5ce light. These events happen so quickly that they appear as a single
flash of light representative of the entire energy of t he ye photo

l'he (un!pton _scattering process results in only a portion Of the photon
energy being imparted to the orbital electron. The scattered photon
with reduced energy may escape from the crystal or it may interact else-
where in the crystal and undergo a photoelectric or another Compton
scattering process. if both the initial and the scattered photons in
teract in the crystal, the processes occur so quickly that again it
appears as one event or total energy transfer.

lu Lhe pHducLI,,it pryLca.- 1.UZ P1 V Cl Lhc

CCJIIVerik1 to mass in the ioc", of ati ete.0.1 and a po3ILloo, The
remainder of the photon energy is divided between the two particles as
kinetiL eneL6y. Thc positron, upou slowing down, combitieJ witb an
oiectron and the two particles annihilate, thus producing two photons
of U.)1 AeV uut2.-uy cduh, hiLh,t ouu b.)th thuou photons may 1111 ..1

in the ,Cysla[ Ly totifiuL prO;co;,us (ee ob.,ve). Agaio thc
appua;s vu u cut. II tiaCta, ;h.

thc s,=.111l1i1ati,u is ludlh:dLI, of the ttal ph.,to- en
[111. aisn A pL'obOWIliCY 4d1 III 1)1)01 CL

troll, thc A1u1ll1114(1,}u .,111 tto.. L,t: L1,1,1,
Lhe di.ty apluA pLo(,, 0 )l

ph;;;-11s ;2\i)

L 1.,. . 1 irt. 1 1 1.
t

li 41.T, t I li pli [C . , I .1.111.1 1 O. ,li , , 1., ..ii. L.; t I pi,

t ,, I d an , 11.- Cr...,'. 1,1ii1 t1p1 i ,r, 11.E ph t,.).... t, _J. upon DLiii, ...t.,..1,
iliv 11Kiii t.1.11, Cl,t,tto.,s lhe nailltt ot ele,_tton, tclensed is oupoI
ti,nat l,1. .t-,,int ,r Lt l,1Je111 up11 1111 photaihod, ih, small
n,01,t,,,, 1 1- t , ,n---. . 1-1 . .,',l 1 , 1 tI. n _Iplici hi LulernIi ol
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across a series of voltage potentials. (See Chapter VI.) The result
is an electrical pulse at the output of the photomultiplier tube whose
size (height) is proportional to the energy absorbed in the crystal.

An external unit, the high voltage power supply, is used to furnish a
large voltage potential to the photomultiplier tube. The power supply
can be either a battery pack or an 'electronic instrument which will
deliver a preselected voltage between 500 and 2,000 volts. The power

supply must be very stable since small variations in the applied voltage
may result in significant errors in the accumulated data.

Preamplifier

Although there exists at the output of the photomuittplier tube an elec-
trical pulse,,it is still weak and could he easily lost if transmitted

over anv significant length of cable. In order to maintain a reliable
flow of information a preamplifier is installed close to the photomulti
plier tube to shape and strengthen the signal tor the trip tai the L---

fflaind,,,r of the system.

Linear Amplifier

the tuaLLtall the linear amplItte La ampl ty Lite pulses tLoM Lhe

preamplifier in a linear fashion, each pulse mu,,t be amplified t1y

the same factor no matter what its original height. A good linear amp-
lifier will accomplish this over a wide range of pulse magltitudes with-
out distorting the shape of the pulse. The amplification factor is
called the 6_a in of the am_plitier. [ii some

e..:terhal gain control i, provided, bnnt wahy have a tixed gain otli4lt wusL

lye ad justed ikiterna l y

ategtal counting systemS an

D. Enlse ht Spectrum

In order to undrrst.ilrii the ov.wrail

t h, disci imlua tor it

14.1111,

_ at the next ,omponeut
kk.n..., 1rilat i s meant b

the system,
WI1: -1,_ height

hacll I L I I ,.

pLopaC,Ialldi 111 height pulse 1,t._71,LL ,he magnitude tat the

,t,nal 111 volts) I the chcigy l pisite,i in iii N.A1 1_,y.itc,t1 by the rift,
actin photon. ihu,, a .1n11 h.Lauutl hulAhl

abcocheA co-L:gy.

111tw . ,
Aolv Is 1..11 a }:; t (

filL,-LA,,L with a Noi cL ,til. lh"se photow, 4heLA 1 AcraL, ley khe ph,.

et.cLtlit, ette,t 31 pleL alin,ILbtfd aud ,held A pol:-,cf v,

111 hii4h1 of Ltt, 66z keV of energy abso.bed 1111_- .e pulse,. are repre-

in Figure VII 3 an having a rt'AdLive h,tAht al approximaii
Alliot these pulses ar,. AppioltilAte.ly the ,dine height but hot

, ,tAtttILAt oithlh the .system re lit ih A

Al=5tt-Lbutt," at pul-e heights ,11 thuigy ,b6orbei
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0 1

are

_

2 3 4 5

R1 ATIVE t'ul SE 11Ef H I

( Arbitrary Units )

) (..04 kcV i)

pulses i, Fi6,1re \ Li

rill la size, buk e"hiblt a rani height 1

pui5cs are pro,1,1,1 by Compton inte.a,.Lions Ithiu

1 - I.. iml J

L Li I IOU .

crystal,
Iticy ,ail to .ny almost 4d40 0M4dtd, ikdi Vd 1u Idpidddra,,

Lhe -Lier6y ilupd.LeJ I -1eLLIo by . phoLucn i t, L: Lo1LeLGJ oL
any angle to 180 , This energy. called the "Compton edge:'is Aep
ies,uted pulse lleigi,t of 3 uu1,0 In Figure V11-3

Ih, L A gai k 1, agai4Aot W410,

to. a ,tven c-uuH.ug ti-e Aist.ibution -,howa in Figure v1I-4 .esalts
the h,,r14.uuLd1 axis ._oald be labeled in energy Milts since it is known i
t11i3 ex:ample LLat a relative pulse height ut 5 repre.enis 462 key. This
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tLi

z

2

PULS HEIGHT
( Arbitrary Units )

4

Figure vii -c+,- -Pulse Height Spe trum

5 6

type . presentation is ,ailed d pnie heighL dide,LLLLM" .ek 44ai4 en-

ergy SpeCtrum." The dip in the spectrum between 3 and 4 nits is called
the "Compton valley" and is caused by the gap which exists between the
maximum Compt n energy and the actual photon energy. Actually there
would be no between 3 and 5 were it not for the statistical phe
nompla pr y mentione,i. The part lof the spectrum that represents
total photon energy absorption (apprOximately 5 units) is tolled the
"photopeak," Fur a given enerAy photon the relative of the
photopeak along Lhe horizontal aAis'ean be ,ontrolled in two wayo.
varying the voltage applied to the phot-mniLiplier inLe and Ly adjust
the Adju ut the lin,.ar amplifier.

Dia,k1.1hdL.,L

the diS d 1, a. 1,,,,1-;e LL,," ,ik.k,L. .,11, LA- I,.,,A

amailer than a ce.Lain stLe. In i_tegral ntin syste s A si.igle

dist.riminatoc is used, and all pnlSes lar5er than a predet,rined 1,1
are transmitted by the dis,,riminator to a readout device. For most
counting applications it is best to set the discriminator in the Cpinpto,l
valley, i.e., only ph,topeak pulses are counted. There aLe two
for this: f 1 cst, scattered photons may represent unwanted infokma

3 is not Ale d, will tie 50 in Chdp[ki XII) rranx
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secondly, the Compton valley is the point on the spectrum where, the in-
tegral counting rate is changing least rapidly; thus minimizing errors
due to slight shifts in the spectrum. Figure VII-5 illustrates the

7proper discrimination level for the hypothetical 13
CS spectrum. This

arrangement results in the rejection of all pulses with a relative pulse
height less than about 3.5 units; consequently, only those pulses arising
from total absorption of the primary photons are recorded along with the
ever present background pulses. Some integral counting systems have a
"fixed" discrimination level, i.e., the discriminator setting cannot be

LU

1.

z

-J

1.41

F-
Z
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2 3

1-'01 Sh HEIUM I

( Albit ly Units )

Figure V11-5.-- 15e Helght
(ALLJILraLy U1I1Lo)

5 6

,ajustea i.4 4- . ,/,4, hi:.
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wt14,,Jh A444,4A the poL,4104. ,he telaiive to the

rlAei 11 11.1

A 1

/ 14411,A

.he a L. be LC. the

Ale he J_ 1ecdde bl

of tiv,- 1 h. , numbe, of.selc,(ive
128, 2'6, and 5121-with LICii

,ticM employ
scal1n4 fat..tori,.--p 11

interpolatin 1144d1ts.

tit I t

32,
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The total count is obtained by multiplying the-register reading by the
appropriate scaling factor and adding the sum count indicated by the
interpolation lights. The decade system uses four "scabs of two" that
are electronically connected in such a fastion that for -every ten input
pulses, one output pulse is registered, Counts regiStered by the decade
system can be read directly.

The register used with scaling circuits consists of either a relay-
operated mechanical register or a recording device which indicates the
number of pulses received from the last scaling stage.

Most scalers employ a timer which will automati Ally stop the scaler
from counting at the end of a preset time. Many have the added cap-
ability of automatically stopping the count when a preset number of
counts have been recorded. Whether one uses a preset time or a preset
count depends upon factors peculiar to the application

III. INTEGRAL SYSTEMS FOR ALPHA AND BETA COUNTING

The block diagram of a typical alpha or beta cyowter would look the sou
as the one for a gamma scintillation counter (see Figure Vii-l) except
for the detector assembly. Also, the associated electronics perform the
same functions with one notable exception: the discriffinator is used
primarily to eliminate thermal noise pulses and to discriminate against
radiations which have different specific ionization properties.

End -kJ ger- later

This ient, primarily designed tot tn., ,ounting be La tdJIOLion
also sen ive to gamma rays, although its ganuna efficiency is very low
compared to sodium iodide crystals. The instrument is capable of de-
tecting alpha particles it their enetgy is not totally absorbed by the
air space between the sample and the detector and/or by the detector
window itself.

coa.tLu,tion

The end-voKindow Geiger-Muellr 4.

systems is usually 4 ,___1100rical glass Lure wit Ii A pldnii b.6e on one
end. (_Dee N ore V11-6.) A plaoilc rim-on the other cu.,' A the tube
hoilids a thin mica window ,t I to 3 r14,/cm2 tnickness in place The tub,

is filled with helint aCWJa aikd ,A.Likrun,hitig gas,su,b as alcohol vdpo,

or a halogen gas. Th, cle-rro4e (cathode) consist Jf a thin
wire but ,01 tn,hes in diameter. The outer electrode (oarhodo,
or a layCL or ,_upper Silver pisi I0g on the glass wall Of the toLe.

nrte,1.0 ,LiclJium

Each l,,w LuLe h , IL4 , ,.urve. this curve

Is established Ly placing a .,dtiC,C oppOs4te the tub,' window, if the

counter volt440 i then incleased in 2:to DO volt steps, with .ountfng
rates Lein, estab lished for each volLag,e 4,1110g, a clIatalci.1411, turV,
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pulses produded within the G-1.1 tube needrippreaMplification.
-Therefore no preamplifier 'is generally.. employed with G-M tube.

Since all_ pulses from theG-M tdbe re-approximately-ef'equal height,
ei,e;, the tube 'is Saturated with ions on every event regardless. Of the
energy of the ionizincparticle) the diScriminator serves to block small

- - .pulses _due to electrical` and-thermal noise.rather:than:eliminate part of
the spectrum 4g with the gammscintillation enter

:Proportional Counter

Ptoportionalcounters are designed' to detebt both -arpha- Ind beta-parti-
cles. They maybe constructed. so that the sample is either insiie or
otojlide.the sensitive 'volume of the.deteitter Theformer, called in-
arnal pr4ortienal-counters,offer the advantage of increased;Jefficiency'.
because of the Morefavorable.geOMetry arrangement. Their major dis-
advantage is thatliquid samples .cannot be counted inside the '.counting
chamber owing to the quenchingeffect Of.water vapor.. Also, they become
contaminated ;easily from' dry samples. The internal and external- propor-
tiOnal counters exhibit similar. operating characteristics; They differ
only in.construction;.the external -chamber having a very thin mica .or
mylar_window similar to the'.erld-end The'internal counter.
is described here as a profotype, of proportion-al counters.

The interna1proportional counter detector isa-chamber usually,',.designed
as 'a -steel hemisphere. {See Figure .V11-8,- The bottom. of the chaffiber
supports the sample dish andis balled the piston. It is-joined to
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emisPhere (when counting)-gt a rubber 0-Ting 'Yunction._, A-plastic insu-
.1A tbr holding a tungsten .wire loop anode 0.001: inches ip diameper is
inserted in the top Of 'the hemiSphere. - The hemisphere wall functions as
the cathode and contains, a counting gas inlet and outlet. 'Since the
Water molecules An a6nOspheric air have an affinity for 'electrons, the-

essure of air in the chamber' will, dimfnish or "poison" an alpha or, beta
ount. Hencq,- the ihambei:is purged with a counting, gas mixture (usual-

afgon and 10% methane) before a count is made to remove all air
molecules. This same gas flows throngh the ,chamber.- during a counting
period so that a positille pressure inside the chamber will insure
against air- leaks at the 0-ring seal.

to

4 Operation

The inteTnal pr4ortiona detector ekhfbits a characteristic curve with
2.plateaus,, :each similar to that for the -G-M tube. (See- Figure VII-9.)

Figure VII
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The first' plateau called, the alpha plateau, has a typical voltage range
of approximately 900 volatS to 1000 volts. The second plateau, called
the beta 'plateau, typ- lly has_ a voltage.' range .of -approximately 1,400
volts to 2,000 volts.', The midpoint :'of each plateau is normalely selected
as the operating, voltage. When- the instrument- is adjusted at the alppa,
operating voltage, only alpha partidles are' counted... When _the instrument
is adjusted at -the beta operating voltage, bo.th alpha and beta partitles
are ,Counted,'. In order to count only= beta. particles, the chamber may be
operated on the: beta plateau with an aluminum foil. of about 8 mg/cm
thickness placeil on top of the sample to- shield out the alpha particles..
Of course; an fndeterminate fraction of the lower energy beta particles-

.

will also be stOpped in this shield.- Ad equally precise and somewhat
moreconvenient procedure is simPly to count the alphas on the alpha
plateau, the-alphas and, betas on thebeta plateau-,- and subtract in order
to obtain the net beta count. (This method would be exact , except .fo

. the alph ategu.slope of a. few per cent per hundred volts, which .ause
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each alpha to produce about 1.1 to 1.2 beta plateau. -In
practice, this slope is easily' measured anti n ekact correction to the.
data - may be made.)

.

Countdr circuitry

A -prearriplifier, amplifier, and a discriminator characterize the typical
prescaling circuitry in an internal proportional count e The linearity
requirements of ainplifiers" used with both proportional an scintillation
counters are greater tharr for G-M counters; At the alpha operating
age, the discriminator mikes possible selective response to alpha part--.
idles with little or -no response to high intensities of beta and gamma
radiation.' An alpha particle may prOduce a total of -108 primary and sec-
ondary ionizations din. the chamber while a singlelbeta particle or gamma
ray may produce a total of -10

s ion -pairs. If the` a_criniinator is ad
justed to respond only to a minimum-of 10a ion.izaEnns for each initial.

,ionizing event, a count of only ..alpha parEicles will be recorded.

C. Solid Scintillation Countera for Alpha and Beta Counting-

C tinting systems utilizing solid. sCintilldtion -media for alpha and -beta
c unting do not diffe-c. from- ganana scintillation systems in dpnstruction
a d operation -7 only e'dete ion media differ. As rnenti e0 in. Chap-

:VIII, a thin layer of silver-activated zinc sulfide is d -to de-
tect alpha particles,. and anthrac.ene or some- plastic scin.tillator may

uied as a'beta-detector.

Liquid. .Scintillation Counters for Beta Particle

Liquid .scintillation counters have become very important in recent 'years
for counting low energy beta emitters such as 14C and 311. However,
liquid scintillation detectors are seldoM used in integral counting sys-
tems,tems._ The-counting system is rather complex, and i discussed in Chap-
ter .V111.

SUP.M.RY

Integral laboratory systems) are those that count all - pulses. larger
than .a certain size A singlediscriminator is Used to electronically
block out small pulses. ScintIllation,media, G-M tubes, andspropOrtional
chambers are used as detectors in these -systems; With few exceptions,
the associated eieot onics are very similar for -all integral counting
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CHAPTER VIII

LABORATORY COUNTING SYSTEMS
II.- :Pulse Height Analyzers

INTRODUCTION

ten, the accuracy of a procedure is enhanced by "window" counting
tether than integral counting; i.e., only, a portion of a gamma 'spectrum
such as the one describ0 in Chapter VII is counted. This necessitates
both lower and upper discrimination levels. Further inatrumentation
finements enable one to sort pulses in such a way that'an entire spec-,

arum can viewed at one time This technique.is termed spectroscou.

Several of the different types 'of detection media discussed in Chapters
Vi and `VII can' be used-in conjunction with a pulse-height analyzer.
However, scintillation detectors are, by far,the most common ones used in-
such ystems. In nuclear medicine laboratories, pulse height analyzers
are used primarily in gamma counting Systemd using NaI(11) detectors,
and in liquid scintillation systems for beta counting.

AMA COUNTING SYSTEMS USING PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS--

A block didgram of atypical' gamma-counting -system, utilizing a:pulse'
height analyzer-is .given: in Figure VIII-1.-The detector assembly,.

PRE AMP LINEAR
AMPLIFIER

HEIGHT
ANALYZER

DATA
PRESENTATION

PHOTO-
TUBE

Hai (T1)
X-TAL -HIGH VOLTAGE

SUPPLY

Figure -Block ran o PUlse :Height .Analyzer' SysteM

pre'amp, linear amplifier, and'high.voltage supply perform the sa e
functions as described in Chapter VII. The-Tfilse height analyzer, with-

.

which a variety of .data{ readout deviCedmay be employed; has replaced
the discriminator Section of the single Channel analyzer.

A. Pulse Height Analyzers

Pulse -height analyzers are
purer.
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Consider the ga na_spect.rum.of 1 -see Figure VIII-2 ona the most

184 364 . 637 .722

ENERGY ( keV )

Figure VIII- 2: Gamma Spectrum of 1I

_
widely _us ed

7
radioisotopes. in nuclear medicine. Unlike-the Cs tPec-

trum in the-examples in Chapar VII, 131 1 has 4 number of differeat:gaMma
energies.. The most abundant photons_have 364 keV of energy. However, gammas
With energies of- 80 keV, 184 keV, 637 kaV, and 722 keV are alSa emitted by
311. Hence, the.gamma spectrum has several otopeaks. (Note: It is

suggested that the student-raView- the materia n-C apter VII:on gamma
interactions and pulse height- specbrum at this point.

11.,

Sometimes rt is advantageous to count only those_ ,pulses arising-from
total absorption oEthe 364 keV photon. This can be done.gy using two
voltage discriminators in, conjunction with an anticoinO.dence circuit,
shown in- the block diagram in Figure VIII-3--

Pulses from,the linear amplifier are sent simulteneodsly to law-
er-and upper level.discriminators. The disc'rimination levels are st at-
the 1oWer and upper.11mitsof theanargyrange'vo be counted. Pulses_

larger than.the.lowhr-discriminati.oft level\ are transmitted .'by the I war.

level discriminaeor, and similarly' for pulses larger 'than the. Cipper-

discrimination level; it follows that all pulses ;ransmitted-by-the,
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PULSE FROM
LINEAR AMP.

-....UPPER LEVEL
DISCRIMINATOR

LOWER, LEVEL
DISCRIMINATOR

ANTI,

COINCIDENCE
CIRCUlt,

Figure' VIII- -Block Diagram of a Volta*ge Disc
Pulse He Analyzer

na for

,
upper level discrirsinato U.L.-D.) will also be passed by the lower level
discriminator (L.L.D.). In other words, pulses arisingfrom -photons with
energies below the of interest are transmitted by neither diScrisii-7

nator, while those pulses representative of energies greater than this

range- are transmitted by- both discriminators. Obviously, somq,means

must be employed to transmit those pulses that,trigger the L.L.D:, but
not -the U.L.D. ; i.e. ;-. pulses that fall between the two discriminition

levets. This is donewith an anticoincidenre circtiit which will trans-i
mit a ulse arriving at its input from 'the L.L.D. ,_only .if one does not
arrive

1
from the U.L.D. at the same tirde.

b.

Figure VIII-4 diegranima ically describes the- operation of the vOltage
disci-iminator pulse 'height analyzer. The first pulse from the linear
amplifier (top of diagram) is too small to trigger even the L.L. (set

at three pulse- height dnits).. Consequently, it.is rejected by he 'ana-

lyzer. The second pulse' triggers. the but it also triggers- the

.'=U.I.:D. (set at four pulse height units). It too is rejected because the
pulses from,:the L.L.'D. and the)U.L.D.'errive at the input of the anti.

coincidence circuit at the simetime. The third pulse triggers the
L.L.D., but not the- U.L.D. Therefore,. it is, accepted 'by the analyzer
and transmitted to the recording alechanistiii The energy,.interval repre-
sented by the difference in the discrimination . levels is' called the.
"window width." All pulses falling within the window are counted.

The application to the 1 31 I example is illustrated in. Figure VIII 3.

The discrimination levels are set to include only those pulses arising
from-total absorption of the 364 keV gamma. Of cburse, some scatter
rom the 'two higher energy photons will be included in this energy range.

b.- Calibration

Pulse ,height analyzers .vary as to the con rolS available and their:func
tions. However, the principle of -calibrationjs the,eame for all. As

mentioned in Chapter VII, the position of the -photopeak , pulse-
lle-ight for a giVen amount of energy absorbed :_is controlled in.two ways: _
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. .
.

varying the high' voltage on-the-phototube, and. by varying the gain an `

.thej.inear-aMplifier.. lohlse-height per unit-of energy absorbed is di-
rectly propoetional to both these perametere. Many voltage-discriminator:

:analyzers have .completely in&pendent upper" and. lower 'level-discriminator
cOntrols. Othera.-_-have a-lawer level control (sometimes-called- base-

-line) and a.window-.Width control,coupled to the e line control.: In

either ca. the energy scale is calibrated with a urce.of known. area ..

-chosen indow,,Each instrument has the propercalibration:proteddre out-renergy a d, by, means= of the_ gain. and high..iYoltage''co trola, by moving the
'Spectrum up and down until the-photopeak f. interest a centered in the

Lined in the instruction manual. The instruction'; Should be fol-The
_ _----_ _-

lotje&- ecisel. calibre-tin-and _- eratin- ulse hei ht anal -zer

Voltage disctiminacbr pulse height-analyzers of the type described above
ire called single-channel -.analyzers,,i.., only one set of-discrimi-.

nators is employed. Many counting systems. haVe -two or three sets- of

discriminators {'two or three'l!channels"),.andeaCh channel has its -own
.,.`scaler or readout-deyice. .This oermits =s -ultaneous counting of more
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than one photopeak. Such instruments are employed to greatest.-. advantage

in counting.samples that Contain More than one radioisotope, e.g,, air
-multaneousi.ron-5-9 and chrothium-51 study,

An entire. gamma-:spectrum maybe obtained. by using A single-channel
lyzer-with a .very narrow:window and window one-step-at a-time-

,over the spectrum, counting at-eacn!poSition for equal times.- Some 'in-

struments:have automatic "seanninet mechanisms-which aucoMatically move
the window over the entire 6-ectrum. A permanent:graph of the spectrum
may tie' obtained by using t a appropriate readout devicel

Compute

A. Theoty

Pulse height.analyzers'41ieh incorporate certain aspectabf computer
-circuitry are called Computer7typf orThultichannel"-analyzers Such -`

instruments can sort:and store information into as many as 4'0096 sepa-
rate channels..

The: two maincomponenta of the computer-type analyzers are the analog -to-
digital converter and-the memory. The purpose of the amalOg-t67digital
converter is;to-take'the voltage signal from the linear.amplifiet and con7
vent it to a number-that-is proportional to the size of the pulse, 7his'i
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.

accomplished in most analyzers- by .Converting the voltage` signal to a--
time interval,*hich_can be measured very precisely. .Alle time interval
is proportional to the-pulse height. It determines the memory, location
into whidh the pulse will be stored; -Thus, -all pulses of the same size-

-are'stored in the same location. The nuMber of po o.ssible memory loc
,

ions,-is equal to the number of channela.available'ih the instrument.
So, :the =entire pulse height spectrum resulting from g mma interactions
in the crystal-is stored in g memory from-which the formation can be
retrieved and -displayed in various ways, depending o -the type of read7

-out device .employed. Figure VIII-6 shows a 137Cs gaMma spectrum obtained
,

Victoreen.model 400-channel pulse height Analyzer. _The backscatter
:peakat 0,22 MeVia the result of:photona from .the Source undergoing 1800
Compton collisions 'in the shield:

Calibration

.611tichannel pulseyteight analyzers_arecalibrated basically the same-
as Voltage discriminator analyzers;- i.e., a known.. gamma spectrum
moved: up and down the scale-by the amplifier gain.and detector high
voltage until the photopeak is centered in the proper Channel; (In
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some sys terns, there is an additional gain control' on. the analog-todigi-
taT converter .) Multichannel analyzers have 'the- advantage. of _permitting
-obse'rva tion of the entire spectrum with an oscilloscope or other -read-out

devite For e*ample., suppose one wishes-to calibrate a 200-ehannel
atite 200 channels cover an energy -interval of 0 to

2 MeV, A: good radioisotope for . calibration in this range is -137 Ca, with:
s gamMa:energy:of -0.662 MtVv Since- 200- channels.- covers -2- MeV:, of :energy).

-the energy per:Channel ealOration factor is-2,000 keV 200 channels, or-
Ia keV/ channe 1 Them, the proper

. channel for the 0,662 MeV 137 Cs gam_ma
is determined. by the relation:-

0.662 keV
channel no = = 66.2

- 10 keV/channel

For calibration, purposes this would be: ro -ded- to -chanhe number. 66,
since one cannot-read fractions . of a chan el directly. , ce the desired
chann'e'l nUmberis-deterMined, the gain and .high-Voltage ontrols are

- _

adjUs ted: to make the photopeak fall in the desired channel. -Normally,
one would calibrate with more, than one isotope to check the linearity
-the system. For., the conditions stated (0 to 2 MeV over 200 channels) ,

60
, Co with gamma energies of 1.17 MeV 1.33 -MeV is 'a good isotope'for

checking -linearity.-. No amplifier is perfectly- linear over entire:
range. Thus ,- a calibration factor determined with a high yrergy gamma
photon (>1 MeV) should not be used for lbw energy p tons (<300 keV)
One should always calibrate the pulse height analyzer th standard
sources which whit photons, in the energy range' of interest

Tata. Fresinta t ion.

SeVeral. ypes _of readout devices are available for
analyzer systema They may be divided into -two ca

In digital data presentation syste- a'number or some other coded char:
aster is generated Ppr each,pulse reaching the input of the readout de-i,
vice. Examples of digital sOterlis are :scalers electric typewriters ;
parallel sprinters,' paper- Punch tape, and magnetic recording tape.

most analog data presentation sy's terns a voflage-sign1 is gtnerated..
This signal is. proportional in height to eithei.-, the numbe of counts in
a. channel, or the:rate:at which counts are being-received. by s

adout
device, Examples of analog systems are rateMeters s triP-614 roc ;. d-

ers oscilloscopes and X-Y plotters.

Analog readout' deices

a. Re temeter

In a ratemeter, the individual pulses from the, discriminator's are aver
aged by means of-an "RC" circuit, and a voltage signal proportion*T to-
the .average 'rate at which counts are coming in' is measured, by means of
'a- vol tmeter. -k very important parameter Fassociated with the re temeter

is the "RC constant" or "time constant;''' The time constant is the

91
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product' of the reistance (in ohms) ,and the capacitance (in farads) _

theinput circuit of the ratemeter. The time constarpt refers to the
itime required for the ratemeter to respond to a sudden change in-count-
ing rate. One time constant is the time required to respond to the
change by an amount equal to 63Z of.the difference between the old and
new'counting rates. Two time constants result in 86.5% of the total
change, three time constants 95% and so on. In general; severall'time,
constants are rOquired for the change to reach a. value arbitrarily close
to the new steady-state reading. For example, Figure VIII-7 illustrates
t.he use of a ratemeter with a time constant of five seconds. The'initial-
steady-s ate counting rate is 2,000 CDM.

3000

cOrri

2000

a a a $ oA
AA .wa a'a amaa.A mA 1.0 Ala a NIS a a a awe

2 RC
1 RC

RC
A

I

RC 6 5 SC

10 20 ; 40

TIME )

60

.,FigUre VVI_II -.7. -- Exponential Response of an Analog Ratemeter

At t-A,i 20 seconds; the counting rate suddenly iumPE to 3.000 cm. The
fhteeter,!however; has not fully responded, to this change in counting
,--atemitil 25 to 30'seconds have-elapsed (t 45 seconds).

Strip rhart recorder

A strip chart recorder produces anrinked paper recording of.Counting. rate
as function .of time, The.pdper travels at a constant speed,_ variable
i.rom about One inch per hour :to about eight inches - per - minute. An ink-
__,tylusmarks the-paper.. ,:(See Figure VIII-8.) The strip chart recorder

-The number of time constants, required for _the mete reading-to comer
ithin, say, one standerd.deviatiOnof-,the_aew steady: --state value

'pends_o the ,magnitudes of the counting rates. A- rule of thumb _is

that 5 time constants -are generally-sufficient.

0,./
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a
a

Figure'VIII-8.--Strip Chart Recorder
Courtesy of Hewlett-Packard/Mosley Div

is used primarily in conjunction with a atemetersing erchannel analyzer
combination.. The counting rate signal from rhe ratemet drives the
strip chart recorder, providing apermanent record' of_t ,e a-counting rate

,

va, Such systems find-their greatest clinical 'app ication in cry-
namic-function studies, since the time factor is of the-utmost importance
in physiologic.prodesses.

Oscilloscope

The ostilloscOpe is used in multichannel analyzer systemi with. computer -`--
.type pulsaheighranalyzers.- it:provides.am .non-

permanent, graphic,repretentation of the counting rate per-channel vs.
channel number; (Sbe Figure VIII-9.) The oscilloscope consitts-basic-

.

ally of a -Cathode ray tub withizartical and horizontal daklection-_.
-plates- to focus the alectxtin stream at the proper-pdaition on the phos=
-.phorescent face of the.tube each time a.count Is recorded..

Advantagea,nf-haVing oscilloscope on a multichannel analyzer are:

1. Growth of tie 'graph indicates the counting rate.
logical counting time may be set.

From this,

The oscilloscope provides a quick_ look at the spectra to deter=
.mile if-anY-malfunctions.have occurred, e.g:, channela dropped
-Or-shifted.
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Spectruffi as Viewed On an 00,illoscopq

ft is. very useful in. the calibration of the g if settiUg -o the.]
instrument.

Y Plotter

X-Y plotter is simply an automatic_graph".prbtter._ _Likg-_the Pscil- -
lotcom it is, used mainly with MyitiChannel analyZer systems. Once a
gaffima spectrum is spored-in the memory oirthe analyzer, it can be re-:'
crieVed-and plotted-cn.either linear--or log paper by the X-Y protter.
It isAucll faster and-More convenient than hand 'plottinga-spectrum from-,
the digital data, but- less accurate. .

Digital .Readout Device

Electric typewriter

An elecfrie -typewrite can type out, accumulated information
channel analyzer onto standard sized

.

As with all digital readout-4evices,' the exact number of counts per eba
.nel is. recordedi'tiThe advantages of an electric- typewriter rr include the

ability to manually type pertinent information'-on the data ,sheet, and
..

the ability' to make several carbon copies.: -. ..

Parallel printer

Then pargllel printer
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Whereas, the = electric typewriter' ..types -one Charadt a a _ .cross the,
.. - ,

page, the Parallel printer prints an entire line at ,once on a narrow
strip-of-paper. Each-line givettthe channel number .and the number of--
counts in that channel. (See Figur'e-VIII-10.) The'advantage\:f the,, : .. .. . -

.

parallel' printer over the e 1 ec tr ic typewrj-ter-.4e increased spe :d . : flow-

ever ,.- the printer cannot' type in-per tinent infdrAation nor Make carbon'
. .

,

copies.
_-

006 00549
005 ,p0691
004 00474
003 00106
002 . 00067
00I 00000

Paper punch. tape-

punch- tape is of paper abont-l'inch. wide-in Which holes
are punched according to a coded.systerri, as shown in Figure.VIII--11.-
These units offer versatility in that information may .be read into :the
analyzer as well as punched out:if-a paper'.tape reader is also employed.
Also, data punched onto -paper-;tape maylbe processed .directly by a-prop-
erlyprOgrammed digital computer.

t

oPeR XY 12 A

'CND OF LINK
40411 ee
OO OO soe

CHECK 0 4 a- -

B. gi .
O OOOO -000W011 OO 0000,00,04L0 O O O '000

. 4 41 41
SO I alol -

figure VIII- 11. -.-Paper Punch Itpe -r Eight 1 Clitnnel Code

, )

Magnetic tape

Magnetl.c tape units_ are very similar in operation to -paper punch- unit's.
however, instead of.,- punched holes in the tape, small- spots or bits along
the length- of. the tape are magnetized- accord it-1g to: some% Code, as ,Illus7

crated` in Figure VIII-12. Magnetic tape is much faster than paper tape, .
.end can thus handle larger volumes of data. However, magnetic tape units,

are much mordr-expensive,

5. Scalers

Scalers are:discuased. in Chapter VII in. coniunction with integral count

ing systems. They are also used with voltage discriminator analyzers',
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,but tact- that they Mustbe read aftually preel _
,

computer-type -multi:channel analyters on -a. . taint basis.: ,

LIQUID -$OINTILLATION COUNTING *SYSTEMS

count up are used primer fly fat counting emissions
ff0m low energy beta vmitteris such as and -tr. Th Se mater als ate
/

vroul,lesame to 'count with mos t-detectors hecause of t eiT data
Orgy (156ke\i'.for -"C. and 18.6 Aey for M)

Xectors offer-the advantage of having the sample intmate '_xed with
%tFiecintil1atio medium.- One problem Stir]. persists, '154iiiieve- :T Thermal
! emission -of elect ons from de of.a photomultipiler tube- -cause
the 'neckgiound.: in a. sktigle photRtube . sys tem -- to fluWtuate and prohibit
counting of . low leVels of these .,1$0.tOpe'S, even -at :-low temperature's . Thus,
in addition to placing ,the sample, scintillator.phototube, and preamp
in a eommerdial freezer, a-dual- ThOtotobe preamp arrangement with Coin
.-cidence And logic- circuits,_ as shown in figure VkII-13 -is employed.

In this system, scintillations om the bdtp. particles :are seen by Two
photatubes. Thd resulting pulse -are .shauAwend :Amplified aritd appear 4

.

Simultaneously at the inputs- af the monitor and analyzer aiRlif.irs. If

the output pulse-from the.monifor exceeds the discriMination level of
diserimi;nator C, a signal passes thrioughthe caincidedeeqircui-t .and
opens a gate ill the logic circuit far e -given duration. Thing this pe-
riod a pulse occurring in the analyzer ,photetube which e teed. s the set-
ting of discriminator Abut not discriminator `b will pass through the
logic to the scaler and be counted. Pulses smaller than the diseremi-
nation level of A Will not he passed; those that exceed the level 'Of .B
will be killed in \rogic.°. Hence, pulses, re counted only if .they ariSe
in both phototubes simultaneously: Since thermal noise pulses produced
in the analyzer phd to Whe would not ordinarily occur simultaneously in
the monito hototobe, they areAcilled in logic even though they pay be
of the prop eight to pass the disdriminaittrs t

So e.Diquid scintillation counting. Systems have the analyzer detector
output divided into two or three eeperate counting. Channels. The discrim
ination- levels %die 'inependently. adjustable for each channel Each than-

has its- ow-fr:Jogic 'circuit Aand scaler.
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Figure VIII-13 --SiMplified.Block:Diagram ofl Iu 1e Ohrulel Liquid 'Ointill'ation Counting System
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MEDICAL Ft RADIOISOTOPE SCANNING INSTRUMENTATION

INTREDIICTION

_-

The use of -xs'diatiog,Aetecting ins=truments to visualize the.distribution
of radioactftre mater-lel in an organ or gland is called
struments of thiAt7Type .developed in the early 1950's were used primar-
ily to scant411-q:byrold gland. ,By 1956, however, -snccessful scans of-
are Brain, and many other sites had been achi ved. Todd scan-
ning is widely acc4ted as a valuable diagnostic too

Scanning, ins trument.a tion_ hasp =under. ,improvemeilt- In the --last- sev-
eral .years fed some highly sophi sticat -ed _devices are now available.
Two basic types of instruments have emerged--"rectilinear" scanners -and
"stationary -imaging" devices.

SC-AN-INTERS

The major- components of most co
are diagrammed in Figure tX-1.

er icily e ectrl rear scanners
_

...RECORDER

DETECTOR

ASSEMBLY

PATIENT

Figure IX-1.--Simplified Block Diagram
. -

Typical Rectilinear Scanner

As the detector-collimator assembly move's back-and-forth across the area
of interest, gamma rays from- the patient interact within the Nat detec-
tor producing an electricalloignal at the output of -a; ph'utomnitiplier
tube, which is optically coupled to the detector. The signal isamplified and,- if ig illthe proper size, istransmitted by the pulse
height analyzer to the scan recording mechanisms:. The recording
apparatus is mechanically or electronically coupled to the detector0
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assembly so that a 1:1 cotrespondence-exists'between MoVetent of tie:
,

detector assembly and that.of the_redording mechanisms. FPr each signal
_

transmitted by the pulse height analyzer a mark is recorded .,on :paper by

a tapper oran,electronic stylus, At the same timei.-a light source is
.energized.mem.entarilNy which exposes-_a-stalrSpoton a sheet of photo-

graphic -film. The paper recording i commonly referred tO as a, 6dot"

-scan;-the"photographic repreSentatio is called a "photoscan." In the

. case of the dot scan, tiheratio of recorded marks toj.ncoting-signals--A-

tay be decreased by an appropriaYe factor to accommodate/high count
,

In both types of. scan recordings,-the end resalt[is al map of

distributiOn.Of iadioactivity within the patient. '-

Of the components that make up the rectilinear scanning systed only the

-----detector-collitatorartangement_and_the scan xedordingimechanisms are
,

unique to this particular instiu4ent. The associated/electronics (i.e.,
photomultipliet.tube, preamp, linear amplifier, and pulse height ana-
lyzer) are common to gamma -spectroscopy systems in general; and these

are discussed in:Chapter those component's- unique to scanning

are discussed here. /

DetectorCollimatorAssetbly

The purpose of the 'collimator is to limit the, field of "view' of the-

detector-to e relatively small volume-of tissue./ Collimators are
usually constructedof lead, although tungsten and gold have been used.

experimentally. The collimator design, along with the diameter and

thickness of 'the' Nal. crystal, largely determines the sensitivity acid

resolution of the.,,scanning system. For purl:oses-of this discussion,
collimator resolution-may be defined as the inverse of the diameter of

ithe voltite of-tissue the detector "sees=" at any given time. Sensitivity

is defined here simply as a pirameter inversely proportional to the time

required to obtain a scan.'

Sensitivity and resolution are not independent parameters. They are

related in such a way that, with few exceptions, a change in Collitdtor

design to improve resolution will be accompanied by a decrease in sensi-

tivity. The following example will illustrae the point. Suppose a 3-

inch-diameter crysta" is to be dsed to scan an organ which is sugVected

of containing a lesion 2 cm in diameter. Figure_SX-2 shows two sets of

-,conditions which illustrate the interdependence of sensitivity and res-

olution. In Figure IX-2(a) a "straight,bote" collimator with a hole

diameter of 3.inches is used ,so that the entire crystal face iè.exposed

the radiation field at all times.

'The terms "resolution" and "sensitivity( they apply to the overall

scanningsyatem,' have received close.sematic scrutiny. Attempts have--

beentade-to define them in `terms, of striet;physical parameters,' A '

detailed discussien'of this work is beyond the scope of this manual.'-'

The definitions stated above are sufficient for a qualitative under-

standing of tollitater characteristics.:



HIGH SEt1SITIVITY, LOW SENSITIVITY,
POOR RESOLUTION - GdOD RESOLUTION

-2'.--Effect of Bore Size

Thus, as the detector moves over theprgan, it responds to radia-
tion from ,sfyalume of tissue at least 3' inches in diameter, and the
likelihood o detecting achange in. repine due to a lesion .2 cm in
diameter is nil The resolution then is very, poor but the sensitivity

-

is very high because. of the- large volume of tissue to Which the. crystal
ekposed. FigureIX-2(b) shows the opposite extreme in which all

but,a'Very small fracCion of the crystal area is covered by the collies,
orator.` -This: arrangement would easily resolve a 2 cm diameter lesion
provided the sensitivity was not reduced to, the-point-ifhat statisti-
cally s'ighificantdifferences in counting rate would be impossible
obtain in a reasonable period of time Thus, a: compromise' must be
reached between sensitivity and resolution. This has .been best achieved.
to date by the focusing collimator-which is described in the next
section.

Collimator deli

Factors-pecul ar to collimato design which affect sensitivity
Alution are type of ccillimat geometry, and transmission

a. Type of collimator

Most preseftt-day rectilinear sea nets utilize a "focusing" type collima-
tor, i.e., all of the holea focu to a point approkimately 3 inches-below
th face of the collimator (iftustrated in two dimensions in Figure IX-3).
e plane to which the holes fpc -s-called-the focal plane of the_rot

limator. The distance from the fa a of the 'c011imator to the focal 'plane



ig calledr-A_ _
Ipa=liqsq.ga.-- The focaY point is the To in :of max mum.

, --
sensitivity of the Instrument i.e if a point seurce. a gamma7_-_-

,- 1-
.,

eqitting radtefgotope:i movf(1,-about infront of the face of the dolr

limator, the-counting'.,rite recorded by the instrument will be highest-
when the source is arfthe focal point. If the abov44procedureiscar-
ried-out, and the observed counting rates at many points are recorded
and mapped,. a- series of lines=maY.be drawn 'connecting- oints, pf-e('ival

- - .

counting rate.. This is referred to a an isoresponse' curveand-ris-

illustrated in Figure IX-4 for two focusing collimator withdifferent
numbers of-holes. The numbers in Figure IX-4'glve'.the!responSe ht the
outer edge of the area:defined by each line as :a peroentaga of the max-
iimum response. . It is note4d that maximum sensitivitY.'and resolUtion are
at the focal plane. In- fact,therPrescantion-distance7js-sometimes
defined as-the Width .of the 5O isoresponse line measured at the focal

plane.

b. Geometry

Geometry.is defined as the solid angle:around a point source subtended`.
by-the face of the sensitiVe'vOlume of a detector. It ls2pprofmitelY
equairto the ratio of-ehe area of the,face of the detector to the surface'
area of a sphere. The,gphere'has,aradius eqbal to the'distancelfrom
the point source to the face of the detector.--Obviously, thegreater

.

the geometry the greater the sensitivity- of -the. counting Aruangement.

colllmaters,-the geometry is determined. by the-diaMeter of o
and the distance:-from. the -crygtal to the focal plane. They

In

the
ocusing
crystal
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geometry is directly .proportional to the ameter of hd crystal and
inversely- proportional. to the-trystall-to-focal-plane dis an tared'

FOCAL POINT ( -100

p90%

-- 10%

Figure IX-4,L-Iso esponge Lines :for a. 37-Hole
3 Inch Diameter Focus En g Collimater

anOther Way, for_ agiven maxi
length, the Lgnger the collimator
lower, the sehsitivity,

amecer of :holes and a given, f
the better the resat-Lit-ion and: the
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Transmission

Transmisalon is the fraction of the Crystal facenot obscure .by -the:.

colUriator when viewed frOm the focal'point. For mostcollImators the i_

transmission is :40% to 601. The transmission _is uanallv f*xedis,,then the

number of holes may be uscd to control the reSolution'of the collimator.
For a given transmission, the more holes the better the 'resolution and

' the ,less th sensitivity: The are r alg'holes ae ar ed tc.' provide
.

,

themaximumndmber of holes in agiven space. Six circles of equal, di-
,

meter can be-circumscribed about a circle of that same dlameter. The

minimum distance between,the circuffiferenoes-(aoptum thickness),will be

-the same for any two adjacent hddes. Each additiona rig n of, circlesl
a

contains six more Circles than ehe previous,Ying. Hence; collimatdrs_

of, 19; 37, and 61 holes have emerged. Uekagonal holes result in a con-
_

s

siderable increase in transmission, compared to circdlar holes, with-
.

out affecting the illinimum septum thiciness The optimum septum thick-

--\ness depends ;upon t he gamme-tay energy-of-the. isotope of interest. The
. -

septa -must be of sufficient thckness'to prevent significant penetraOion

.by, the radiation

,Obviously,. no single collimator is ideal for-all scanning applications.
The choiCe.oE collimator fora given scan will depend-upon_the senSi-.

tivicy and resolution requirements, as: well as the:energy....of:the'radit
.

atiorr,

WI etector size and ',chic

The effects of the diameter of the NaI(Tl) crystal-on the sensitivity

and resolution of the.Ts.canning system have been discussed above: QrysT,

tabs of 3-inch and -5 inch diameters are the most widely used. However,

ar'-78 inch :diameter crystal is s-available on at least .one commercial scan-
,

ner. The crystal thickness affects, the-' efficiency Of:the,detector.
Thicker crystals are-more efficient for.higher energy gamma rays, up to-

e point./ Most commercia rectilitiPar scanning systems-utilize -crystals

ithat'are. inches' thick

*The deteCtOr. and collimator, along wi=th the phptomu tiplierstube

preamp, are housed in aaingle-unit, celled the, probe, which Is at-

tached to a motor driven mechanical movement device. = This mechanism,

along with mechanical Stops which define the-lateral and longitudinal

limits of the scan, causes the probe to traverse the area of interest

at a preset speed then move a preset distance perpendicularly and tra-
.

,verse-the area -in the opposite direction,' This.process isontinued
until =the area of interest has been covered. Some scanners have-me-

._
-chanical movenrents which ellowscanning in either direction.. The gear

-pay be digengaged'to allow hand positrOning-of the prdbe. The=teeh-

nique of "hand-scanning," as well-as-that of choosing-the proper scan
'speed and line s-pacing,, is discussed-in Chapter XII.

B. gran Recording Mecoanisrs

can recording mechanisms
-graphic recorders. Thedo

re of two types--dot recorders and.photO
.'.recorder produces aemap of the.distribution

sc
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cjjQug,LtA.,4-dlois. to-e canna Insttumentatd_on
..

ofactivity'yithin the area of-interest-by K5ording dots:or slitlike'
marks on-pap9r.-' The photographic: recorder giVes the-same resuIt'on..

I

film. by photbgraphing the light flashes Bp the face of_a7cathode_, ray
,-.-_

tube. This latter method _ friore versatile
s

tile because control. jcan Ine;e__
,,-

e.roisedovierthe -intensity, size, and-diaration-:of the'light flash which
exposes- the 'filth." ' -.

Inmost Commercial, scanners, th recording mechanisms are mechanically,
linkedtp-0e:Scanning head or probe'fby Means-of. a rigid .bar''COnse--
quentlyi the rkarderg mcveadmiil,taneOnSlY with.andin exact
correspondence to the prObe';1 Somescanners, however:, use an X-Y pkotter,t--
tChapter VIII) to clupliicatOhe relative, position of the probe, i,e,
the4'ecordees-aze-at,iached.tothe-plottIng methantsurfOfthe kY.prOtter
whIch-moves directP*SportiOn to the probe,.

-1. -Dot recorders

Electron stylusdot_recbrder

,Figure 1X-5 shOVs-a blOck diasraM of a :dot'recOrd-ing,mechanis which
utilizes an elecircinic stylUs burn _a iinall'iSpoton a sheet Of Elc-

:triCal conducting Taper 'each'time.a4u1Se passes_ throughthe- stylus.
,

TX-5. .n:bot'Recording Mechanism
-an'Electronic Stylus

CONDUCTING PAPER

Utilizing -.

'Signals frptt th6 'pulse _ i h- ;.-analvi-er are fed through a'hinary.!s'caling

circuit to driver in turn,.sends a signal through the
sr- s,' thus causing _dotsmall ot to be burned pn the-conducting paper:-

,

.binary sealing circuit A courts=iVides the cots' fObrri the-nnl§e.height
annlyZ.er7 by a factor'called the s 1e factor. -The scalelfaetOr
adjustable from l'to'256. A scai actor of eight,for example,



chat for every eight counts a riving-at the input,of the binary scaling

circuit from the puiseheighcdnalyzer, one-is transmitted to-the stylus

driver, i.e., -one .dot appears on the pap r. This reduction in counting

rate is sometimes necessary beeauseektreia'ely high counting rates will,

paralyze.the.stylus. AlsO, the scale;factor.may be used as a means of
emphasizing', on the dot scani:diffetences between. areas'of high and low

counting rates.
,

Wile the Signals. from the pulse height analyzer are.being transmitted
.

digitallyto the stylus, they are also being av-erage'd by a count rate,

meter, (See Figure IX-5.) The count ratemeter emits an analog voltage
signal which is proportionalin magnitude to the gountingrate. A back-

grodnd cutoff circuit compares this signal, with a preset reference volt-

Signal. Only when thesignaI from the count,ratemeter 4 greaterage
han the reference vbltage-is the switch (indicated in Figure IX-5)

closed, thereby allowing signals from the stylus driver to be transm ted

tO the stylus. The magnitude of the reference voltage is determined by
adjusting ahellpat control on the in.trument which is calibrated in per

cent _fill,I-scaje reading, Hence, if the ratemeter range selection

i
switc is" -set so the full scale meter reading is(3000cpm and the back-

, grou d cutoff is set at 10%,then no dots will be recorded'on the paper

over areas which yield less than 390 cpm. However, asAOon as the count-
ingrate goes' above 300 cpm then all of the pulses Y-Fom the. stylus driver

Are recorded in a'digita:l fashion, in other wordX, the batkground cut-

off does not actually- subtract counts abut detepmines whether all or

none of the counts will be-regorded.

The 4atemeter time- constant (see .Chapter-VIZI) doesnot affect the dot

scan except *hen a background cutoff of greater than zero is used.

(Wherthe:beekground.cutoff'is set at zero, the switch in Figure IX-5
'remains dlcVd at all times'.) :If.this is the case, a long time Constant'

will result in'a considerable lag time7..between the detetor response

and th&ilieter:response. .
The effect of:this:on the dot scan is discussed

b. Dot recorders utilizing echani9aTtappers

Some commercial scanners utilize a mechanical ratter than an electronic.

stylus. A mechanical stylus proddces an impression in the same manner

as a typewriter by striking an inked ribbon against plain white paper.

Hence, no special paper is required. The stylus, is driven by means Of-

a solenoid which:causes it to tap the ribbon very sharply.each time a

pulse is received from the binary scaling unit-. This type of tapper

can record up to 7,500 cpm'

Some mechanical tappers are used- in conjunction with pressure-sensitive

-paper to produce a dot scan.:'Here no rbbOn:is. required since the 111--

pact of the tapper striking the papersagainat a-hard surface is sutfi
dent to ,cause a mark. Special paper is raquired,however.'



Color dotscansv-may be obtained ..from the mechanical tapper recorder
-causing the tapper to strike an inked ribbon which moves between the
tapper-and plain white paper The ribbon is divided into several bands.
(usually eight), each of a different. color. The analog signal from the

t-ratemeter causes the'ribbon Co.move laterally beneath the tapper a* the
counting rate changes. Th-e ribbon position is preadjusted before each
scan so- that the maximum counting rate of'interest
certain color Thus the counting.rate range, from maximum to background,
is.divided..into 'eight colors.

is represented by

Phetographic. recKders

. The components of a ty ,i ale photorecarding mechanism are shown

Figure IX-6.

PULSE - HEIGHT

ANALYZER
RATE METER

LIGHT PULSE
DRIVER

D.C.

AMPLIFIk

HIGH VOLTAGE
SUPPLY'

CATHODE-RAY'
TUBE

FILM

Figure - .7-SiMplified DiagraM of a Scan Photo-
Recording Mechanism

Pulses from the. pulse height analyzer cause a light source (cathode ray
tube (CRT]) to be energized momentarily, .thus-'exposing a small-area of

photographic film. The effect :of:the. light flash on the film can be

'controlled in three ways: (1) the size and shape of the area of film
exposed for each pulse May be con rolled by placing different size and
shape apertures between the CPT anethe. filth; (2) the duration of the
light flash may be controlled by means of .an external setting. on the.
light pulse driver: (see` figuTe and (3) the.intensity.Of the
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light flash may be controlled by modulating ,the vOltaAv applied to the
CRT. The 'effect of the intensity modt,tlation is called contrast.en-
hancement.

The photographic recorder works as fttllows:- Pulses from the pulse
height analyzer are fed simultaneously to ,the ra8emeter and light pulse
driver. Each pulse that reaches the light pulse driver causes the CRT
to be. turned on for a preset period of time determined by an external
setting on the light pulse driver, This time is usually between 1. and

-150 microseconds, depending-on the obseryed counting rate and scanning
speed. Unlike the dot recorder, there is no scaling down of the number
of pulses fed to-the photorecorder.. Thus, there will be superposition
of dots on the film. Ihis.is'desirable on photographic scans because
it helps to emphasize differences in isotope concentration within the
organs. (The degree of.superpdaition-of dots will be greater for areas
of high isotope concentration, thus producing A greater overall density,
on the film.). The light duration.must b'e set so the film density cor-
responding to the area of maximum counting rate is a reasonable value.

Modulation of the intensity of the light flash witl counting rate con-

trast enhancement). ii accomplished als follows: The ratemeter averages
the pulses from the pulse height analyzer over .a time period determined
by the time constantof the ratemeter (see Chapter VIII). The rate -

meter, in turn, produces a dc signal which is proportional in magnitude,
to the counting rate at any time. This dc signal is then-amplified by
a factor which 'is determined by the gain of the dc amplifier in:Figure
IX-6. On some scanners, this gain setting is'externally adjustable,-,and
on 'others it. is preset and remains constant. The gignal trom the dc
amplifier drives the power supply for-the CRT. Thus: the Voltage-ap-
lied to the CRT varies. in direct proportio n to the counting rate. Till's

means that the light flash from the CRT is more intense when the de-
tector is recording titer' areas of higher isotope concentration.

The gain of the de amplifier determini the-Slope of the curve which
relates the optical'density of the film to counting rate. Optleal,
density (O. D.) = log (la I).

where: intensity of the light incident on

I the intensity of the transmitted light

he film

An O. D. of 2.0 to 2.2 appears totally opaque. to the eye, whereas an
0. D. of about 0.1:is undistinguisable from the baswfo :of most ..films,..:
By adjusting' the gain on thedo,amplifier, the useful di%amic range-of
the film, (i.e., Q. -D. = 0.1 to O. p, = 2,2) can be made to extend over
any desired counting rate interval. nip is accomplished by setting the
voltage-on the CRT at a,y4alue so that:the film density correspondingrfa
the maximum counting rate of interest' is approximately 24. (See Fig-
ure IX-7.) Thenthe de amplifier gain determines the count tate-at
which () D. will be approximately 0.1. 'in TigUre IX -7, the voltage on
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GAIN ON DC AMPLIFIER

Rotative Nambets)..

10. 12 14 20

CPM x-1,000

Figure 1IX-7.--Optical Density vs. Count Rate
for Different de Amplifier Gain Settings

'-.

the CRT is set so as _o produce an 0. D. of 2.2 ac-20,000' cpm. With a

(relative gain 'setting of 1, the.: 0... D. goes from 2.2 down to 0.1-over the

counting-rate range of 20,000.-epm to ap'proximately zero cpm. Thus, with
this gain setting,"even background counts would cause dots of sufficient
Q. D. sp as to be distinguishable from base fog. If the gain is dou-
bled, the useful range of optical. densities is limited to the counting
rate range of from 10,000 ppm to 20400 cpM- 'In this case, no informa-
tion will be recorded on pie film when the detector is over areas which
yield less than 10,09,0 cpm '''because the light, flash will not be of :suf.-
ficient intensity to produce an optical density distinguishable from
base fog.' Similarly, as the amplifier gain is increased, to 5', the slope,
of,the curve increases, thus further compressing the counting rate range
over which information is recorded. This process of increasing the amp-
lifier gain serves to enhance the differences in film density corre-
sponding to differences in' isotope concentration- -thus the term con- .-

trast enhancement. It must be remembered, however, that although the
preceding is true, statistical variations in counting rate are also
enhanced on the film by the use of lary high gain settings. .Conse-

quently, the use of contrast enhancement,to-an_excessive degree may
cause artificial variations in the, optical density of the film.

Scanners with a fixed de amplifier gain are set 'So the 0. D.
reaches 0.1 at zero cpm: i.e., the useful range of the film is spread
out over the counting rate range of.zero -to the maximum counting rate
of interest. This way all the pulses from the pUlse height analyzer
are recorded on film and no information is discarded.

Some scanners have the capability of cutting out the contrast enhance-
ment portion of the photorecorder -altogether (1_,.e., ratemeter and dc
amplifier). In this case, the voltage to he CRT remains constant



throughout theecan-and each mark recorded on the film'producea.about
the same optical density. Film contrast results from differences in
the degree of:superpositionof dots caused by differences in counting
rate.

Other recording mechanisms-

In addition to the routine dot and photoscans, a number of other methods
may be used for handling and displaying.scan data. One process currently

----itereiving-widespread -interest is-digitel-recording.-on-magnetic tape.
The advantage:of this is that the data can be recalled and displayed in
a number of ways with varying ambuntsdf background erase and contrast

,

.enhancement. without destroying the original data. Readout devices.
available for this include oscilloscopes with a Polaroid camera attach-
ment to.integrate'the counts and retention oscilloscopes. (Retention or
"storage" oscilloscopes have a leng decay time phosphor Which will hold
an image- for up tcy20 minutes. This,allows for visualization of the
'entire scan on the 'scope itself.) Data recorded on magnetic tape -may be
processed by computer to obtain counting rare profiles, etc. Also!,
closed circuit television May be. us2d to view a photographic scan under

__different conditions of contrast_eaaancement by varying the video gain
of the system.

STATIONARY.JMAGING DEVICES. ANJ HIGH-SPEED SCANNERS

During the-past few years-several attempts have-been made to design..
scanning instruments which have increased sensitivity over the conven-,
tional rectilinear spanner yet maiitain acceptable resolution. Two
types of instruments have emerged--stationary imaging devices which'
utiliZe stationary detectors large enough to cover an entire anatomical
areaof interest,-and-high -speed multicrystal_scanners which are.actu7
ally rectilinear, scanners but are generallY'regarded as Compar ble to -=
the stationaryJmagipg devices. .1

A. 'Stationary Detector Imaging Devices

Three types of stationary imaging devices are commercially available at
presentthe Scintillation camera, the digital autofluoroscope, end the.
image converter gatma ray camera.-

1. Seinti lation camera

a .Detector andtposit:ioning electronics

.--

The scintillation camera was developed b/ E. 0. Anger working at the
Donner Laborlatory, University of California. The commercially available
version of e scintillationcamera employs. an 11% ;inch.:diameter by -Is

.

inch thick. ,a1(111) crystal which is viewed by 19 phototubes in a
Thexagonal/-arraY.. Because of the thin cryStal, the efficiency for high-
energy radiation,ia low. When -a gamma -ray interaction produces-light in
the.-crystal, each photetube will respond by producing an electricalsign l'
proportional in magnitude.tothe-intensity of the light incident on-its
photocathode.,'. Obviously, thoSeJphototubes-closer to ,the actual location.

.1 I.'
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of the interaction= In the crystal will produce elarger signal than
these farther away., The result is that each of. the 19 phot-ottibea pro
duces a signal which is inversely,proportional-to-the square of.its
distance from Ehe site of the interaction. Each of these. 19 signals
is divided into 4 components::. X'-, X ,-,Y*, Y. These are .then added.

\---
vactorallyby means. f a capacitor netMDr: to form four positioning
signals. (See Figure TX,8,) The X* and .X signals are subtracted by
means ofa difference circuit to yield a resultant X positioning signal.
A 'i pdsitioning signal is derived in the same manner. These X and Y
signals are then applied to the-deflection,plates of Cathode ray tube
in an oscilloscope causing thg electron beam to strike file face of the

tr.
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figUre Block-piagraM Illustrating thePrinciple
of Operation of the Scintillation Camera

tube in thasame relative Position as the site of 'the interaction in the
crystle. The four positioning signals are also added- to form a Z signal
which his' analyzed- according to height. Consequently, only those pulses
that fall within the window of the pulse height analyzer (photopeak
punes) cause light flashes to appear on the face of the cathode ray
tube. -In more'recent models, the difference circuits have been replaced
by ratio circuits which divide the resultant X and Y signals. by

signal. This make-the positioning more' independent of pulse he and

allows the use of wider- windows.

Ayolaroid camera is mounted onto the oscilloscope and the i m inte
grates the dots as they appear on the face of the cathode r y tube.
The intensity of each dot is adjUsted by an external control on the
oscilloscope. .Anyw ere from 10,000 to several hundred thousand dots
can be recorded perpicture, depending upon the type of study performed.
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Collimatora-

Np....!ypea Of collimators are,used: with the scintillation camera =a
multiple hole, atraigbt-bore c011imator; and a pinhole collimator. .

The straight-bore collimator is used to-visualize-larger organs, such
as the liver, brain, etc.; the pinhole collimator is used for
small areas, such as the thyrqid gland.

tannin=

Commercially available straight' -bore collimators are of two types:
the 1,000 hole collimator, with relatively thick lead septa, is used
with high-energy gamma emittere, and a 4,0,00 hole collimator is available
for use with low-energy gamine emitters. Unlike the *focusing collimator'
used with rectilinear scanners, the poi4.of.best resolution of a.
straight-bore 'collimator is at its. surface.

The pinhole collimator, designed specifically fOr thyroid work; Works
on the same principle as.a pinhole.camera(seeTigure:IX79.) Instead
of light rays passing through a pinhole in an opaque bok and producing
a latent imase on photographic film, &Italia rays'from a tadioactiV
source concentrated in the thyroid gland pass thtough a pinhole in a
lead.collimator and itileract in the Nal crystal. The collimation is not
as perfect for gamma rai_17-as it is for light and .sore radiation will
penetrate the collimator. The pinhole'collimator is available with
three.pinholes arranged to produce two oblique views of the thyroid, as
weli;as astraight anterior vie

2. Digital autofluoroscope
=- -

The digital autofluoroscope, developed in 1962, is a stationary imaging
device designed to be more efficient for high-endrgy photons while main7
taining the high sensitivity of the scintillation camera.

Detector - collimator.

The detector.consists of 294 sodium iodide crystals, each inches in
diameter and 2 inchesthick. These are heagonally placed in a 6 x 9
inch array, with 1 cm center-to-center spat g. The-2 inch thick cry-
stals provide atwo-fold increase-idefficiency over a inch thick
crystal for 365 keV phOtons of 1311. This factor is not so impbrtant
for lower-energy:gamma rays.

The collimator is a 3 inch thick lead block pierced by-294 cOn-
ical,apertures-,-one for, eachcryetal.,,, The apertures are tapered from
inch on the crystal side to t inch on the patient side.

The resolution of the system is equal-to the resolution of the crystal
array.: -Point sources, placed in adjacent collimatOr ape-tures, are re-
solVed as two distinet areas of activity on the display. scilloscope.

b. Data transfer and presentation

Ithe early model of the autofluoroscope, electrol positioning and
.-

puithe height analya4 were acComplishd in the. same manner as with the
1'4

t__J
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scintillation, camera. A more recent version uses a rank ancrfile co-
incidence method to determine in which of the 294 crystals a partite

cular gamma ray is detected. Then the counts- from each crystal are
recorded, in form, in a magnetic core memory system.. The data
ca then,be.read out nondestructively:on a retentjon oscilloscope Wth
any desired amount of background. erase. The system allows for .integraH.:
tion of counts over'selected areas of the scan, and for recording-the.
counting rates froM;these'areasas a functibn of time.
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In 19¢3,a camera was developed to record the image (of low-energy
gamma emitters) shown on an S inch image-amplifier tube. This
tube has a thin phosphor inside a glassenveliope which is sensitive
to N. rays and low-energy-gamma rays. .A multihole straight-bore
celliTator is used to project an iMage of thesubject on the phosphor.
When a photon interacts within the.phosphor, light is emitted which
causes electrons to be ejected froin the 'photosensitive surface of the
phosphor. These electrons are accelerated and focused onto a smaller
phospho-coated screen resulting in more intense-light flashes. The
intensified flashes may be integrated'on Polaroid film or the image
may be viewed instantaneously on "a moni ;or by means of an Orthicoa system.

This instrument.is 'for use only with low-energy photons, such as the27
2okeV x,rays from 1

. I. The detection efficiency of the phosphor is very
low for medinm- and high-energy gamma

B. High-Speed Rectilinear Scanner,

Another:approach to increasing.the sensitivity of a scanning sy8tem,
without sacrificing resolution, is to use a multicrystal dete&tor with
a focusing collimator -for each:detector Such a scanner is available
couua ercially. Ten Mai crystals are arranged side -by -side wit a diA-
tanee of 1 inch hetweeh centers. Eath crystal has its own focusing
collator and phototube, as shown in FigUre 11.0., The entire detector
asseblYmoves across' the patient, scanning 10 lines at once, 1 inch
apart.

II PI 111 III PI II PI 111 II PI

AlkAkilkAkSAAAA
EN'/ISZNINI

'MITI' iiirmirimp illir wily
$ I

PHOTOTUBES &
PREAMPS ( 10 )

Na I CRYSTALS 10 )

FOCUSSING
COLLIMATORS (.10 )

L
Figure IX-10.,Ten Crystal,High7Speed Rectilinear

.-Scanner beteetor Assembly

The detector assembly then moves a'preset longitudinal distance and
traverses in the opposite-directiOn, etc.-, until thrspacesbetw6en'.
the original 10 scan lines have been Siped in. In this manner, large
organs can be scanned in a fraction of'the time rent:tired wi*th a con-
ventinnal rectilinear Scanner. The time savings for scanning small
organsand glands is not, as great..
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dbvious'ly, to obtain a life-size photogra
esSitate having 10 photoscanners 'traversing

Instead, the output-from each phototube ts.
counts. are stored on magnetio-tape t

'destructivelyin any one Of a number.of ways
oscilloscope with Polaroid -camera attachment
or 'closed-circuit television.

IV. POSITRON- SCANNING

scan d -ctly.,would,.nec-
e film 3imullancousUy.
IVzed separately ,and the -

data can be recalled non-
previously discNsa
.retentiorvoscill.9scOpe,

I

The annihilation photons from positron absorptiOn (Chapter' V ) mmay be
utilized to pinpoint the,location of the absotption event in t
Advantage-is taken of the fact that the annihilation photons are emit-,

ted back-to-back and simultaneously. ' Thus, two detectors stationed at
180° relative to each other may'be used, in cOnjunction with a oqinci-
dence Circuit (see Chapter VIII) 'to detect annihilation events. 'Figure
IX-11 illustrates the general ar=rangement- -cif such a system. Of the
three annihIlatibn events pictured4s:,occurring in the source, only "8"
will in an output pulse from the discriminator, since its the
only o e which results in a 0.51 MeV photon being absorbed in each crys-
tal, C uently, the two pulses arrive" at the inputs of the coinci-
dent simultaneously and an output prise tesults

Any. ,rectilinear,scanner or imagine device which-allows for detectors
mounted -on' opposite s =ides of the Patient maYc' with the appropriate elec-,

tronic modifileations, be used for ,positron scanning. ,Nc.coniniatkon is
necessary. The,rsol n is determined by:the size of` the cryitals.

I No I

SOURCE

A

t- 0-

COINCIDENCE
CIRCUIT

OUTPUT
PULSE

f a PositronFigure 11 1.--Block.Diagram anning System

, The sensitivity of this system is more nearly uniform throughout the
region between the 'two crystals than., is .case ith the single-
detector, focus.ing-collimatorarrangemeht. In t e case of the scintil.
Aation camera with a-commerOally available posiron attachthent,

1 1 -P
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possibleto.obtain:a tomegraphiC effect',.' on plane is in sharp

focus while the other p1anes ate superimposed but blurred. The plane

of best Focus can be sec to any,desired level by-adjusting an at

tenuator in the electionic circuits.

,

Positron scanning has received its greatesse in brain studies. Iso-

topes that have been used for this pUrp6se are: 74As, "Cu, "GA, and

8F,) amongf600--rs. Onedisadvaatage to these materials, 'compared Co
,

iTp- and /pure gamma ematters,, is the increased patient dose

m the abSOrption of the particulate racjiat Positron scanning is

not a frequently used technique at this time.

SUGGESTIONS. FOR FURTHP. APING

No", Principles of Nuclear Medicine, W. Bo Saunde

193-2204
4

1. Wagner
(1968) pp

'Bland-; W.. Ro., Nuclear Medicine, .Mcdrawilill bock Co. (1965),

pp. 43-69.

G. ., Instrumentation in Nuclear Medicine, Academic Press,

In (1967), Chaps. :



NUCLEAR COUNTING STATISTICS

I.' INTRODUCTIO_

The statistical nature of radioactivedecaywas recognized 'seon.aftor
the discOvery of.radioaetivity. In -fact, the law. of radioacOve decay
(Chapter III) can be deduced strictly from.statistical-considerations,
proving it a statistical relationship subject to the laws of chance.:':
.Hence, in any sample containing a large number of radioactive atoms,
some average number will diAinlegrate per unit time. Evit'theA25--num-

_ ber'which disintegrate in any given unit of time fluctuate's around the
average value. In counting-applications, it istimportant to estimate
this-fluctuation because it indicates the repeatability of results of
measurement.

FREQUENCY D STItIBUTIONS

If one'plots the frequency of-Occurrence of-values:against -the Values,
themseIVes fora series of identical measurements of a statistical proc-

. .ass, a curve will'tesult--the lrea,alenc distribution curve, Manyjta-
trstical phenomenatonform to certain standard; frequency.`
If this distribution is knowncertain inferences about a population may
be made'by observing a small sample of the population. In nuclear
counting statiptics, frequency distributions:of interest are the normal,
the -Poisson -(pronounced PWAH-SOHNi) .ancLthe chi'-square distribu ions.

A. Normal Dist ibut

The normal distribution describes mOs,tstatistical processe -having a
,

cdntinuously varyinglmegnitude. If one plots the frequency distribution
curve for a'largehumber-of:measuremenits on;a quantity which conforms to, - ,the normal distribution, ell-snaped curve (siMiiar to Ihe

, . ,

one:shown,An:TigUre X.1) will. result. This is the normal distribution
curl/b. It is characterized by two independent-parameters -the mean (m)
and the standard deviation (a).

;The mean is the average value of the quantity under observation. For
the:standard normalr'diatribution symmetrical. about the mean), the
mean value is the one that occurs with the highest, frequency. Since
in reality we observe only A portion of the,pepulation, we estimate theJ
mean by a numerical average (x).-,

Nv,
where x1 is-theyalue of the meas rement,;n is the total number of

(1)

observations.



Figure X71.--No rani Dis'tr.ibut ton Curve

Stapdard deviation

Tlid,Istandard deviation is defined as the square rootof the a rage. of

the stivares of thd i-ndivi, is deviations from the mean. Expressed mathe-

'maticaUy,:this is

..where m fS the mean value, xlis the value,=of thd

the total number of observations: AS with the

from a finitehuMberof observItfon_ The best

which is given by..
S.

(2)

e surement, and n
mean, we must estimate
estimatef is callecL

The, use of n a
1 in the..denbm nator results from the use of (x- ) .instead

of m .in the numeratOrIn other words, we loseone degree of freedom by

estimating m with x. Since m and a are laam'gylqm-IL parameters which

charactersf the normal distribution., i!t is possible to have an infinite

ftumbqr of values of, a for a given mean. However, the smaller the stand-

ard devtation,'.the greater the reproducibility of the measurementsf
one c-ve_rs one `'standard.. deviation on each qdf(92 the.mean of A. standard'

LI
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normal-_ ibution curve, approxi mater. 68, Q r the total area under the
curve. -will, (See-P-igu 'tandard deviaClons,on
each-sic4e of the mean.,01!lide apPec.ximatelyA574of the totatarehy:three
standard-devfaEions-,497%;- -etc. The practical' e,,ignifiCan.ce of.7thls is:eat ;ats .the tlan.-of a series of:norMelty distribhted measure.
tents and'estiMates the :standard: deviation by=:sx; cab,be said
with 68% 426nfiddride that the true. m hea Valud,of the-quantity. LieSbetween- , . , -

99%cpiiktdenchAht-thd trUp'mean
.S.tomel-.Jheke betweba-x t.

Poissoh Distribution

The .Pois'son distribution .e dation

where T.00,ia the roabilityata given value in a series of observe--
trans will otcdrx imeS: distributilan adequately predicts'

.the frequency distribution resulting from the :nbservatibn of a largo
'number of events which, taken singly, have_A:sMall.but constant ill-wit,

- hood of-occurrence. The Poisson distrjjluslcon is characCdrized by only
use' parameter- -the mean.- If the defin=ition of standard deviation
is applied to the Poisson distribution equation,'the foLloWing'
expression results:

Thus, the standard.'deviatibn for the Poisson distribution depends on,the
mean. It canllaVp.-only one Olvie for a given,mean Value., Anothdr dif-
ference-becween,the normal and Poisson distr$l ut,ions is that ,

m and x must
be integers in the Poisson distribution- --eknormal.distribution is

cont ne.

can be .ahown that radioactive.decay obeys the Poisson distribution
law. If onenbservesa sample containing a large,,number of radioaCtive
atoms for a period of time which is short-compared to tfiehalf-life, them
the'probability that a single atom willdecay during the ObSerVatiun time
is small but constant for equal time intervals. Also, Only'integer-nuM-:
'bera of atoms decay in any time period. \yencdi'nuclear, disintegrations
obey.PoisSon statistics.' If, however, the mead number of'observed events

\

is-moderately large,'say100 or moire, the poigs&i,distribution is add-
quately approximated by a special normal distribution for which a -

. ,or in. terms of our estimates of these,p5rameters,

The approximationl'is usually considdred acceptable if'.te mean value iS
20 or greater.'- This,'is the greferred method for handling nuclear counting

_ -
data, since itLis less comole : than-working with. thd Pobsson distribution
directly.
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S sties

_ .

LIGATION TO NUCLEAR COUNTING DATA

..--

The fall ngisYMbols will be used throughout Wv.remainder of this

otal

=,.counting
.

count rate

The subscript, :refersto the sample plus background count (grass
.

g
catint),-;h1.tefets to the baCkgraund:countalone, and s,refersto the net

l:unt -s -01st-be-obtained-by 444traction, since it

PTossible ,t o' directly the sample--,activ y-apart from the. -ever'

preaent-hackgroynd.- .-

'- Standard Deviation Total Count

_._Erad_Equat n (5) the standard devia
tount, s

N
is given by

and-the standard
IntedfroM

(N)

n in he totai sample lus backgro nd

5N

eviation in the total - background count,

Standard Deviation in dount. Rate:

is calcu-
.

To obtain the standard deviation in the gross count Late, divide both

sides of Equation (7) by the counting period. Then

way

But,
t
g

s

=
Ng 1

X _t g 2 tg is

.Therefore, the standard deviation in the gross count ate ,sn

culated,as follows:

n

Similarly, the standard deviation.'

giv-en by

Sn
b

[TN
tg

eels .

the background count Ate, ,, b

(10)

11)
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-e-netcountra _ is given by

Notice the count rates are used,-because total counts cannot be subtracted
unless the count' =r the same for sample and background. This is
rarely the case. The problem here is ode of combining the standard devia-
tions in the grosa count rate and the background count rate. The method:
of combining standard deviations sx1 sx2 to obtain the standard deviation
in the sum or difference of: two measurements ± x2 is:

Thus, by combining Equations (10) and (1i) one obtains the following expressii
for-sn , the "standard devAation-in the net count rate: -

Gi'ven the following data) find the standard deviations in (a) the total
gross and-background counts, (b)- the gross and background count rates,'
and (c)'the net count rate. Report (e) at the 6% confidence level.

= 40)000. counts, 0 _-in.

3,600 counts, °'20 min..'

/40,000 = 200 counts

3,600 = 60 counts

r.

000
= 4,000 c

,600
20

180 cpm

20 cpm

3 cpm
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409 = 20.3 cpm

Therefor

U. Frac

.=',34820 ± 4Q,6 cpm at the confidence level.
6

ionaluStandard Deviation-and Pe Cent Uncertainty

It is sometimesconvenientto express the uncertainty in a'measurement
as 'a fraction of the quantity itself. This is called the frattional
standard devfatiom (FSD) and is determined as,follows for the net, cbuTIC
rate:

where k is thenumber'orstandard eviatibns required to gii)e theAesired
confidence -level, The uncertainty expressed as a percentage of-the total

obtained by Multiplying the FED by 100. In the -Previous example,'

(FSD)Ns 40k6 3,B2 -

The uncertaintyin the determination is 12067 of the net coun
the 957' confidence: level.

Other Useful Parameters

Most probAtie-er

The quantity commonly:referred tb.aS the most probable error is the
deViation which corxesponds'to-that value Which will probably be-exceeded
on repeat measurement8, In-other words, It corresponds to the Value,

.

whlch, if taken-on'each'side of the mean, will Include 507 of the area
.umdet the normal,distribution curve: Exprdssed'-in terms of the standard
deviation, the most probable error equal.t0-0.6754 a.

Nine-tenths e

.The nine - tenths error. is the uncertainty which is expected to be-exceeded
101. of the time onf repeat, measurements, it is 1.64 a.

F The Chi - Square Test Goodness of Fit-
.

One of the most i ortant applications of statistics re'asurethents is

the investigation of-whether dr not a particular set of measurements Tit
- _

an assumed distribution. The testmost often used fbr this purpose
nuclear counting data; s Pearson's 'chi-square test..

The quantity X2 is defined as follows:

(observed value) 1 - (expecte

(expected value
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where .the sumtetion is over the total number independent, observe-7
tions. The expeated values are -compUted :from any 'assumed frequency.
distribution. For 'nuclear -counting., data the essiimed- distribution is
the Poisson, hence -the expected value is equal to Te,. the average number
of counts _recorded per interval.- - Thus

where n values of re Observed,

(15

The data shou d- be subdivided into. a : lees ive lessifications each
contelni at least five counts . _

The steps- in.epplying- Peer oh's chi square test acounting date' are as
follows!'

Compute R =

Compute x, (offl fquaXio 15).

.Determine the degrees freedom (F)

F is the number of ways the observed distr
from the assumed. In our application, F

Fiord Table X-1,' with the 'values of .X2 :41.171(1

bution may differ
n 1.

etermine

P is the probability that larger deviations than those ob-
served would' be expected flue solely to chance if the ob-
.serveddistribution is actually. identical' to. assumed
distribution, From. this' definition, it is obvious that too
little deviation is possible as well as too much. The
.

closec P is to 0.5, the better the observed- distribution
fits* the assumed, 'for larger .deviations than those observed
are just' as likely as not. The interpretation of P is for
0.1 P 0.9, the observed and assumed distributions. are
Very likely the same. If p. 0.02 or if P- > 0.98 the equal-
ity of the distributions is very, unlikely. Any other value
of PWould 'Call' for additional data to bet er 'define the
observed distrihdtion.

An example :of the use of Pearson' test i as follows: The data .in thetest
following ,table are 'from aa series of ten .2 minute counts of .standerd.,
source made-made with a' G-M laboratory counter. We wish to determine whether-
these data reflect proper instrument operation. The chi-square :test is
applied as shown on- page 113. 4
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.

TABLE :X-L.t-Table of hi-Square Valuei*

Number of
Deterni1T

nattons

obabiltry

-0.99 0.95 O. 0.50 O. O.' 0.05. 0.01'

9

10

12

13

5

16
17
18

19
20

21

22
23.

24
- 25

26
27

-28
29
30

0.020
0.115
0.297

0.554
6.872
1.239
1.646
2.088

2 . 558-

3.053
3.571
4.107
4.660

5.229-
5;812.,
6.408.
7.015'

7.633.

8.260
8.897
9.542.
0.196

10.856

11.524
12.198
12.879
13.565'.
14.256

ct.lop
0.352

.0.711.

1.145
1.635 I

2467
2.733
3.325

10
2'.:204

-2.833
3.490
4.168

.386.
2.366
3.357

4.351.
5:348
6.346-
7.344.
8.343

3.940.
:4.575
5.226:
52924._

6.571

7.261
7.962
8.672.
9.390

10.117

10.851
11.591
12.338
3.091
3.848

4.865.
5.578
6.304
7.042
7.790

-r-
8.547
9.31.2
0.085
0.865.

651

12.443
.3.240
14.041
14.848
15.659.:

4.611 16.473
15.379 17.292
16.15t-
J6.928 18.939
17.708. 19.768

(k342
.10441.
11.340:
12340

14.339,..
15.338
16.338
17.338
18.338

19.337
20.337
21.337
22.337
23.337.

-24;337.
25.336.
26.336
27.336
28.336

4.605
6.251
7.779

9.236
10.645
.12;017
13.362
14.684

15.987
7.275

18

19.812
21.064

22.307.
23.542
24.769
25.989
27.204

28.412

29.615
30.813:
32.007
33.196.

4.382
5.563

36.741
37.916
39.087

"5;991

7.816
9.488

9,210
11.345
13 277

11.070 15.086
12;592 46:812-
14.067 18;475
15,507. 20.990
16,919 21.666

18.307 23:209
19.675 24.725.
21.026. ..26.217
22.362 -27.688
23.685 . 29.141

24.996 30.578
26.296 32.000
27.587 33.409
28.869- 34.805
30.144 36.191

31.410:
32.671
33.924
35.172
36.415

37.566
38.932
40.289
41.638
42.980

37.382 44.314
8.885 45.642

40.113 46.963
41.337 48.278
42.557 49.588

*Usually tables in statistical taxes giye the Probability of obtaining a value of X as a function of di, the
number of degrees of freedom, rather than of n, the nuirer of replicate determinations. In using such tails,
the value of df should be taken as n-1. .
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264. -144

267.. 225

.242. ipo

26.1 dl

361 ,,

-.247 25.

232

263

225

121

263 121

2,.520 1;484

From Table X-1, 0 7 .

instrument operation.

Minimum Detectable Activity

Minimum detectable activity (ADA) is defined as tie activity (usually in
midrocuries) which will result in-a count rate significantly different
from background for a given counting time, If the sample counting time
is to equal the backgrouhd counting time, MDA (k f)A/Nt tb where
k is the number of standard deviations corresponding to the chosefi con-
fidence level, and f is the calibration factor for the instruffient (f has
units of: Cprn/p,Ci)..

Application of Sta Lca to Ra emeter Readings

In a manner completely analogous to the derivation of the standard.devta-
tion count. rate. from an integral counter, the following,expression-
maY:be'derivedfor an instantaneous ratemeter reading:

.

-where r is-the ratemoter reading in counts per minute -or counts- per-sec-
ond, and RC is the time constant Of.,the-ratemeter in appropriate time

units.



IV. STATISTICAL CONTROL ,CRARTS

One way-_to . continually check the accuracy and p ecislon of a_ lear

counting is with Statiatical control charts. A stati=stical

control .citart perMits' a periodic check to sae if the observed fluctua-

tion in the counting rate from a constant source' of radioactivity is
consistent with that predicted from statistical considerations. To con-.
struct such a chart, it, is necessary first to make 20 or 30 independent
measurements of the same-source,_ keeping the counting time constant.

Then a chi-Square test must be perforped on this data to insure proper

instrument -operation.at the outset-. Once proper operation is established',
the me-an counting rate and the standard deviatiog are calculated from the

data. Next, a graph is constructed as -shown -in Figure X-2, and daily.

counting_rates- are ,plotted

x 3a

0

5 15 25

APRIL MAY

DATE OF DAILY COUNT

Figure X-2. --Control Chart



It is Wise to label. "the abscisaa in calendar units to facilitate retro-
,

spective analyses.-- Individual deviations from the mean_ should not exceed,
one standard deviatibh more- than 33% of the time, tWO'bfandard deviations
more than 51 `cif the time-, etc. If a measurement falls outside the 95%
2a) line it should be repeated. 'Since there is One chance ih:201. that a
single value will fall outside these limits by chance alone, the chances

e--_. one in 400 that such will be the case on two successiveobservations.
-fence two successive measurements outside the 95% -Control limit La suffi-
cient cause to suspect anomalousdata. One should also watch for trendsw
in the data i a., gradual but conistent Mange,in either direction.

One readily-available source for.constructing statistical control charts
is the ever-present-background radiation. It is important to'measure
background at least daily on a rOutinely used instrument, since certain
causes oaf erroneous data (e.g=., contarrination'and'eternal sources in the
Area are reflected in changing background Countrates.

'The application of statistics to'nuclear counting data is mandatory to'
theyrecisiph with which measurements are made. It-should be emphasized

-that oply the uncertainty due ,to the random nature of the decay process
is .considered in this chapter. If other significant,sources of uncer-
,tainty are preseht, such as timing, they must bedealt with separately
-and= included in the overall estimate of the accuracy.
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I, INTRODUCTION

Counting applications they be divided into two categories: in vitro
and in vivo. In vitro counting refers to samples of maerials that
are counted outside the living organism, e.g., blood, urine, feces,
etc.. Such samples are usually prepared in a test tube, pinchet, or .
other convenient counting vial*(vitro means glass) and counted in
some type of laboratory counting system. In vivo counting lhere refers
to the assessment of radioactiVity in all or, some selegted.part'of
the-living Organism. -In vivo counting will be discussed inChapter-'
XII.

II. ABSOLUTE. COUNTING

This term means the absolute'disintegration rate of a sample will
be determined rather than simply the relative counting rate. It

permits A quantitative assessment of the sample's radioactivity.

Overall Efficiency

In order to do. absolute counting, the overall efficiency of the counting
.

system.must he known. Overall efficiency (E)_is:definedes follows:

E
coin

dpm

Hence, the sample disintegration rate is Obtained by'd viding the
relative count rate by the efficiency factor. .Several factors affect-
the overall efficiency of a dounting system.

The prime factor affectingthe-efficiency of any
positiOn, size, and shape of the samplerelative
of the detector. This relationship determines
counting arrangement. (Geometry is defined as
angle about a source which is subtended by the

-detector,. hence, geometry is dependent on the

the source and the detector.)

-End-vindow detectors

counting system is the
to the sensitive volume

the geothetry of the
the fraction of the solid
sensitive Volume% of the
size and shape of both

Inthe.simple case of an end,-windoW detector.with radius r used to- count
to point_ source (see Figure XI-1), the geometmy factor (G) is easily de-
termined from the above definition:
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Figure XI-1.--Detector Geometry

:where h the,perpendicular distance from -the-sour.c _othe detector.
The,gepmetryfactor changes rapidly with thp distante h for.atall
values of large di-stances (h ? r),the geometry facior'varies
as the inverse sAgare of the distance.

Internal detectors

In certain gas-ionization-detectors,-the sample is placed inside the.
sensitive volume (Chapter VII).: These are either "2n" pr. "0" counters;
i.e.,-the detection chamber is either hemispherical or spherical; hence
either one-half or All;the solid angle about the source is subtended by
the detector. 'Thus, from the definition of ,geoMetry, the geometry fec-
tors for 2u and 4n counters are -0.5 and 1.0reSpectively.

ell counters

Scintillation crystals May be constructed with a.'YWell" in the center
of the crystal as,shOwn.in Figurp X1-2. This type-of detector allows
the.coueting,of samples in test tubes or similar counting vials, Figure,

-X172 shows that the go e'try factor-for a point. source'in a well counte
iven by:

4 COS ),

h

7;77'/.-

:where: distance from the source

r 7 radius-o.fstfiewell as measured
edge of the crystal.
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WELL

X-TAL
t:4 a .I

XTAL.

CROSS SECTIONAL :VIEW`:: TOP VIEW

Pigure XI-2.--Weil Type NaI,Detea for
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ometries
,-.-

r-,c6unting a angement are often used for in vitro counting, such-

he Marinelli beaker in which a liqutd sample partially surrounds-the

ector. The calculation of geometry factors. for this and other ex--

ded source arrangements is complex,'and will not be presented here.

Absorption

Another factor ,that affects overall efficiency, is adiatiod 'absorption

by the window or wall materials of the-detector and by the sampleitself.

Self-absorption in the sample is especially important for alpha and beta.

.--counting and fnr-very low-energy gamma rays,-Jelindow Or wall absorption

io most - important for particulate radiation, but may also be 'signifi-

-cant for low-and medium-energy gamma rays, depending on thP,thkckness:-

'and} composition of the material, -tihen,ahha partidiaslarg:Countea:,With

an end-window counter, even the air.betweentheiSeMple,enA'detectOr.

-window will cause significant-absorPtiOn and muse be kept to a minimum.

.Self-jabsorption-(abaorion by the 4,sample) of particulate radiation may

be cletarmined experimentally by counting several samples.of equal ac-

tivity but different density-thicknesses' (expressed in mg/cm2). (Se6'

--Chapter V.) If this is done for different isotopes--each having a
different maximum beta energy--a family of curves is obtained, as sho0n

in Fiiure X1-3. For each energy there is a.point beyond which additional

sample thickness does not affect the counting rate. This thickness is

called the saturation thickness and is equal to the density-thickness in

-mgicm2vhich corresponds to the maximum_ range of the beta particles.

Vindow absorption 'effects- may.bedetermthea by placing absorbers of
cliffere-nt thicknesses between the sample and detector and plotting a

curve for each bete-attgy. '.the cUrveLS cab be 'extraPolated to zero

-thickness and the ratio of observed 'counting rate to.the
counting,k

ratea.

withOut -absorp.tion can -be determined.

.0

HIGH BETA ENERGY

Figure X1-1--Relative Count Rate vs-. SaMPle Density- Thickness

, for. Different Ma ximum Beta Energies



Scattering from sample -mounts _and Shiel lin g.0awijnifirantly increase
a counting rate above what ,it:.wOuld be if: it were sbmehow suspended-in
air with no scatterinw_m#terial present. This contribUtion is nil -f
alpha particlesand .g40:..forgaMina- raSto if only photopeak_pulses Are'
counted: It may be.gignif4Aat in integral gamma counting, but the cen-
tribUtLion due to scatter most- important for high-energy beta parties,

-cles where the counang rate May be increased by as much, as"60 to (r/.

,doe to scatter from the sample. moUnt. The scatter -contribution mnY-
be determined experimentally, by making a plot of counting rate vs-.
density-thickness of the aample mount. This yields a,'.curve of the type
ohm-m- in FigUre OUnting: rete-increasea:Wtth,-increasing._.
mg /cm2 up to the point at. which the,,densitY7thicknesS of the sample

.

Mount is equal to one7half the maximum rine,Of the beta partiLe.- This
Is called the saturation thickness Of the sample mount. The ._tatter
contribution is -a function of the atomic number of the .s;i_ple 'flaunt a;s
well as its:density thickness and the beta ener

ntrinsic efficiency

Geometry, absorption, and scatter determine the fraction of the photons',
or particles emitted' by the sample that will enter the sensitive voluilne
of the detector. The term intrinsic of is encY is defined as the ratio
of the number of photon.a or particles that interadt in the detector to
the number that 'enter the sensitive volume. For most deteceore, the

1,711,1f I TE" THICKNES.

LOW BETA ENERGY .

Figure XI-4,--Reiative -Count Rate Vs'. Mg/cm- of .ample
Mount for Different Beta Energies:

intrinsic efficiency is 1007.'for alpha and beta particles, the de-
tecting medium is of sufficient volume and sufficient density so that all'
charged .particles that enter the medium interact and cause ionization.
The intrinsic effioiencr for gamma rays, however, is dependent on photon
energy as igen as on the size_ and shape of the detector the detecting
medium, and the distance from -the source to the detector. With gamma
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radiation,. a` given _vtlue for intrinsic efficiency must be sp ied for

the entire pulse height apectrumor for photopeak counts only .The lat

ter:rereSeneation is called efficienc . The intrinsic
eakefficiency vs. photon energy for a NaI(T1) Crystal 11/2 iAches in

dfameteft-;:lm 1-inch thick with a point. source at 7 cm from the deteeci3r,
is given in Figure XI-5. Over limited-energy range) the intrinsic3

. npeak efficiency is proportional to,'.fthe'Photonriergy raised .to a con-

stant .negative power..

- Figure XI-5.--Intrinsic Peak Efficiency vs. Photon
for .a.11/2) X 1-inch Naf' (T1) Crystal

-Hence, for constant _geometry and detector dimensions, the intrinsic,
peak efficiency decreases very rapidly with increasing phDton energy.

The intrinsic peak efficfency for gamma phatons.is also4tropiirtional to
the vcilume,Of the detector and the atomic number, of the'dhiecting.medium;,
the_value for Nal is approximatel 100 tithes greater than that for. G-M

counting gas.

.Overall efficiency is- the product of the_four- factors discussed above:

geornetry absorption, scatter, and intrinsic efficiency. For rela-

tively- simpte counting these individual factors may be
carculatedmr.determinVd_experimentally as shoyn. But for most cOunt-
`jag application s krivolving- volume sources, these factors are difficult

to determine "'accurately. So the preferred method for, determining over--
TiPall efficiency is usually_ by, means of "a standard source, -whose

.

absolUte
-disintegration- rate is known' to a high degree of accuracy. Efficierley
E- is then :Calculated according to the expressiyn, E F.,_cpra/dpm. This
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may be.dkpre
curie as fbi

sed as -a calibration factor i., with -- units of
ows:

where E is the overall e

If-possible, the standard-should be the same isotope as is in the samp
-being assayed. Also the geometry,-absorption,' and scatter factors
should be the same for the standard, as for the unknown samples, e.g.,
identical sample mounts, equal volumes, etc.

° 2.22 x,le

iciency as-previously defined.

With short-liMed isotopes, an accurately calibrated standard source
cannot be maintained. A long-lived isotope with similar. properties,
with regard to the types and energies of the emissions, must be sub-
stituted.- -Examples include the use of 57Co as a substitute for 99mTc,
and a combination of 13?

Cs and
133

Ba to simulate 1311.

When a dIfterent'isotope Is used as a standard for counting gamma emis-
sions, theper cent abundance of the gamma ray of interest must be de-_
termined for both isotopes, anA the activity of the standard corrected
td compensate for any difference in per nentabundence. For example,.

09
every 100-disintegrations of

m
Te,results in 99 photons'of 140 keV

energy. However,, the yield for the 123 keV p e?
hoton from Co is onl-

93:per 100 disintegrations. -Thus it takes 99 93 millicuries
to yield the same number of photons'as'l If-57Co
is to be used a'stanaard for m3t,:the 57Co activity Must be ex-
pressed in terms of eqtivalenttechnetium activity.

B. Instrument dead time

Instrument dead time is-defined as
a pulse during-which the ihstrumen
tion. This may be thought -of as
to '''recover_" from one event to the
ceased,

Co _rect n

the time following the occurrence of
is'insensitive to incoming radia-

e time required for the instrument,
point that another pulse may b0 pro-

To estimate the true .counting rate for a given time interval, the
observed counting rate must be corrected for dead time losses. The
following symbols are used

-then,

T = dead time (microseconds)

= observed counting rate

= true counting rate

nu number of counts'Ios
due to",dead time.

per unit of time
(1)
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Also,

Then,

nt

=ithe fraction of the. oounting;interval during
'which- -the instrument is, net reCording.

X nor '= the number of counts lost per,un
time dueto,clead time.

Hence-, equating and (2),

Solving this equation for. nt yieldS,,

1 -

This equation Jrlay b. used to calculate the true counting rate if the

,dead time is known.

nor

Exam.le:
Typical dead time for a-Gr.1 instrument 1S-100-200 microseconds. Calculate

thetrue counting, rate f the observed rate. is 50 -countS/sec., and the

cdead time is 200 microseconds: -eat the calculation for an observed

counting rate of 200 oounts per s

Splution:

From (3 no = -50

.nor I - 50 (200 X Urb

= 50.5 counts / sec.,

Note that the uncorrected counting rate is in error by only 1%. Hence,

dead time, losses Ore relatively unimportant in this example. Solving the

same equation for a count rate of 200 counts per second yields
n = 200

1 (200) (200 x 10-b

= 555 counts/sec.

In this example, the uncorrected counting ra

These examples show that correeting'for dead time losses becomes'more,

important,wiftr increasing counting rates. Also, .it should be-hoted

that dead time is a statistical. phenomenon subject to the same-lawS

of chance .as is:radioactive decay.



aperimental determination of dead time

The following is known asithe,split=source..methodof determining dead
time Only-two sources teat Can-be counted both Separately.and simul-
taneously under constant conditions of geometry, scatter-, etc., are
needed.

=observed,grOSe counting

Obs= erved 'gross, courting rate from:sourc%'2

= observed,gross.counting rate
counted simultaneously

= background counting rate

and

Then, the -ue coun _g rate from source 1 is equal to

nr

1 -

.4
and similarly for the Others. The olio- ngAliality'mAy e c ritten :

-b .

1 nLT 1 oi T n2T
(4)

The baCkground term on the left side is necessary because two
backgrounds are inc uded-in nl and n2 counted separately. Equation
(4),is diffiCult to solve exactly for,-T,htt MaybeadeqUatelY approxi-
mated,as follOws:

T 2
nit nl

Typical dead times for various deeectors are

G-M tube 100 to 200 microseconds
proportional counter --- o 0.5 microseconds
,scintillation detector = 0.001 0.01 microseconds.

These values are associated, with the detector itself. In the case
scintillation detectors, the dead time for the instrument is deter-
mined by the speed with which the associated electronics can process
the Pulses, since the recovery time Of the scintillation phosphor
is much faster than the electronics. in O --M' instruments and most
proportional counters, the detector itself is the limiting factor.
Dead time corrections'are necessary only when doing quantitative meas-
urements using calculated efficiency values, or when comparing relative
counting rates which differ widely from one another.
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C. Double-Isotope Quantitative peterminations

independene'quant- ve measurements of, two or :'more i-otopes in a
sinle sample may be made using gamma. ray. pulse height analysis if the
energies Of -.the gaMmeAays are'suffidiently different from each other.
Let 'El' represent the gamma ray. energy- of isotope #1,.tand theenergy

, of isotope #2. Assume:each isotope emits only one gamma.energy. Also

let-AE 1 represent the-window (energy interval). used to count isotope

1 lone,land'at2 the wipdow for isotope #2:cOunted alone. --As seen from

ure X1-6, the pftotopeak'at will contain counts axis ti tToth the

scatted f the 'gamMa, and.6F2 May.conteift counts from the El gamma.

Cpm

ISOTOPE. #1

ISOTOPE #2

COMPOSITE
I SPECTRUM

E1

E1

E2

_ AE2
ENERGY

igur-e XI-6.-Individual and Composite Serec _a
for Two Single-Energy Gamma-Emitting

,Isotopes in a Single Sample

Symbols usedused ard here defined:

= calibration facto

= taljibrktion facto

cal'bratio

= pal brat

ni = counting

4Ci) for isotope f1 vin 6E1:

sotope #2 in AE2

sotope #2 in AE1

sotope #2 in _E2

ate in' 6E1..

n2 = counting rate in AE2
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= activity (-icrocu

From the gefi

activity (microcur 8 ) of isotope #2..'

on the calibration factor,

el ± Al fl

ving these two equations s

f

neously for A and At. yields,

.91 f2 n2 fi

C1 fi

The calibration factors Must be determined experimentally' using standard
sources counted under identical conditions of geometry, scatter, etc
as the unknown sample. For this method to be valid, the two gamma ener-
gies must be far enough:apart so windows wide enough to-live statistical-

-.1.y valid couptingrates may be used without appreciable overlap.

III. RELATIVE COUNTING

Many applications in nuclear medicine require only relative comparisons
of, say, several' ;Ounts done on the same ample at different'times, or
the counting rats_ of many different samples. In this case, no overall
efficiency dete nation is necessary. It is.Importanthowever, that
all individual fa tors thSt determine overall-efficienCy (geometry,
transmission, an absorption) be kept constant for all samples to be
intercompared. incethe dead time correction is dependent on counting

it is nece sary to make this correction, even .in relative 'counting
applications, w en the counting rates to be compared differ widely.

IV. SUMMARY ,

:
.

In vitro counting applications may requite knowledge of either the
absolute disintegratio:_ rate of a sample or merely the relative counting
rates .of several Sampl 5.- For absolute determinationsAte over 1,l
efficiency of the coup ing systeM must be ascertained, by compaiiiSOn
with a standard source, or, if feasible, calculation of the individual
factors 'that determine overall. fficiency. Dead time -corrections,
where significant; should be:applied to all counting data.
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P IN VIVO COUNTING

INTRODUCTION

In vivo-counting applications involve direct measurement of the radio-
activity withim_a living organism - -in clinical nuclear:medicine, a
human being. Such studies may be divided into two broad categories:

lc

distributive counting, detection of radioa tivity in a particular
organ;- and whole -body counting, measuremen of thetotal amount of
radioactivity in the body.. Apart from supe ficial beta activity,
only gamma-rays and;bremsstrahlung%radiation are detectable outside.
the body :Jhe remarks,in this chapter apply mainly to gamma-emitting
radionuclides (positron emitters included because of the annihilation
photons from positron absorption).

II. DISTRIBUTIVE COUNTING

:Studies requiringmeasutement of radioactivity in a selected
organ may be divided-into three categories,' based on the type of iii-,
formation sought. These are quantitati e determinations., scanning,
and kinetic studies.

Quantitative. Measure-ents

Quantitative assessment of the radioactivity in a human organ is
basically no different from quantitative assessment of in vitro
samples. The same.factors determine the overallefficiencygeome_
absorption, scatter, and, the intrinsic efficiency of the detectbr.
.But these fattbre are--with the exception of intrinsic efficiency--
much more difficult to control in in vivo counting. Also, since it
is af-Inost' impossible to accurately calculate from first principles the
overall efficiency of an in vivo counting arrangement, mock-up studies
with phantomscontaining'a known- amount ofiradioactivity must be made.
Accurate reproduction of the efficiency factors--geometry, absorption,
.and-scatter, in the phantom mock-up is the major problem in in vivo
quantitative measurements. In addieion, a-phantom-standard source
arrangement which accurately simulates one person's gamma-ray spectrum
may not be accurate for another with different physical characteris ics.
It is-diffiCult to obtain calibration:factors ,applicable to large
numbers of individUals. SoMe sources of variabilityin-the 'efficiency
factors are:

Y3'

Geometry

The geometry of in-vivo courting arrangements is determined by the size
of the organ, the area of the detector', the distance from the source
to the detector, and the length and diameter offthe collimator. As

discussed in Chapter XI, when the detector is very close to the source,
the responseot the detector is strongly-dependent on the distanCe
between the two. At greaterAistances this dependence is not-as
pronounced. Hence, the'effect on geome.try of small variations in the
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depth-Of anorgan :within the body becomes less-with increasing distance
from the detector.' For this reason, it is sometimes necessary
sacrifice-sensitivity by moving the detector away-from the source
to minimize error due to Small changes in geoMetrY. -A case in point
is the thyroid uptake study.

Detector size and polliMation for in vivo counting should allow the
entire volume oCinterest to be included in the detector's field of
View while,exalUdinvas Much surrounding . tissue as possible.- This
insurep,that the number of photons recorded from the volume of interest
relative to the total number recorded will be maximal. In some
instances (e.g., thyroid uptake) it hay benecessary to measure separately
the contribution from the surrounding tissue and subtract this from the
total count. TWo methods commonly used for this purpote are
(a) Counting with a lead shield covering the area of interest.then,
the difference between this and the total count is taken as the true
organ count. (b) Counting over.a similar anatomical area (eg. , the
thigh to simulate the athyroidal neck). Both Method's leave much te,,be
desired as far as accuracy is concerned. But Considering the magnitude
Of:other'measuretenVerrors, thiee aregenera ly tolerated.-

Absorption and scatter

.Radiation absorption-and statter by both the.volu_e of interest and
surrounding tissue depend on the size and -shape of the.voluMe,,depth, of
the volume within the body, molecular composition pf the tissue-within .

. the voluMe ofinterestas well as that of the surrounding tissue, -and
-- the. energy of the rediatien. Sirtce the intrinsic efficiency of gamma--

,standard source
is: trongly',dependent on'photonenergyi'a phantom with a

Standar&soUrcethst eimulatee- the shape of the entire pulse height
SpectrUM o19ainedftom the patient is important. This is p'articularly
important if integral counting, s done, photopeak counts ate
recorded, a less-accurate phantom mock-up is tolerable. `:Common
used to simulate the gaMma ray attenuation properties of soft tissue
inplude.waterpresswood, masonite, incite; and vatious,ether types of
prastic_

B. Scanning

Radioisotope scanning graphically shows the distribution of radioactive
n ateti al within an organ, sl4nd,. 9r other space i,.n the,b ody_ . SCann_ng
instrumentation-is discussed in CiapterlX.. ,Presente&bere is a.

discussion of the waytechnical factOrs associated with scanning affect
the final result.

1. :Information density of scan

A ?rime consideration in obtaining a:gpod scan'lethe amount of
information tequired.to show statistically significant differences .in
isotope concentration. Consider the count rates from two equal volumes
of tissue, A and B, in which a radioisotope is uniformly dintributed.
Since theyscan is a two-dimensional representation of radioactiVity .

distribution, the two volumes can be cOmpae by the number of counts
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recorded per unit area (information density) traversed by, the scanner,
assuming scanning speed remains constant. Under these conditions, one
can .say (with 95% assurance) that'the isrotope concentration in B i4 aig-,
_nificantly different from that of A if Ink - 2,./P- where Nand' p.
ire the counts recorded over unit areas in volumes A and B, respectively;
This may be expressed as a fraction of the. councs-per unit area in A and
plotted against the same value. (See Figure XII-l.) This figure, multi-
plied by 100, is the, percentage difference that must exist between the
iounts per square cm recorded over tht two volumes in order to call the
difference "'significant," according to the chosen criterion.

200 400 600 :000 1000 1200 1400 .1600.

COUNTS] cm

.: Figure'XII-1.-SignificantDifferenCe Graph

Thegraphshowsthat,inorderforanarea to be_significan.tly different-
2

from one which yields 100 counts/cm , the difference between the two
must-be 20%. A 10% difference wiLl be significant if 400 counts/cm2 are
recorded, 7% for 800 counts/cm2, etc. The increase in statistical ac4-
curacy is 1s,s marked as ale goes-above,800 .counts/cm OAS reason
-some' feel that 800 counts /can recorded over the area of maximum isotope
concentration is optimal. Others consider it worthwhile to record up
to 1,800 count /cm , particularly When doing "cold-spot" scanning, as
with liver, kidney, and thyroid. In practice, a 'compromise.' is necessary
bdtween information density and time requirements. , The high photon flux
from short-lived pure gamMa emitters such as 'Tc has resulted in a
tremendous increase in the information density of scans without increased
scanning time.
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It must be emphasized that the foregoing di'scu'sion teferStonly, to th_
,

rates-at-which counts are recorded. Other factors; such as contrast en-
hancement; affect the appearance of the scan' image, Unless a statisti-
cally' significant difference, exists in -the amount of information recorded
between two volumes'of different isotope concentration, no valid differ-

-,ence can be shown,on the scan;
2

The information, density (counts/cm ) of'a rectilinear scan is determined
by, the.doUnting rate, scanning speed, and line spacing. The relationship

, is:

information density
speed (cm/min) X line spacing,,(

counts per minute

For a stationary imaging device, the average information density may be
obtained-by dividing the total number of counts collected by the area
scanned. In.imaging devices that, provide for the integration::of counts
over selected areas of the field of view-, the information density may be;
determined for any desired area. Conversely, the number of counts'to be
collected may be calculated from'the de-sired information density.

' Scanning- speed

The scanning speed (cM/min) for rectilinear scanners ay be calculated
from Equation (1). That is,

Scanning speed.
info

er minute
density 'line apac,ing

EkamOle:

A liver scan is to be performed uAng."'TcS as a.colloid. The maximum
counting rate observed by "hand-Scanning" the liver (moving the probe by
hand to locate:the area of highest-counting rate) is 12,000 opm! The
desired information density-over the 'area of highest munting rate is
800 counts/cm-.. 0altulate the scanning, speed if the. line spacing is
.0.30 cm. From Equation (2),

12i000 _cPM
scanning speed

800 eou t-s/cmr X 0.30 cm

scanning spee__ 50 Cm/m

Line spacing, like scanAin speed,, applies only to'recti-Linear scanning.
It is normally set equal o the longitudinal dimension of the light spot

4. Choice of collimator

Collimator properties are discussed in Chaprer 1X...An infinite.
number of comhinations of' Sensitivity and resolution are possible
in collimator design. In practice, however; the choice is
simplified-. Of, the collimators available with a-'given commercial
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rectilinear scanner, usually four or five provide enough versatility for
clinical work. These usually include a "coars,..," "medium," and "fine"
focus far mediuM and` high 'energy radiation-.(>200-keV); and a "medium"'
and "fine" focus for low energy (---z200 keV). In terms of numbers of holes
for,--say--a 3 inch diameter crystal, stand rd figures are 19 holes for
the coarse focus medium. and highs energy co imator,' either 31- or 37
holes, for the medium focus, and 61 holes the fine focus. Low-
energy collimatora'for a 3 inch-crystal typically-contain 73 holes;
'Some specially, constructed lowenergy, collimators have as many as 1,00U-
holes.-. The increased number of holes in low energy collimators is
possible. because thinner seta ard'permisible'than is the case for
highef energy photons.

From the, choices =available, one must,also consider the inverse relation
between sensitivity and resolution. For routine studies, thia.usUally
boils down to! with scans of relatively small, thin structures sac_
as thethYroid gland, the collimator with the smallest resolution
distance is ;generally used commensurate with the energy of the gamma

-.ray. Resolution diatante.is defined as the widt11-of the:50% isoresponse'
line measured at the fecal plane., For scans of larger, Nicker organs
such as the liver and brainy one usually cho46eb-'a cellimator that
allows gpr greater sensitivity and additional depth response. 'Much
work has been done in recent years to arrive at objective criteria for
determining the best combination of detector size, and collimator for a
given scan. some have proposed ECfigure-of-merit which is pitiPortional,
to the, likelihn0A .of observing a lesion of a certain-size in;a4iven
timewithgiven,isotepe concentration in the lesion relative to its
surroundings. The.results of such work indicate that the optimum
collimator is-one with a resolution distance approximately equal to
the diameter of the lesion of interest.

Contrast enhancement.

is often.difficult to tell, solely on the basis'of the "counting
rates, whether a given area-on a photoscan_reflects'asignificantly
different: isotope concentration from its,surroundings. In' such Cases,
it is possible'to modulate the intensity,ofthejight Spot (as dis-
cussed in,,0hapter IX),td emphasize real differences in counting rates.
There must .be sufficient information on:.the scan so the use of contrast
enhancement does indeed emphasize existing differences in counting rates
and -does not create artificial ones: A high degree of contrast enhance-

,

ment. on a low information density scan may emphaSize statistical
variation to, the point of making a homogeneQus source of radioactivity_
look very,beterogeneous.

Count-rate modulation of the light source intensity is not generally
done on itatfpnaryimaging devices as it is at rectilinear scanners..
But a simila'r effect can be achieved by photographing the cathode-
ray tube through multiple lenses, each with a different aperture opening.

6. Time constant

The ratemetr time Constant affects bet the rectilinear dot recording
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acid the ph can .when 13ackgrqun-d.,- icutof1 and..contrast ha cat are
-:-_

uaed, Too long a: timt :'constani-caUses the scan .lines to:.be-Offset'
from one another at the :edges of the scan. This is-callecr"scallopi9g.
AiSo, small areas of increased deceased isotope concentration may
be obscured- b),k.using a loo-loft time constant, With the dot'scan,

the'time%constane.depenaence
.,

s Ins -m the fact that the-recorder
.,- ...

records information only when he counting rate exceeds the.background
cutoff.level. (See Chapter-LX.) .:-Thus, if the counting rate suddenly

w
.-

__ - .

exceeds this level, and a long time constant.relative-to the scanning
speed . -.

:-is....,usedi-the.probe-may be well into the ,areaof interest before
the'rateMeter,has responded enough to energize the recarder.-

A' similar effect is, obtaindCon the photographao scan when contraat,
enhancement used:. flere sc411opiqgiathe result -'of modulation
he light source, Whose intensity lag behind the actual changes in

-c6un'tIng tel../hen to long a time-constant is used.

On the other hand, an- excessively short time:constant_Will yield poor
statistical Accuracyf-for the average value of the dc wftich

controls the light intensity. This results- in a "salt:and pepper"
effeet:on the photographic_Scan. . This is caused by excessive fluctuation:
of the ratemeter rtading. There is mer in using as long a time
constant as possible, commensurate with the required scanning speed.

The proper for the time constant depends on. p scanning speed
and the diameter of the area' to be delineated, Specifically, the time
corstant..must be small compared. with -tha time required for the detector
to traverse this area. This time is given by d/s where d is the:diam-
eter of interest th cm and s is the scanning speed in cm/min. A rule
of thumb is that the ratemeter be allowed to go through ten time
-onstants during;the time dis; or-BC = 0.1 Os.

A .thyroid scan is to be performed at a speed of 15 cm/min. The 1

bf the resolution for a cold nodule is, approximately 0:5-cm. What

time constant should beased?

The time required for 'the de ec

0.5 cm
_

15 cm min

to trans

= 0.033 min 1.03 :sec.

sec.

lice, one isf limited to a feW choices of time 'con- se tings.

Hence, a single setting usually applicable for all Scans of a given
type unless unusual circumstances arisp-;
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weeks, months,-or

udius

inci les of In Vivti,-Covttin--

radiopharmace icals has - greatly facilitated-1n 'vivo--

-------
of dynamic_ physAologic processes._ Such studies require

te. at which the-tagged matcrialegters:--
-tments in the body. The time scales

s . (in certain blood ClOw studies)- to
ven year8 in some long-term retention studies,,

An -tsbe latter, the change jp tke-fliS,tilibution.of the radiuNtlide is
negligible during the.-4$eriod of a single. observation.4. Asd, studies:_.
ot this rpe are often carried out in a whole body couhtei, discussed
in the section. Instrumentation factors Important in observing
a process which is changing rapidly dining the time of observation
are discussed here.. Examples include renal, hepatic, andWrebral
blo d,flow .studies, and cardiac oUtput studies, among others.-

Geo

sincemAny.kinet c studies do not require quantitative measuremen
preCise,reproducrion of the geometry from one Patient' _ adother is
not Vital. :Hence ,-.1..0-improv,e sensitivity the face. of a str,aight bore

.

collimator: s generally placed- in with'the%SkdiAdirectly
over the volume of interest. It is iMportant, however, to also
maximize the ratio of the number of photons detected from the volume
of interest to thMtnLer detected from other tissues and background
This involves finding the optimum collimatorAl- h to crystal-diameter
ratio, for the'volume'of interest.

Data recording

After processing by ,..a pulse'height analyzer, the plaseS are,averaged
aver 'a finite, time Anterval, and the inforMation is recorded. The manner
in.wh'ich is done is crucial to the proper representation of the
true laneric-phenomenon by the recorded data.

a. Analog ratemete with.,stri art-. recorder

Traditionally, the most widely used instrument for recording data from,
kinetic studies has been the analog ratemeter strip-chart. recorder

-combination. (SeeChapter VII.) Selection of the proper'ratemeter
time constant is extremely important. In.Chapter-VII a discussion was
givealot the exponential nature of the response of an analog ratemeter.
It Ls Worthwhile here to discuss the ease where the counting rate
itself is changing exponen-tially-, Here, the ratemeter cannot fully
respond-to onechange in counting rate before another change occurs.
The fact that the counting rate is continuallyjilanging means that the
ratemeter response is never going to fully catch up to the true count-
ing rate. _Also, the time lag between the actual change 'iricounting
rate and the rat-meter -rsponse is dependent on the frequieny of the
change. -It has been demonsUated that a time constant equal to l/fo.,
where A is the rate constan5for the true change fn counting Kate,
will adequately reproduce the shape of the true curve _if only relative.'
information is desired. For studies requiring integration under the

. counting' rate. curve ('e.g., cardiac outPut), even thislort time -constant
( 1P.-A ) may cause a signif itant.i..erton7 in, the' quantitative determination.
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Figure XII=2 shouts a mock cardiac output pateern compared.with analog
.retemeter recorder-curves at various time constants. This example
clearly demonstrates the dietortion which- reSults- from-Using a too
Jong time eenstant--:Aa:the time conatant-is.increased,the peaks'ere-:-
depressed,:,-and the-valleys are elevated. - 'Hance, the cUrve'appreaches:
a- -horizontal line as would be expected for longer and longer,avereging

roes .'

Digital ratemeter ith high-speed recorder

Inrecent years; ratemeters have been developed that integrate counts
digitally over a preselected time interval. These counts are divided
by'the integrating time to obtain a count rate. The integrating time
can be made very short (down to- 0.01 seconds), and the time required
to average counts and display the information ia-negligible compared
to the integrating time The digitar-ratemeter emits a voltage signal
at the end of each integrating interval, proportional to the average.
Counting rate over that interval. This signal may be used to drive 'a
high - speed recorder. The result'is a histogram rather than a continuous
curve. The advantage of the digital ratemeter. ove: the analog is that
the maximum time. lag between the true dhange in counting rate and the
ratemeter response is independent of the frequency of the change.

Other devices have. been developed in attempts o reduce the effect
of the RC time-constant associated with analog ratemeters. These are
digital in nature, and include devices to measure the time needed -

to collect a specified number of counts, as well as "multiscalar"
devices on multichannel analyzers. The Tultiscalar consists of a
"dwell" mode on a,multichannel analyzer. This causes all photopeak
pulses to be recorded in channel No. 1 for the first time interval,
channel Not 2 for the second, etc. In Other words, the channels on
a 400 channel analyzer represent equal time intervals rather than
energy increments. The time interval per channel can be made as short
as one millisecond or as long as several seconds.

WHOLE-BODY COUNTING

Thd primary purpose of whole-body counting is to measure low levels
-of-radiodctivity:in a huMan body. Although whole-bOdy counting has _been:
,primarily a research and bioassay tool, much of the in4Ormation obtained-

,

is finding-clinical application.

The most difficult 'factor! .to control in whole-body coUnting, as with
distributive in vivo.counting, are counting geometry and absorption by
the.patient. Obviously, patients very tremendously in size, weight, and
shape. In studies that require multiple- measurements performed at different
times, the redistribution of the material within a single patient. causes
changes in the counting geometry. Hence, precise phantom mock-ups
Are generally needed to .obtain valid.guantitative results

Various instrument sys ms have been designed to minimize
r



_ geometry, variations on instrument e pause.'

7'

'Single- -Detector Systems
. .

Most single-detectOr, whole -body counters have a large (8 ar
inth diameter)-NaI(Tl)'crystal'auipended at the center of ad_urc defined
by the. contour of the-patient's body.. Hence, most-parts of the body are
appro ximately equidistant from the .center of the detector, The patient
may sit ey lie on his side with his bOdy irrtheahape of are. The

radius of theoare is usually between 1 and 1.5 meters.

CRYSTAL

Figure XII- .-Single Crystal Whole-Body Counter
Using Chair Geometry

ultiple- Detector Systems

0

Some whole-body counters use two, three, or-fdur separate NaI(Tl) crys-
tals, These -are arranged so thattheiecombined-response.to a.point
source isapproximaCely independent of .the position of the source along.
the-Iine represedting the longitudinal body axis of a person stationed
under the crystals. These are referred to as multiple-crystal stretcher'
.systems. Four-crystal stretcher systems (such as the one shown in Fig-
ure XII-4) ,ean be made more geometry independent than can single detector
systems.

CRYSTAL
CENTER

BODY AXIS

BODY CENTER..

Figure
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TwO-Pi and.' 'ou Pi-,SYsteds

To further improve the. counting geometty, large detectota .may' be posi--
tioned afound the body in either a .211 Or 4n- (epproiimetely) geometry.
This way, most photons emitted from the body during a measurement are
incident- on the det4dtor. Liquid and piastre scintillet .arere used

. .

ihTthese, systems.. Although it. is true that the -geometry -of such an arranges
ment is greatly enhanced: over that obtainable with single .or
Nal(T1) eryStals, the intrinsic efficiency (Chapter XI) of -the, low atomic
number scintillator' is much less, except for very low energy photons.

owing etecto

Single. and multiple crystal s stems may be used to obtain a "Profile
scarf "" of the patient,_ i.e. , _a easurement of _thecounting_ rate _ vs, _

Lion : along the fOngitudinal body axis- of the patient. _Here, a slit col-
' limator is genitallY- cotbined with a large Ndl(Tl) crystal. The scan is
achieved by moving the Crystal over the length, of the patient at a con-
stant speed, -or the crystal may remain stationary. In the latter case,
the patient is moved acrosslthe-face of the crystal.

.
E. Sensitivity

The required 'sensitivity for whole-body counting depends on the rad.ioactivity
level in the For relatively high lactivity evels such as _'those

administered -in clinical diagnosis- and: therapy, no -special shielding is
required. -.For intetmediate levels, a' portable .ushadnw-type"! Shield
around- tilt detector may sufficiently reduce the background. However, _

curate measurements for low levels of activity--such as the measurement
of the naturally occurring 4°K in a person's body or the assessment of '
minute amounts of radionuclides. in the body from occupational exposure--
the entire assembly is generally enclosed- in a shielded room. The walls
of these rooms- must be cons truc ted of steel free of all fission product
activity. Steer rooms for whole-body counters weigh -as much as 65 to 70
tons. Suchrooms can also be used for distributive counting applications.

Data Recording

Any of the- counting systems described in Chapters VII -and VIII can be -

used with whole -body counters. However, in permanent installations where
large `volumes of data are accumulated, the instrument of choice is usu-
.ally the multichannel analyzer. Many installations transfer the whole-
body counting data -froM the multichannel analyzer to magnetic tape or
paper punch tape for computer analysis.
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Fundamentally, the harmful_eqnseeuences 6f iortizjng radiation to a living,
organism are due to the enetgy'absorbed by-the cells and-tissues,. This--.,-
absorbed-energy (or dose)produdes-chemical.decomposit Mion of the ole---
eules present in the living The Mechanism of-the decomposition

the radiation and atomeWithin the issue The amount of ionisationae
appears to erelated to ionization .and nxcftationinteractions-between

or number-of ion pairs, produce_ by ionizingradiations in the cells or
tissues provides somemeasure'of the amount of decomposition or physic,-
logical _damagel-that-might-be-expected-from a given quantity-brAbse.-
The idea-basiafor radiation dose measurement would be, therefere,
-number of ion pairs Jar ionizations) = taking. place within the medium-Of
interest. For certain practical reasons; the medium chosen for defining
exposure is-air.

.-

-EXPOSURETHE ROENTGEN
.

The exposure -of. x.or-gamma radiation withih a specific volume-of air is
a measure of the amount of radiation, based on its ability to produce
ionization:in air. The unit-that expresses ..x or gamma.radiation
exposure is .the roentgen (R). .Its merit lies in the fact that the
magnitude of the exposure in roentgens can. usually be related to the
absorbed dose, which is important in predicting or quantitating the
expected biological effect (or injury) resulting from the radiatibn.

The roentgen has been defined as an "exposure of x -or gamma radiation'
1such that the associated corpuscular emission per 0.001293 gram of air

produces, in air, ions carrying one electrostatic unit of quantity of,
electricity of either sign." Since the ionizing property of radiation
provides the basis for several types of detection instruments, such de-
vices may be used to quantitat t-1,- exposure. It is emphasized that the
roentgen is .a unit of exposure Aiedoq ionization of air; it is not a
unit of ionization, nor is it an absorbed dose in air.

I, ABSORBED DOSE--THE RAD.

The absorbed dose from any ionizing radiation is the energy imparted. to
matter (irradiated material) by that radiation per unit masse of material
at the place of interest. The unit of absorbed dose is the rad. One
rad is equivalent to the absorption of 100 ergs /gram of absorbing mater-
ial. Although the roentgen unit is strictly applicable only to x or gamma
radiation, the rad unit may be applied regardless of the type of ionizing

1
The weight of .1 cc of air at standard conditions of temperature and
pressure.



The following example will illust ate how the exposure
to the energy absorbed, or the-absorbed.doSe:

A .radiation' detection instrument was used to-Measure the exposure fro
a 'gamma .sourCe-at:some -Point in air. .The-exposure%measured was one-

- roentgen.- How 'much- energYwas.absorbed s;ram.of air at the irradiated

point? (AssUitie standard.conditions of temperature and.preekure.)
.

To form ..In electrostatiE unit =per 0,0012,93 gram ,of air;-the.radiation_
must Produce-1.61 X-1012 ion pairs wheh,abeorbed in 1 gram of air. It

ie-known. that, on the'average,- '34-electron Volts of energy are transferred.
(or .absorbed) in the process" of forming each ion pair in air.- Thus,

,--...-------the.-total-energy---absorbedds-:---

x 1.61 X 1012 ion pairs 5.48.X
gram

5.48 x 1C

rgs` rathe than electron vol

X 1.602,X 10-1
gram.

nce 100, ergsigram rad,- then-one roentgen of exposure to a sped-

o volume of air at standard_conditions resulta-in the abserbed doseoC0.87

rad.

IV. RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS AN QUALITY FACTO

Although all ionizing radiations can produce similar biological effecte,

the absorbed dose, measured in rads, that will produce a certain' effect

may vary appreciably from one type of radiation to another. The dif-

ference in behavior, in this connection, is expressed as a quantity cal-.
led the "relative biologicaleffeotiVeness" (or RBE) of the particular

nuclear radiation. The RBE of a given radiation may he defined as the
ratio of the absorbed dose (rads) of gamma radiation (specified energy)

to the absorbed dose of the given radiation required to produce the same

biolo ical effect. Thus, if an absorbed dose of d.2 rad of slow neutron
radiation produces the .same biological effect as an absorbed dose of 1
rad of gamma radiation, the RBE for slow neutrons would be

The value of thd RBE for a particular type of nuclear radiation depends

on several factors.: energy:of radiation, kind and degreee of biological

damage, And nature of the-organisms or tissue under consideration. Hence,

for, radiation protection work, a more general term is the "quality fac-,

tor." The, quality factor-is an average RBE factor based on.macrosoopic

effects of :radiation on the human organism.- The quality factor is now

used in setting radiation protection standards. The term RBE is reserved-

for radiobiological wo.k which demands more precise values. Typical values
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the qua .1.ty. actat or. several -typres-of radiation are given in

Table 1. c.

:TABLE X-III alit TaCtOts (QF) for ltad Lion of Dt rent Types

Radiation F

or gamma 1

136 ta 1

proton 101!-
fi
-alpha 10

. fast_neutron _ 10

slow neutron

REM AND DOSE EQUIVALENT--

With the concept of the-RBEor
to introduce another unit; the
eqviVaLpotman."

The tad is-a convenient unit

quality factor in mind, it-is now useful
.11rem," an. abbreviation of "roentgen.

expressing energyv absorption, but it
nu-does not take into account the biological effect.of the particular

clear radiation-absorbed. The rem, however, -does:

dose in reins RBE X -dose in rads.

This provides an indication of the extent of.biological.-injury (cif a
given type) that would result from the absorption of nuclear radiation..
-Again; for purposes of radiation protection work, a:different unit is.
employed, the de,eequivalont.. The dose equivalent ia equal the pre-

duct of the absorbed dose in.rads and the quality lactor. Th em and-

dose equivalent are units of biological

_As Table:XIII-1 shows, thequaliy factor for gamma rays is approximately
unity. In general, the gamma radiation dose equivalent forhumans is
numerically equal to the absorbed dose in rads; it-is al'so roughly eq-

. ual to the eposure in roentgens: 7

VI. RADIATION PROTECTION GUIDES (RFC)

Three'indepndenc organizations have issued recomendations- governing
the exposure of persons- occupationally exposed to ionizing radlation.
These are the National Committee on Radiation Protection (NCRP), the
International Commisaion on Radiological Protection (ICRP), and the
Federal Radiation Council (FRC).



of d at.iore E e and Dose.

The '-fotloyAng, table gived' the eurrent iendations Persons
occupation ally exposed: : The _values should be regarded as upper limits,

Co. be exceeded without gbod -reasdn?:fOr doing so.

RPM*0 tans RPM*

gonads, red bone Marrow whole body, 5 reins /yr

skin, thyroid, and bone -30 rents /yr

hands and-- forearm 75 refasiyr

15 rems /yrall other organs

-*One half he -annual R permitted within a per o months

CORREEATIOWv-OF---,UNITS,'OFEXPOSURE AND-i,ACTIVITY

The following expression relates the exposure rate in milliroentgens

per hour at a given distance' from a point source to the activity of the

source in millicuries:

Where:-

1 6 X 1 X

Iv mflihr at 'one meter.. per _1 icurle. of acfi ity
E = game energy in MeV

nUmber of photons of energy, er disintegration

= linear absorption coefficient or photons of energy E in

air u em)
.

Exam le: Sodium-24 emits two gamma, photons per disintegration: -Their

energies are 1.38 MeVand 2.76 MeV respectively. The.0 in air .for the

.1.38 MeV photons is 3.1.X lU cm-1 Thus-, Iy 1.56 x 10 [(1.38) (1)
3.1.x 1075) 4- (2.76) -(1) (2.65 X 10 C5)]or, L. = 1.8 mR /hr per milli-

curie at 1 meter. Exposure rates at other distances are 'determined us

in the inverse square 'laW. (See .Chapter _V.)

SUGGESTIONS- FOR :FURTHER READING

NBS Handbook 84, "Radiation Quantities and - Units," International
ion on Radiological-Units and measurements Report' 10a (1962

International 'Commission on. Radiological Protection
Pergamon Press, Inc. ,- New York (1966).

-Pub.



DUTTON- PROTECTION. INSTRUMENTATION
.

SURVEY. INSTRUMNTSI:

Survey instruments are used:_to'tensure :external radiation lexiels
areas where radioisotopes. are stored- and used and to monitor for
contamination in 'the laboratary4 Survey meters:, are similar to. oth$i
radiation instruments in their Operational, characteristics,. 4. survey-
meter :should be portable,. rugged , sensitive,: simple in construction,
end-reliable. Portability implies lightness and compaCtness with a
suitable handle .or strap for carrying,. and generally .a, self-contained .

Power supply. , Ruggedness requires that an instrument be capable of
withstandi ng-T4iid-ZshOdk without= damage, ariVsensitivity dethandS-
response to the type -and 'energy of radiation being measured.. Rarely -

. .

,

is one Anstrnment capable _of measuring all types nd energies oi
radiation that are encountered in practice; Simplicity in construction
necessitates convenient arrangement of components and simple circuitry
coMprised of -parts which may be replaced easily.' Reliability is that-

_ attribute...which implies the ability -tojduplicate response under simile
4' circumstances. Reliabil ty may be datermined-by' checking

'k
the respons

to a suitable standard source periodically. Although all ofthese
e

conditions may not be met in any one instrument, they are approached in
many. In any monitoring situation, one must select the proper...instrument

iuse t_intelligently, and then be able to interpret the, results of the
meter readings.

.

A. Energy Dependence

The phenomenon known as , enessxdpendence .one which is inherent in
all normal roentgen measuring survey instruments-. If a- survey meter is
said to be "energy dependent," or has "poor.-energy dependence character-
istics," it means that its readings are not only dependent-uPon intensity
but also upon the energy .of the radiation being measured.

There' are basically two reasons for energy dependence in survey 'meters
:designed to measure radiation in terms of the-unit known as the
roentgen. (The roentgen is a measure. of the potential ability of x or
gamma radiation to produce- a specific amount of ionization in air

Because the ions collected
produced in the chamber- wa-i 1

the roentgen) that the wails
The thickness of the chamber

thin a typical ionization chamber ate
it is imperative (from the' definition

be made of an air-equivalent material.
Walls is also of concern because the

probability of,interaction. and the penetrating ability of x and .gai a

of

The student may wish to reread Chapter. order to refresh his
menory of the baSic principles of radiation detection before reading
this chapter.-
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rays ir,. as well as. the associate corpuscular emissions, are functions
of -- .,

energy`: - Very high or 'very'-fow energy radiation willlower chamber
, ,-,-, ,

Poils,P.' Ideally, the thiCkness of chambLr walls should be--,
djustablpe to suit the radiation. However, this is net

done iri-practice and the rei,onse'ofr.A.given chamber --will,not be thek
,

same for all fenergies o_. radiation.
a

. t A....

,'.

B:.--:: Itirvizati tt,':Chambers

1,- Characteristics

Ionization chamberAare instrunints.in which, `the. ionization``- produce
within the chamber by radiation is measured withodt further gas-
aMplification '(Chapter VI.)' Primaryionsformed in the chamber-are
-ateraoted-to-the-restime-electrodesi-and-The:-Lrrent-pulseA-are-="--
ramplified-externallyto a.,_Teasdrable Cdtrent-: . The gas amplification
factor is thus unity: .BecaUse air-filled-ionization chambers With'
air-equivalent walls collect onlyYthe primary: ions ,associated with thU
radt'htlon being, monitored, theylare basiCally well Adapted to :measure.
,roentgens. Often they are-referred to as being "fundamental exposure-
measuring instruments in-that.their design is based upon the definition'

_ .

d.

of the roentgen.

Operation

Most ionization chamber survey, instruments have, a selector stitch
marked "off", "wait,":and Xl, A10,-x100. When-the switch- is of,, the
battvieS -are- disconnected and the.meter is short-circuited making the
instiumehtinoperative- With the switch in the.wait-position, the
batteries,are connected, permitting the circuit to Warm. up and the
instruMenCtri bezet6ed after p warm,up period of frdm Minutes:
Some 'instrument4Thave a zero positiOnsin whiebthe:meter is connkted
while the ionization chamber isdiscorietted, making it possible to
adj'ust-themeter eo zero-even in the presence of radiation.

The ionization chamber doepriot .wear out or-suffer changes in character--
isties as"O-M tubes do; however 'the-circuit of the ionization chamber
survey meter has many elements which can o. out of adjustment if not
properly handled. Loose leads and weak batteriesare sources of
'trouble, but cam be -readily serviced. Other difficulties are usually
-caused by faulty circuits which cannot generally-be fixed without the
aid of a competent service man.

.3. Uses

Inn chambers perhaps find. their best use as roentgen measuring
instrUments. However, certain ones are also Used for alpha and beta
monLtoring and, When properly modified, may be used for-high energy
-parcIcle'accelbrator survey -and:peutron,moni-toring,jn-genetal, ion
chambers haVe low sensitfvity,a0high -range. They can be'designed to

shave relatively high precision and grTod energy:dependentP chararteri4tics;
and are desitable instruments for general 'radiation. safety and survey
work.



Condenser R-meters

e-condenser R-maer isa very-reliable-And acCurate insert:bent f
measUringexpOsures Of x and gamba-rays.-:lt:has excellent energy
dependence characteristic's and-because of its' groat precision.isoften
used-as a secondary standard. The condenaer.R-meter measures cumulative
exposure'and consists of, a charger- reader meChaniam and 0441. detachable:
imrchambera The chambers -are available ranges 'froth 025 roentgens
full scale to 250.tipintgens-full scale and.odie designed-for photon enerty
awes as follows:

low enorgy_
medium energy - 50 to 400 kelt.
high energy' - 400 to 1,300 keTi:

Rated accur cy, which is dependen -upon chamber. size and .energy.range.-
design, 'varies from -I- 2% to +- lien, provided the chamber. is used :` in its

proper energy range-.

Thec e"utie pie" is perhaps one of most. widely ts

available for radiological survey word.. It measures exposure .rate.:
Typical fUllscale ranges are 0.005, 0.05; 5, and '50 R/hr.. In"
general, cutie pies are intended to measure 'only` x and gamma radiation
though some have thin "end-windows"- which also allow beta-particles.
to. enter-thechamber-. -Xast cutie=pies-are air filled, have relatively
high :range and low sensitivity,-and are designad to hay good'energy
dependance characteristics.

c. Miscellaneous ion chambers

There are other ionization chambers. which 4 e-tairly uniqUe-in their
.design or operational characteristica. One of these is an alpha monitor
called the Samson; it has a large thin Mylar window which-alphe particles
are, able_ ,to penetrate. .Another instrument called the Juno has movable
shields which allow discrimination between alpha and beta gamma
radiation. A"third type of ion chamber,. called the Radgun, ks designed
for beta and gamma monitoring. It is constructedaf steel and", is filled
under high pressure with pure argon gas. -A three decade logarithmic
meter and a three range selector switch together take possible a range
of 0.01 mR/hr to 10,000 R/hr.-. The lagaxithmic ratemeter on the Radgun
exhibits extremely slot.; time response.

Geiger-Mueller (G-M) Instruments

Characteristics

Since' one Me
ionization w

ures each beta particle and each gamma gay that produces
thin sen itive tube volume, the ins rument is :.
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ely pens ive-to rad, ation....On ,the moat sensitive scale backr.,
growl radiation .lev.els t Yea read.

.shield 'is TrOvided for .'tube or probe_which
- when. open admits both beta and gamma.. With heihield c i_ed<onlY
,gamma radiation is admitted,'

The.indicating mechanisms on: Geiger counters are.usuaIl 't -f fold,Y w°- 0 2

earphonesfor audible resPOnseand'a- microammeter.for visual'
indication,Inseneral-:7Che'dial of,the--metets=ts-calibrated in
counts inute and/or millirotntgensihour.- ThejnArument also has a
switch or:selecting different ranges of.sensitivity;.

Operation

The operation of the Q -survey instrument' is essentially the same as
that of the ioniOation-chaMber survey instrument; The warm-up period
is. imuch less qritcal, and usually 5 to 10 seconds is ample. Care
should be taken not to.exceed the maximum.cabacity of the instrumentl
such excessive exposure may damage-,the- 0-M tube. The -0-M. tube'is in

operation.when-in the "on" position and do zero adjustment is possible.
It is important to remember that G-M survey'meters are'sensitiVe
.instruments and in general do'not read high-levels of radiation
intensity. Furtherdore,.many 0-M counters when ekpoted to radiation
intensities beyond their Capacity, will "swamp"; fall back frpm
ful -1 scale and give a lbw, but deceptively "real" reading.

Because 0-M counters normally do not have Air equivalent walls
are:essentially count ratemeters, rather than primary ionization
measuring dcvices,_Lhay tend to be very, energy dependent. When
used,to measures or gamma radiation in units of roentgens, they mu
be calibrated with known quantities of radiation of the appropriate
energy range.

Uses

Geiger-Mueller survey instruments are useful for lout vel,beta and
ganaa Survey work. Their high_ sensitivity makes Chem ery desirable
for Monitoringoontamination and for detectiftg lost sources. In this
respect earphone's- are especially desirable, because theaurvapbr does
not:have to 'continually` look at the meter to get:a...response,- Full
scale ranges. in a.typical 0-M survey meter are: 002, 2.0, and 20
mRih.

Survey Instrumidn

CS

proportional instruments are name after the region of the instrument
response in which they operate. (Chapter VI), Survey instruments
of this type use a probe which has an extremely thin window which-
admits alpha particles into the chamber. The operating .voltage is

typically of the order Of 1,500 to 4,000 volts, with gas amplification
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_factory of 10 to _helVoitage-stastability quirement for:pro-.., - . _, ,- .
. .-r

portional counters:' is mu greaterthan for. GSM counters. The main
adVankageS instruments whiChl,operate.iWthe prOpertidndi-regibh

- ,

_,..- .

rather: th :the:G-M region' is their inheyent capability of..distin
&dishing alpha from beta and gamins "radiation,- Alpha particies,'beCause-.

of their high specific .ionization, .prodkite larger. pulses than do heta
. _

. . . .

,partiailea:4nd',gamma rays-- By proper voltage ale6tien-and-di'scriminatdi
adjustment, it is-ppssible'to discriminate Against the smar eta
and gamma- pulses: while, accepting and reading those due to alp a particlea.,

-

The meter-is-Usually-marked in counts per minUtelwith several-sensitivity.
scales,' Earphones can also used with proportional 'counters.

Op ra *es_

The operatioryof the proportional radiation survey instruments is
similar to other instruments A-wfrm4ip period of several minutes
is usually required to allow the Circuit-to become properly stabilizedu

by reason Ciftheir inherent capability of discriminating ,between alpha-
dnd beta= -gamma, radiation, propcirtienal su ey-instruments are very

...a, -desirable as alpha contamination monitors

Scintillation urvty Inst dments

Characteristics -

Scintillation phosphors may be liquid or solid, but for survey work
the solid type is, at present preferable:- To4Oetect alpha radiation,
a thin layer of silver-activated zinc sulfide is generally used. For
the dot tion of beta radiationphosphors such as naphthalene,
tilbene, or anthraceneAre.used..- These-Are covered with a thin

metal foil to shield against alpha radiation. Sodium iodide crystal
sealed in a housing which will shield against alpha and beta- particles
are used for' gamma radiation detection.

2 Operation and uses.

Operation of scintillation, survey instruments is s-similar to that of
in .chambers and C-M- instruments, It should be pointed Out that the

photomultiplier tube of A scintillation instrument may, be damaged if
exposed to light without first removing the voltage applied to_ the
tube.

As previously pointed out, scintillation,devices may be used to detect
either alphai beta, or gamma-rays.depending upon. the Phosphor used.
Scintillation survey. instruments are even' more sensitive and'efficient
than G-M counters, particularly to ganalla radiation, and may be used
to detect extremely low levels of activity-. Losses due to dead time
in a scintiltator are very slight, as the decay time of the light
flash is very short.

At present,' -ind heir greatest use as` alpha, :gailrma and
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_neutron-rada _wmonitors, THoweve
doUntere,--tend to be denSitPrably
chambers or Ge.4 survey instruments.

fhey, =as _well as,proportionel:
re expensive than either

C. Cali Survey InStrumvinite:---

--- ..----- - -.
e meters on some survey instruments ire c, ated to read directl-,

in un±ts'of-radiation'actiyity or intenSity'suc as -disiitegrations
_

.

per minute, mRper hout...tor neutrons per square centimeterper:second.
HoweVer, this may:lead t considerable.errobecausechang0 in the-
characterisLiel,of_individUal cempotents:-6f the inetrUmeriffrom-the
time of the manufacturer's -calibration may -cause-a'change in. instrument:,

L
response Also ifgpeasurement of e different type or energy of
jradiation-than-that-used-ty-the-manufaCturer-le made, the results may

-.

be in error. It is.-esentialthat all. survey meters; whether- they
are direct :.reading or relative reading devices, be `calibrated periodically

.

to ensure proper reading. ,

I. q

..,

. (

Survey-instruments ould.becalibrated. under_the same conditions for
Which-they are inten ed,---And known-.intensities-of radiation of the
same type and energy as7the reditionto. be monitored. It ie- important
to :calibrate the meter ever the entire scale on each range Selector
setting to' determine any-dose. rite dependence.

i . , .

I PERSONAL MONITORING INSTRUMENTS

Persdnal monitoring ins nts,ere-designed-to measure the accumulated`
external exposure or-dos a :Orson receives over sometime interval.
Hence, th0.areintegrating.TdAvices.rather than doserate meters.as,
are.many survey instrumerIrs_:Ihis. means they must be light andcompapt
enough to be carried on the:person:during all working hogrs.:.#1SO4
they must be relatively inekpensive because each person in :01.6laborAtory.
who works with radioactiliity MUStvear some type of personal monitoring

Iinstrument.

Ihe ideal personal monitoring instrument would accurately measure the4
biological-dosejn-rqms received` by those parts of the body/considered.

I be most vital, from the standpeint'ef chronic, low leVel radiation
'exposures, i.e., blood forming organs' and' reproductive organs. This.active.
ideal instrument would also give an accurate measurement of doSe
independent of the type and enemy of the 'radiation producing,the dose.
Since these.criteria are not met in any instrument presently available,
it is necessary to start with-a-Convententlymea&uredquantity. For x
and gamma radiation, the roentgen. can be readily measured in. air at
.the Surface of 'the body.- Then,..the-biological dose to organs at
different depths within the body qaybe estimated by means of.calculatione.
which'are beyond the,kope of thiCranual. PersonaL monitoring

,,
instruments that measure the roenren are: photographic film, self--
reading.pocket dosimeters, and con enser type pocket chambers.: In recent.
years, thermoluminescent media hav: been used-in personal dosimeters.
This-type of device mea=sures energ .apsorptiondirectly and the reading.
can he readily measured",in air at the surface-of the body. This type
of device measures energy absorption direceliT.and the can be -
readily converted to rads.'
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Film Dosime

:The Most widely 'used personal- dosimeter at present.-is the film badge
which-consists. of one or more small sheatsof photographic film enclosed
in a plastic

.

packet.'IFilm.dosimetry offers three important advantages:

(1) 'It provides a permanent record of each individual's
accumulated exposure.

(2) It is economical*- costs range from less than 50:cent-- G.
$1.50- pereading,- depending on the number of films read.

3) No technical knowledge of dosimetry is required of the user.

When,radiation is absorbed in a film emulsion, some of the silver halide.
grains which make up the emulsion are altered in such a way that they
react differently toward certain reducing agents known as developers,
i.e., those grains affected by the radiation are reduced to metallic
silver by the developer at a faster rate than the other' grains which
were not affected. This developable state-produced in a phqtographic'
grain by the action of the radiation is called the latent kffiae. The
optical density of the developed film is proportional. to the exposure in
roentgens. The exposure vs.,density reldtionship must be determined by
a comparison with films exposed to known amounts of radiation of the
same energy since the optical density produced by a given exposure of
radiation is strongly dependent on the energy of the radiationi Photo-
graphic emulsions Are much more sensitive to low energy radiation than
to high energy. Many film badges include metallic filters, which
attenuate the low energy radiation in varying degreds, thereby enabling
the reader to estimate the energy of the-radiation to which the film
Was exposed.

Photographic film may.a s6 be used to-monitor external beta radiation
doses, although, as,sta ed previously, the 'roentgen cinit does not apply.

In most laboratories, films are changed once each month. .Longer
accumulating periods would be possible were it not for the fact that
the - latent image may fade appretiahly after long periods of time.

B. Self-.Reading Pocket Dosimeter

self-reading pocket dosimeter is a chamber containing two electrodes,
one of which is a quartz-fiber loop, free to move with respect to its-
mounting. Like charges from an external voltage source are placed on
the loop and its mounting resulting in a repulsive force between-the
two which forces the-,loop outward from. the mount. -Ionization in the
ch:amber reduces the chargeland allows the fiber to move toward its
normal position. An optical system and a transparent scale are all
enclosed' in the instrument, which is about the size and shap'e of a
large fountain pen. The end of the dosimeter opposite the eyepiece is
made of glass to allow light to enter. Hence, the quartz fiber casts
a shadow on the Lransparent scale_ which is calibrated in milliroen gens
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or roentgens. The advantage of the self-reading pocket dosimeter is that
it can be read at any time without the aid of a. supplementary reader
simply by holding it up to a light source nod looking into it.

C. Condenser -Tye Pocket Chamber

A condenser, type pocket chamber has-a cylindrical electrode well
insulated from a Bakelite wall,. A charge is placed.on the center,
electrode by means of.an external charging unit. Ions formed in the

chamber-reduce the charge by an amount proportional to the radiation
exposure. The condenser type pocket chamber differs from the self - reading
dosimeter. mainly in that the quartz fiber mechanism and optical system
are in an external unit Hence, the chamber must be read with a
separate unit called a charger reader. The. pocket chamber is similar

in size and shape to a fountain pen. The advantage of this unit is its
low cost as compared to, a self-reading dosimeter. /loth types of dosi-
meters should be recharged daily since significant leakage of charge may
occur over long periods of time.

D. Thermoluminescent Dosimeter

Thermoluminescent dosimeters are stall vials containing a small amount
of some thertoluminescent poWder such as lithium flouride. Jipon expoSure
to ionizing radiation, electrons in the crystalline structure of the
Material are excited to-higher energy states where a certain number
are "trapped" in "sensitivity-centers" :(see Chapter VI). Upon heating
of the powder, the electrons return to the groUnd'state and the elicit-
ation-energy appears in the form of visible light. The intensity of the

lightis propor al to the energy absorbed by.the trystal, Advantages

of thertolumin dosimetry are: (1) it provides a direct measure-

ment of energy _rption, (2) the powder carC:be reused indefinitely

as long as it is properly heated ("annealed") after'eaCh exposure,
and,(3) dosimeters Can be Used for several weeks at a time without
appreciable loss of the stored energy.

III. SUMMARY

Radiation protection instruments as used in nuclear medicine laboratories
fall into two categories survey instruments and personal monitoring
'instruments.' Survey instruments are used to ascertain the-external

'.radiation levels which exist in-areas where personnel or the general.
public may be exposed and to check for radioactive contamination.
C -M tubes, ionization chambers, and scintillators are commonly used in

survey instruments. Personal monitoring instruments are used to measure
the amount of radiation dose receivedby laboratory personnel. Types

of- 'personal monitoring instruments include film badges, self-reading
pocket dosimeters, condenser type pocket chambers, and'thertolutinescent
dosimeters.



INTRODUCTION

PRINCIPLES OF 'ION TROTECTION.

To,facilitate the discussion of radiation protection, sources of radia-
tion exposure can be divided into two categories: external and internal.
Sources of external exposure are outside the body, e.g., x-ray machines,
sealed and unsealed sources of radioactive materials, etc. Internal ex-
posure sources are radioactive materials that gain entrance into the
body through inge Lon, injection, inhalatj_on, or absorption through the
skin.

II. EXTERNAL. RADIATION HAZARDS

A. Sources

Gamma rays from radioisotopes are the most common external radiation,
hazard encountered in niiclear medicine laboratories. Because of their
high penetrating power, high energy gamma rays can irradiate the entire
ody almost uniformly. Low energy gamma rays and x rays are less pene--
tracing, and result in amore superficial dose distribution.

Under certain circumstances, beta particles may constitute an external
radflation hazard.. The dose, from the beta particles themselves is limited
mainly to the skin. However,.enough bremsstrahlung interactions (see
Chapter V) in the sourcepcontainet may turn a -"pure" beta emitting source
into an x-ray generator. Hence, the nature of the external hazard as-
sociated with beta particleS is twofold.

Neutrons are a very significant,external radiation hazard. The nuclei
set in motion by collision with neutrons have extremely high., values of
specific ionization, causing a high relative biological effectivelless
with neutron irradiation. Rut most nuclear medichl technologists are
not exposed to neutron sources'..,{ High levels of external neutron radia-
tion are limited primarily to nuclear reactors and particle acceleratqr
installations. Therefore,ndutron protection principles are not
cussed here.

Alpha particles from radionuclides constitute no external radiation
hazard, because even the most energetic ones will not penetrate the
horny layer of the epidermis.

q. Prindiples of Protection

1, Distance

Distance is not only very e lective but, in many in -.ances:,is the most
easily applied principle of radiation protection. Beta particieS of a
single energy have a finitejange.in at Sometimes the distance af-
forded by the use of remote control handling devices will supply complete
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pro tec t.ion The ;inverse square law for reduction of
,

applies for point sources of x-and gamma radiation;

radiation intens

The inverse square lava states that,radia ion intensity from a point

source varies-Anverselyas-the square of the distance ftom the-sourcr

Exp essed. mathematically,

e! _1 radiation intensity at distance R1 from the source

I = radiation intensity at dis ance P2 front the source

InPqtion a. formula'will show that doublingg'thedistanee:frem the
soUrce:docreases the intensity by a factor of 4; increasing the dia-
tancie by a factor of .3 reduces the radiation .intensity to4 of its

valuei-ete. The inverse, square law does not apply to extended sources

or 'radiation fie.ids arising tram multiple sources.-

X-ray tubes 5.c-t sufficiently like po=int sources ,so reduction calculations

by ;the. inverse square law are valid. Gamma-ray:sources whose dimensions

are. small in comparison to the distances involved may also be considered

point sources.

ieldi

Shielding is another prime principle of radiation protection. To apply

shielding methods to x-and-gaMma sources, one must understand how x add

gamma radiation are attenuated in an abSorbing medium., Energy is lost by

three principal methods- photoelectric effect; ,Compton effect, and pair

prodtc t ion.
X

The predominant mechanism depends on the energy of the radiation and

the absorbing material. The photoelectrie effect is most important at

low energies, the Compton effect at intermediate energies, and pair 2ro-

ction at high anergie-s. The last cannot occur unless the incident ra-D

d,iation has.'a.t least 1.02 MeV of energy. As x- and gamma-ray photons

travel xhrough an absorber, the mount nf attenuation 'governed by the

energy of the radiation and the type,and thickness of the absorbing reed-:

ium. athematically, this may be expressed as

where: of radiation beam a

pru,o_t

inLenAiLy

atte

tliicicness

rransmteted beam

Lotion coefficient

of absorbe,

, bas'e of na- _ral togarithms-

point P with no absorber
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The relation is shown diagrammatically in Fig- re- XVI-1-

Figure XV1-1.--Radiation Intensity
(a) No abSorber and (b) Absorber-.

s- 7rm la, one can calculate the radiation intensity be ihd-
a shield of thickness x, or calculate. the thickness of -absOrber neces-
sary to reduc.e the radiation in.tensiryco'a desired level as long as

thei.factor Jac is known.- This factor is called the linear.attenuation
coefficient. The value of pc however, depdhds on the energy of the
,radiation and the type -of-absorbing mecliuM.

TableT,.and graphs arc available that give values of 40 determined ex-
perimentally for all -radiation energies and for many- absorbing materials.
The larger the value of -pc, the greater the reduction in intensity for a
given thickness of ma,terial._ The fact that lead has a high 40 for x and
gamma radiation is partially responsible for its wide -seas- a Shielding..
Material,

.The preceding equation is identical mathematically the decay Law
(Chapter III), i.e. , gamma -ray attenuation in matter basically follows
an exponential relationship. The'aenuation can depart from:this simple
exponential law if-a significant amount of scattered radiation Contrib-
utes-to the intensity at the point of interest, i.e., the exponential-
equation assumes all interactions are total absorption events. The Comp-
'ton effect results in only partial.energy absorption. 'The scattered
photon s. .may significantly increase the radiation intensity over what
would be predicted by'the exponential equation. If this is the case,
an empirically determined factor, called the buildup factor, is used

,to compensate for the scater. The equation becomes I = A x
Q

where -tb is the. buildup factor, Tables of buildup factors appear in
several references.

When. designing shields, it musr-ba,remembered that gam a rays can he
scattered from walls, floOrs, and other structures near nough for
scatter -to be appreciable., A'simple "shadoW shield' may not always be

. adequate. ft may baecessary:to completely enclose high level gamma
sources to reduce the radiation intensity in nearby areas to an
acceptable forking level.
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Shielding will also attenuate beta radiation, and it takes relatively
little shielding :to absorb it completely. Therefore, the genefal prad-
tide is to use enough shielding for complete absorption.. For low energy
beta eM)tters in solution,-the glass-container generally gives complete
absorption. In,pany cases, plastic shielding is effective and convenient.
The absorption of high intensities of betatradiation results in the pro-
duction of another electromagnetic radiation, bremsstrahlung. This is
x radiation caused by the deceleration of the beta particles._ It is
more penetrating than,the beta radiation that produced it, and must be
considered in shielding calculations. Since bremsstrahlung production
is p-roportional to .the atomic number of the absorber, it can be mini-
mized by using low Z materials for beta shielding. The same principles
which apply to attenuating .x and gamma radiation from conventional
sources apply to shielding against bremsstrahlung radiation.

Tables- or. graphs are available that give the maximum range of beta
particles of .varibUs energies in different absorbing. mediums. These can
be used to calculate the shielding 'necessary for protection againstbeta-
radiation

Exposure time

It mavoccasionally be nece5sary to work in areas of- high dose rates.
Thisant be dope safely by limiting the exposure time, so that the total
dose receivedis within recommended limits. For example,, the technologist
working with a high level .stock solution may have his hands exposed
momentarily to high intensities of gamma radiation. However, by working
expediently and efficiently, the exposure time can'be limited to the
point where the total dose to the hands is not excessive.

Some combination of the foregoing factors (time, distance, and shield.-
ing) can be used to limit the hazard's involved in any procedure involving
external radiation sources

INTERNAL.RADIATION HAZARDS

Inte nal radiation exposure results from the deposition of radioactive
material within the body throtgh inhalation, ingestion, or skin absorp-
tion. Internally deposited radioactiap material produces continuous'
radiation exposure until it decays or is removed from the body by meta-.

bblic processes. Therefore, internal radiation exposure can be control-
led only Jyy,prevehting the entry of radioactive material into the body.
It follows that internal exposure control is essentially a problem of
contamination control.

The haaaid tccl Ley t cd.ionuclide inside tfe body depends on
(t)--the amount eX et' isle in the organ; (2) the energy of the
emitted rAlation; relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of the
radtatfon,(4) untfermity of distribution within. the critical organ
(5) .s.f_e and esenttatiLy of the organ; and (6) effective half-life of
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the radionuclide. The effective half-life of a.radionuclide is a measure
of the decrease in radioaCtivity in the tissue with-time. It is determined
by combining the radiological half-life (Tr) and biological half-life (Tb
as follows:

TliTk_

Tb

.National Bureau of Standards Handbooks 48 and 42 groUp selected radio
nuclides according totheir relative-radiotoxieity by weighing the prev-

mentioned-factors,.considering the sual quantities involved and.
the modes of handling in tYpical experime s.

A. Type of material

1. Alpha.emitters.

Alpha particles.lese,theire ergy very. rapidly in the edium through
which they pass beeause of _ it relatively large ma's a double posies
tive .eharge, Their range is therefore very short. ,A.'4 e alpha parti-
cle has a range in tissue of only a few hundredths Or a milli'eter and
can travel only -3 cm, in air. Accordingly, alpha pa es do sent
an external radiation hazard. -However, alpha emitters de present one of
the greatest internal hazards. When deposited throughout a vital organ,
they can eause.cOnsiderable damage because of their relatively high en-
ergie$ (4 to 9 MeV) and high specific ionization, and because their RBE

radiation. -Also, many alph- temiting radionuclides concentrates in the

factor in tissue is about 2_' times greater than beta and gammathat_for:

compact bone, where metabolic turnover. rates are very,low. Alpha emit-
ters, which have a long radiological half-life, can cause irradiaticip
of bone tissue for maky.years:a5ter intake. Alpha emitters are not used
in nuclear medicine proCedures for the reasons just stated.

2. Beta emitters

Beta particles-are 'lighter and have less charge than alpha particles.
This results in a longer:path of travel, with less specific ionization.
Accordingly, the relative hiological effect of beta particles is much'
less than that caused by alpha radiation. For example, the absorbed-:
energy from beta radiationtUst be approximately 20 times greater (per
unit Mass of tissue) than that from alpha radiation to produce the same'
biological effect. Both alpha and beta emitting materials are considered
primarily internal radiation hazards, although beta radiation may also
represent an external hazard when the energy is sufficient to penetrate
the dead layer of skin-. External beta burns can be eXlreMely -ainful
andslowto heal.

Typical beta emitting nuclides include strontium-90, a fission product, -

which decays with a radiological half-life of 27.4 years. ,its'radio,
active daughter, yttrium-90, is also a pure beta emitter. Strontium-90

ihas an effective half-life n the bone of approximately 17.5 years. It

is a bone seeker and considered a very dangerous internal radiation aoUrce.
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.Ledine-131 __ also a fisstOri product and a beta-gamma emitter. It emits

beta particleS With average energies of 0.22 MeV'. ',The effective-jialf-.

life is about 7.6- ays. The_prgan of. highest concentration is =the thy-
roid gland. :Nat')nal Bureau of Standards Handbook Nd. 48 classifies/this radioisoto:e as-,"moderately dangerous." Because of its short half.-
life -it would have to be ingested or inhaled in relatiVely large quint =..
ities.or over relatively long period to Constitute a serious hazard.

Gamma emitters

Most.alpha and beta emitters give off associated gamma radiation.
Because of its relatively low specific ionization-, less energy pet unite
path length is deposited in tissue from.gamma photons than from parti-
culate radiation of comparable energy. Hence,-for materials that emit.
both. particles and photons, the gamma rays are responsible lor much less
of the absorbed dose than-the alpha and betayparticles. Consequently,
Pure" gamma emitters (i.e., no'particulate radiation is emitted) rep-

much Less of an

Modes of Entry

Inhalation

internal hazard than do alpha And beta emitters.

For Mater=ials capable of being airborne (powders or volatile liquids),
inhalation ds one of the principal potential modes of entry into the
body. Theabsorption, tetention,'and elimination of material taken in
via the lungs depend oh such parameters as particle size of the inhaled
material, solubility,-and rate of respiration of the individual.

2. -Ingestion,

Radionuclides carc-enter the' body by absorption of ingested material`erial from
the gastrointestional (GI) tract'.

_

The per cent ingested material
absorbedbY the bloodstream depends OnitsCheMical,ond physical form.
,Ajarge- proportion of insoluble ingested material is rapidly excreted
in the feces. However; irradiation. of the GI tract itself by such
materials may -onstitute.a significant internal radiation hazard.

Ab.srption ,

Radioactive materji is can also enter the bloodstream by absorption,
through the unbroken skin, or 'through abrasions, cuts, and punctures.
Thus, all petspnel working with radionuclides should follow proper
procedures an eat protective clothing to prevent contact with. the
skin.

C. Fundament_i Principles of Contamination Control

Internal radiation exposure can be controlled:only:by preventing. the
'entry of radioctive material into the body:- As previously stated,
internal exposu-e-control is essentially a problem of contamination
control. The to fundamental- principles of contamination .control are
containment and cleanliness.
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The spread of radioactive contamination may be minimized at several points.
Containment (i.e., the restriction of active materials to specified-areas)
is the first line of defense. This is-achieved by adopting those operating
techniques and laboratory methods best suited to the particular, radio-

-- nuclide, careful choice of equipment, and,proper'discipline.

Operating techniques,

_The Choice of.processes and techniques for handling, radioactive materials .

is a very- important part of contamination control. Important aspectS to
be Considered are:

(1) During radiochemical operations, the working surface should be
covered by either metal trays or a layer of disposable absorbent
material to soak up spilled liquids. Blotting paper and diaper
paper (heavy absorbent paper backed with impervious material such
as-oiled papey) are used extensively. The latter is preferable
since it prevents liquids from reaching the bench top.

(2) It is worthwhile to carry out a complete "dummy run on a new
prose u e with inactive materials before, any manipulatidn involv-
ing ra active sources is undertaken. In this way, unexpected
difficulties may be discovered, weaknesses in equipment detected,
and the procedure modified accordingly.

(3) Reliance should never -be placed-on single .containers; suitable
drip trays or double containers should always be used and should be
capable of holding_the entire contents, of the primary cOntainers.

(9 Potentially contaminated equipment should never be handled with
bare hands, and pipettes must never be operated by mouth suction.
Glass blowing in active areas or-on contaminated equipment should
be done with special techniques which avoid blowing by mouth.

2. Equipment

a. Radiochemical hoods

Laboratory operations accompanied by the evolution of radtoaotive fumes
or gases require the use of radiochemical hoods. The inner surfaces of
the hoods.shouIci beof nonporous material (e.g., stainless steel). The
surfaces -may also be covered -with-a strippable paint to permit vas
decontamination.`

b. Glove boxes

The glove box is a totally enclosed chaMber in whIch alpha emitters and
1OW energy beta sources can be- handled safely. The advantage. of glove
boxeS,'apart.from the obvious one of confining contamination within a
totally enclosed space, is the small air supply competed .to the generous
air -flow. necessary in the usual hood system to prevent escape Of
activity into the working atmosphere. The disadvantages of:glove
boxes are the extra tithe and labor involved and the 'difficulties Of

7.1
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working inside them, but they are indispensable or ork with. d ypowders
of highly toxic Material above'certain levels.

Segregationc. of equipment

All- .equipment used for- handling the,active material must be segregated
and used only for this work. ,Marking the equipment "radioactive" helps. .

This segregationis particularly important for glassware and handling
equipment_sueh as tongs, which can easily transfer contamination from .

fume hoods to- the -open laboratory.

Discipline

All personnel working in radiation areas must wear the prescribed
protective clothing. The degree ofclothing change considered necessary
depends on the level of activity and the types of operations. In tracer
laboratories,:a standard laboratory coat will suffice. In intermediate
level laboratories, Jeboratory coats and a change of shoes, should be.
compulsory, and it may be necessary to have a complete change of cloth-
ing- plus a shoe change AssOciated facilities Will range from coat-

.hooks in the laboratory to a suitably Iodated change room.

b. PerSonal effects

Unessential personal jtems should net be taken into the active area.
Food, drink, or smoking materials shoUld remain outside an active area,
and nothing should be placed in the mouth while working in an active

2. Cleanliness

P,oper operating techniqueS must be supplemented by cleanliness and
good housekeeping: These will minimize-the-spread of contamination and
prevent the buildup Of significant levels of contamination.

Cleanliness ina radioisotope. laboratory goes beyond. just visible clean -
liness.. It involves the regular monitoring of the laboratory.equipment,
personnel, and operating techniques, followed by prompt decontamination
when necessary. Working_ surfaces, floors, and all other surfaces should
be checkMi regularly.

in areas where no sources of sufficient strength to cause a high room
background are stored, routine monitoringof bench surfaces, floors,
etc may be,dbne with a portable survey instrument. The instrument
must be one that will respond to the type and energy of the radiation

:used. ',(See .Chapter -

If a high' background exists which would preclude the detection of traces
of contamination with' a survey instrument, small pieces:of filter paper
may be used to wipe the surfaceS. These wipes may then be removed to
another area and counted with a laboratory counter. Amin, care must
be taken to select a .counter whose detector is sensitive, tect,he'type
and energy of the. radiatiOn Under study. ,
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Everyone working in An active area should wash 'and- monitor his hande
beforeleaving, particularly at the end.of the.day And: before.eating.

D. Management cif $pills

In the. event of a "Spill': ot accident involving the contamination' of an
area, personnel protection and the immediate confinement of the contami-
nation -is of primary importance. A standardized approach shoulclbe well-
known and folloWed when A:apill occurs:

1. Confinement

--Prevent spread of contamination by:

closing doors and windows

turning off fans, air conditidners, and other ventilation, if
possible

c. closing ventilation ducts, if possible

vacating room, leaving shoes And other garments at door

locking doors and, if airborne material is involved, sealing
-edges with tape.

Once the spill ia thus confined, cleanup can be -done later according_ to
a well - constructed' plan..

2. Decontamination' -

Work. out a specific plan-considering the physical facil ties and the
propdrties of the.material spilled. Such.a plan should include:

a. monitoring spill area to determine the extent of contamination
and the: hazard

making sure decontamination personnel have sufficient protective
'cidthing

. 4

proceeding with decontamination by scrubbing surfgaces with a
detergent'solution always working toward the center of the
-contaminated area, taking care not to spread the contamination
to less active areas. Monitor frequently and thoroughly
during the decontamination procedure.- Monitor all personnel
and. materials before permitting their movement to clean areas.

IV. WASTE DISPOSAL

The radioactive waste material generated in nuclear medicine, boratories
generally has low 4vel radioactivity. By "low level" is mea:t that the
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wastes are of such low.specificactivity or of. such low concent ation:
that they may dispoSed of directly by rt ease tnthe air, water, or
ground..'

Disposal of liquid wastes into:the sanitary sewerage system is permis
sible as long as the bncentration bUradioactiVity-is less'th'An that
whidi is considered; safe for arvadult to drink. Allowarite may be made
for other .sewage discharged in the same building which will serve to
dilute the radioactive waste. Often, solutions:which are of:too great
a:concentration to release at first can be diluted and released. If the
half-life is short, they can also be allowed to decay until the concen-
trationis below the acceptable-level The latter method requires. a
shielded Storage space./

Most solid waste from nuclear medicine laboratories can be 'incinerated.
with otheirefuSe after an appropriate decay period Some long lived
Waste materialg may need to be packaged and transported to designated
burial sites for-Jaud Sothe cities have Commercial services for
the collection of low-level wastes.

SUMMARY

The factors of time, distance,. and shielding are used to reduce radia-
jonexposures- from enternal sources to acceptable levels The control
of contamination, use of proper equipment and protective devices, and

u
goodhoUsekeepingpractices will prevent excessive personnel. exposure
from internal sources.

SUGGESTIONS. FOR FURTHER READ ,

1, Blitz, Hansbn, Introduction to Radiolo=ical Health, McGraw-Bill
hook Co. (1964), Chaps. 8 and 9.

2. Saenger,
(1963).

Medical- Aspects of Radiation Accidents .USAEC



CHAPTER,,XVI

RADIOACTIVE TACERS AND PHARNACCUTICAI S

TRACER METHODOLOGY,-

The use of radioisotopes as 4 'the

study of the anatomy and physiology of the human body. Tracers, in
general, are materials used:to label specific'majecules, organisms,
etc., thereby permitting the labeled eihtity to be followed in its
physical movement or.in the action of its-metabolism. - Radioactive
tracers are used to study the kinetics of exchange, mixing, transport,
turnover and, removal of the labeled mateqal, They are used to determine
bochqualitatively and quantitatively the in vivo distribution of the
labeled material using methods described in previous chapters. Radio-
active tracers are also used to determine and quantitate the in vivo
distribution of a stable isotope of the same element, such as, the use
-of sodium-22 to measure exchangeable sodiuM. The basis. for the latter
application lies in-t

IT

fact tha, in general, the chemical properties
of an atom depend upon,the number and -configuration of the orbital
eleetrons and not on the energy states of the nucleus. Hence, a radio-
active 'atom has the same chemical propereies as the stable atoms of
the same element. The radioactive isotope emits radiations which may
be deteCted in vivo or in vitro making it useful as a tracer to study
the behavior ofthat element or other materials onto which the 3Aio-
isotope may be "tagged."

Compounds labeled with radioactive tracers used in diagnostic medicine
are referred to as radlOpharmaceUticalg.

II. PROPERTIES OF RADIO;SOIOPIC TRACERS

A. Phy-sical Properties

-:_er for a radioisotope to be useful.in a particular study, its
fective haff-life in the organ or sysZem of` interest must be long

_lough to F41low the desired fnZormation to be collected. For example,
in the Schilling Test forvitamin 512 absorption, a tracer dose of .

vitamin 51,2 labeled with a radioisotope of cobalt is,gIyenthe patients
and the utirre, is collecbed for 24 hours. The radfbisotope in the urine
is then cougted too determine how7much of the tracer dose was absorbed
by the patient. One would Rot choose ,6-1Cd for this applicatiorkbeause
it has,a 1.657hour half-life and would not be detectable after 24 hours-
unless, a very high activity were adininistered, The isotope of choice
is 67/Co mhich has q hal f-life of 267 days.

`OR'the other wand, ideally, one would not d'se as a tracer a radioisotope
with an gxee Ively long half-life relative to the time required to com-
plete a stud. For this means that,.unlegs the material is . excreted
rapidly, 64 patient Will be' receiving radiation exposure for some time
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:after-the useful information is Obt A rie Also,- the longer the'half-life
in general, the leas the amount of erad4olsotope which Can be given
the;patient from patient dose considerations._ This is particularly

'iMportant in'scanning applications There, one df the factors limiting
resolution is the rate of photon eilissnn from the. patient. Ideally,,
then,-one uses a radioisotope- wit,131*hallife that results in a high
count rate at the time the infor5r4ion,isheing recorded, acid one..that
does not remain in the body for4n,exceasively.long time afterwards. For
most scanning applications; w'
is of the order of a -few hours.

and energy of emissions.

Tracers used for in vivo,studies-jusr temit either gamma hdtonebr rays
,of sufficient energy to-be detectable outside the body. en the Most
energetio:beta particles contribUte,nothipg to the. diagnostic information

present equipment, the okimal

Obtained-invan in vivo counting a ilcation. They do, however,- contribute
ignificantty 'tO7Tartadia lontdo : the patient. Hence, the ideal,

racer for jo. 1,pito countin -applic ons is one that emits a low to
medium energy gamma ray wit_ no pa culateradiation. The energy of the
gamma ray is-imporpnt Wscanhigg d other. applications where colli-
mation ierequired. .Gamma rOT'ulth energies g r than 500 keV are

,.:clifficult td collimate fOr locali"zation purp ses, ereas photon energies
below, 50 keV are abr'orbed.to:S high 'degree by tissue.- Technetium-

)99m, which eml!Wi, 40 keV gamma ray';dith no particulateradiation and
decays with a hal-life of-Sx-hours, has the most desirable physical
characteristics for in- vivo applications,f all the radioactive tracers
yet developed. .,.--

Chemical Pr-

l. . Purity.

Any impurities in a tad opharmaceuticar must be identified and quantitated.
ffipurities may be other radionuclides such as radioactive daughter products
or radionuclides produced as a result of nuclear reactions occurring
within the material. ,If.these raaio'aetiv'; impurities posseSs no chemical
toxicity, they are not O'f' Consequence unless the *pa and energy of 'the
radiation they emit interferes with the accurate measurement of the
radiatiOn fromi-the.primiry radionuclide, or ff- their emissions result
in an excessive radiation dose to the patient-, If radicinuclidic
Impurities are present in bothersome-quantities, steps must betaken to
remove them beforeithe,radiopharmaceutical-can be 'used clinically.'
If the impurities Naive short llalf71*yes compared to the primary radio-
nuclide, a aufficiOnt::storage interval befoe. Use will solve the problem.
If the half-life c)he impurity_is_ionger than that of the-primary
radionuclide, the prOblem'isCoMpounded because tfiopercentage-ofthe

,
impurity increases with time. r1 thisCase, chemical separations may
have to be performed to remove the iMpurityL,-,1

. -Nonradioae 'impurities Must also be delineated and the _ emical -toxic
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of the compound And its metabolitoes must be' known. These considerations,

hoWeveri are not. unique to radiopharmaceuticals and will not be dis'cussed

hefe.

C. Biblogical.localization
.

.

Of prime consieration in _the 'development of radio0harmaceut ci for _ use'.

in in vivOapplications is the biological locgliation-of the material in.

the body% This:.,is especially -:true for imaging applications, Consideta-

tions of biofo -1gT 1 ocaliation'are .particularly well ,pres4hted ire a

itpaper by McAfee- nd ubramarian.1 The student is urged to read this -r-ef-
4 pp - . .

erence' in, it -s 'entirety. HoweVer, for those-who may' not be able to obtain

ahe paper, selecte portions- gre ab;tracte& in:the following material.

The authora disusa the biological ,behAvioi.-:of-the elements according to
their pos io,iong-itY Periodic Table.

' The smonoValemt alkali metal cations (Li; -Na, Rb; and Cs) are freely

,:ionized and* not forgt stable orupounds inaciusou, solution. .They:.are,

' readily - absorbed from the go ttoiritestinal- traer,and excreted in tie

urine. Following itition, they are initially distyibuted almost uni-

lapmty in the soft tissu-es of the -body. -Within a few hours; the blood

leVe.1 ralig, with deposition chiefly. irdmidscle large- Organs such as

the liver -and kidneys At 4 days, from WO 501 of the illiected radio-

-activitY. is_ contained ire. skeletal Muscle, Sodium is eliminated twice

as fast'llsc he_athet merillArs of Fhe'group, and t4Ore is a specific

fracellular localization of' Obtasiium. The reedntibo, half tiVe in man

increases pr gtessively with the .atomic -nqmber in this Aeries; For Na

the half -ti e is,11 to 14 days, whereas for Ca it is as g as 110 to

143 days . sMall liractiori is retained 'by the skeleton- prolonged
-

periods (Rb '14%, -Na 6%).

Thecoinage metals" of Group IB cif the Periodic Table, includyli Cu,I

vm (1, Au; av'e a completely different- biological be vior than the-

Troup IA alk line metals: Cuprous ions concentrate in the liver and

o a lesser extent in.the kidney and spleen; A small amount con-

centrated -in l-bone Excretion ! largely 'through the kigineyS. Silver_

ions readily combine with plasma= proteins folrowing- injection,. are-:
rapidly ,removed- by the liver,, and are eXcreted darongh the bile into

the' fe&es. _Saltbs of Au are relatively Lvoluble and therefore readily

fbrM 00116-1(18 in vivo.- The colloidal particles localize within the reti,

culoendothelial organs of the body (liver,gspleen, and bone marrow) and

are r'etained indefinitely.... The nuclides 198Atx and '99 Au: in c011aidal

form have been used for visualization of the liver in man. . The posi-

tron emitter "Cuchelated%With EDTA (ethylenedlgminetkraacetate) has
-been employed for poSitron scanning Oft human. brain tumors .
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Group IIA alkaline earth divalent cations -Be, Mg,- Ca, Sr,. Ba, and Ra
concentrate in the mineral: phase. of bone and are retained in the skele-
ton for long periods. They are absorbe0 from .the gastrointestinal tract
when administered orally; Ca more readily than the others of the group.
Th'e ighlkesC.member, Be , concentrates also in the liver and 'kidney and
thereby tends to resemble the elements of. Group in. In Man, the.dis4.-
tribution: of .Sr and'-Ce is similar during the first feW days-after intra-
.venou.s injection. From 30- to 40%- of the injecRed 'radioactivity is local-
ized in the skeleton. Thereafter', prefetential excretion of Sr-rover
takes place, through the kidneys. -- After 60 days, 60% of the CA is re-.
tained, in than skeleton and only 25% of Sr retained, Some excretion of .

CaSoCcurs in the feces. After the'_first few days, almoS't' all of the re-
atained radioactivity of these elements is contained in the skeleton. A
small fraction's retained in the walla of the aorta. At a microscopic
level, the concentration of these elericents in bone is very_nonuniform.

: .

Becausg of the prolonged retention of these' -elements,- in the -skeleton,
only nuclides with a short physical half-life-may be...used in mah-.: None

the nuclides of calcium are Suitabre for' imaging purposes. =Theides nu-2-cl es T Sr and .

7m
Sr have-been used-for lodalization of .skeietal. abnor-

maIittes in man.

The GrOdp IIB. volatile nontransition metals Zn Cd, a,nd lig) are divaLent
cations Whose inner. orbitals -are .completely. occupied -ith paired -:electrons.
CheMically and biologically-,- they behave in a comple ely different fashion
than the alkaline earth metals, and concentrate in the liver or kidney
rather than in the skeleton. They are readily absorbed from' the gastro-
intestin21 tract -when administerbd ora lly.. Following tljection Zn at-
ins its_highest concentratinft in the -liver (30 td.407, of the adminis.6-.

erecr' ddser.' . There is also CoAcentration. in the prostate,- with retention
for long;periods.. A small fraction , is retained in:the skeleton and skin.
,Zinc, is excreted predominantly-in the feces.. In man, the retention of Zn
is even greater than in experimental animals-,"and the effective half7tihe
for Zn is greater than 100 days The metabolic turnover rate of ZVI is-
highly ,

highly dedengt oh -the amoun4 of carrier present. CadmiuM and Hg pro- :.
greS-sively cumulate in the kidne),s, increasing in concentration for
several da)g, : (Ea a. maXimem of 25% of the administered dose in rats).
These inns are tightly lyound to plasma proteins in thr circulation, and
on accumulation fn 'the renal tubular cells oT the renal cot-ex they prOh-
ably,become bound. to sulfhydry .groups of specific proteins. Both metals,

P

concentrate' to a, lebser extent in the -.liver, and. Cd accumulates also in
the Prostate, i seminal vesioleS', and vas defereps, thcrebytesembling .Zn,.
A sma 1 1 fraction of these metals is excreted initially in the urine ThR
majoi,Fract ion of the :radioactivity adMinistered is -- retained for long

.. ds', 'and w:ccro c-ed:slol:rly_id'iithe feces .

.

The Only radionuclides of
19 '

lii gro.p which have -been- used fur diagnostic studies are Hg and
.7--.
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Grou III

The: trivalent cations of the 'periodic, Group III.folldw a fairly con-sistent pattern of behavior biologically:, and concentrate predominantly.in the skeleton. This includes the aluminum family.of Group IIIP- (Al, Ga, In,. and T1)., Group IIIA transition metals (Sc, A', and 4.,A)., Lan-thanides, and.actinidps. In the aluminum-family, B and Al have no ra-dianucLides suitable Cor biological studies. Thallium is atypical-be-cause its stable.atate
-rt neutral aqueous solutions Is T1' ion; hencebiologically .i. t resembles theJtlkaline metal univalent cations. It isreadily abSorbed froM the gastrointestinal tract and has a uniform.dis-ribution in soft tissues, With a relatively high concek ration in muscle:.,and a loWer.concentratidn

in bone compared with other m tubers of GroupIII. AutoradiographicallY, some concentration of Ti has been nofed inthe thyroid-of'rabbits.

Other,meMhe
-0Y-Group-III-are-tot-abSdrbed ro the gastrointestinaltract, tend to foam complexes with serum and liVer proteins, and are-excreted in.both urine and feces. Theraction excreted by way Of thefeces probably originates from the radioactivity concentrated in theliver and-excreted in the-bile. For Ga and In, 15 to 30% of the admin-istered dosp. localizes in the sk Xton and'from 7 to 14/ in the liver.The hepatic radioactivity has'a logical-halflife.of10 to_ 20 days.and that of the skeleton'apprOxiMately 2.5 years in the rat The tis

. ..localization of many elements of Group III varies remarkablv'betwgen thecarrier-free state and varying, amounts of carrier elkmedt. For elamOie,carrier-free G. shows little tendency.to concentrate in the skeleton,Whereas carrier doses up to 5 and 10 mg per kilogram body weight showsignificant, concentration in the skeleton up .to' 30% of the administereddose.. SeveraFmembers of the group are insoluble at. the pli..bi plasma.Indium andY, for example, concentrate, n the skeleton when carrier-free,:but with minute amounts of carrier they form insoluble colloids-WhichlocaliZe in the reticuloendothelial system xather than bone. Gallium andY-exhibit a higher skeletal- concentration than In, Sc, or La. The dis-tribution of'Group III elements in theskeAton
differs from that of the L_-i--alkaline earths, as demonstrated in Autoradiographs. However, theydo not deposit in osteoid tissue as was formerly thought.' They ap-pear to concentrate in the mineral fraction of bone on the 'available -sorbling and highly mineralized non rowing surfaces by diffusion: Beides..their skeletal localization, the lighter members of Group. III (Ga,In, and Sc) exhibit

some concentration in the musculature,_ up, to 10 to157 of the admia4stered dose.

The more
o

basic lighter 'lanthanons (Ce to-Gd) with larger.ionit radiitend to deposit impoth-the liver-(25 to 50%) and skeleton, ,(25 to 401)and are excreted:6iedominantly
in the feces. in contrasc,-the moreacidic and heavier lanthatiOns (Tb to Lu) witA smaller .atomic radii aredeposited primarily in bones (5£0 to 60%) and only slightly in tir liver'(I to 7%). *They -are excreted predominantly in the urine. The actinides

.exhibit similar'behavior. Uranium n atypical member of this group.Uranyl ions (00p++), being'diValent, end to resemble Cd" and He! ions-and concentrate in' the renal cortex. heonly member of Group III which

1 7!)
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hag beenlAsed in Medic ae thus,far is
shOrt-liVedYrare earth radionuclides-0o:

collAds or bone localiters.

Group IV

FeriodicGroup IVB include _the nonmetals C, '6i, and Ge-and the, metals

Ti, Zr? and Hf. The biological.' fate 61C depends entirely-uponthe,-or-

genic compound into which it tsincoeporated. The distribution of Si

and Ti has not beenstudied. Under physiological conditions Ge exlsts

an a hydrated anion, it tends to ".become distributed uniformly and

Cretedirapidly through, the kidneysv like most anions. 'Other members of

Groups'IVA,and IVB localize in bone Mineral. For-Sn and Pb, there is

rapid elimination,of .60% of the administered radioactivity in the'urine-

and less than 10% for Zr.- Fifteen to- thirty per cent of the dose localize,q

in the skeleton, with prolonged, retention. Hf-is insoluble in neutral

solutiOns, 4nd-in
EnlloidaT:ferm-rocaiizes-in-the liver--wit -a-lower

condintration in-the skeleton,. None.of,the
membeti of Grou IV-have

been used for medical scanning applications.

however, In and, certain _

-mile promise as radioactive

Group_V

. .

-Group VB consists _.'the nonmetals, 1, `P," and As 'ana the Metals Si) and

Bi-; with an oxidation state -normally of 45. Fo.l.lowinginjection, phos

phate has an initial high in the liver and .skeleton, but
, t .

eventually about` 9Q7 of the residual' is contained lathe skele.--

ton. -1,,ike C, -the Vocalization of N depends on the chemical nature of

the compound. . For: As, bothlocallzationand-toxicity vary. greatly, de,-

.pending,on'the-valenCe state.
The:most-coffimon and' stable pentavalent

form (dr-Senate)yecomes
concentrated in the liver and ts not retained,

in ".tissues but.rapidly excreted in the urine'. It is relatively nontoxic

and does not inhibit most enzymes. '-Onlhe other hand,the trivalent?

Aliform (arsenite) is highly toxic and -bineS with -the sulfhydryl,groups

of- enzymes. It is excreted chiefly i the.bile_andfeces, andapproxi-

mateLY 507,' is retained in Ole body fort log periOds.. In rats, arsenate

becomes tightly "bound to circulating ,erythrocytes and thetefore remains

largely in thebloodstreaM. This'binding is not: obServed in-man. Anti-

monate, like'axsenate, is rapidly eliminated by the kidneys,-, Bismuth

differa from other 'members "'of the group. Itrusnally exists. as 4.triva-

lent.oxygenated form in 'the bibodstream, bound to plasma proteins. It

resembles ,the volatile diValent metals Cd and Hg and uranyl ions in con-

oentrating to a high degree in the renal Cortex. However, its retention

:'timer i,n the kidneys is
shorter than that of the divalent metals, andrit

concentrates to a lesser extent in the liver, spleen, lung,-and-Skeleton

Arsenic-74- a-positron emitter, and 2a6Bi, have beeirused fbr-brain tUmot
,

localization'in man,
a

,.

In GFoup VA, V_end Nb become
bound-to-plasma_proteini andpersist in the

ibloodstream. At 4 days, from 40 to60% of the administered radioactivity

is excreted in the urine and feces; and_10'to 15% is retained- in tile

sk letgn for longperiods- Tantalum, being relativelyjnert and imSol-

mole, becomes colloidal after injection 4nd concentrate's-in the liver-.
..,
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as well as' the skeleton,

-_Group- VT

and Pharmaceutical

h prolonged retentlori.

= r--

Group VIB -includes the elements (3,S,.'Se,Yre,and Po.' SUl in the .fOrm of sulfate becomes rapidly and uniformly-distributed throughout
rhi intravascular and .extravisculat tissue-fluid, and has been used in
man for measurement -of the tota/-extracellular fluid volume. -A small'
fraction specificallY concentrates in the mUcoPelysaccharides of coil%
nective tissue and cartilage. and attains its highest concentration-in
the Marrow. The turnover of sulfate is apparently rapid in most tissues.-.
The-diStribution Of selenate and tllurate is similar but not identical
to sulfate in experimental. animals. In man, however-,the plasma7 clear--anee of Se selenate is more rapid .than that of sulfate; and after_' l:
hour, incorporation into plasma proteins is demonstrated. In dogs, sele-
nate has a biological half-life of about :7 days. :Selenium-75 selenite_
is-more-reactive-in'vivo-thanadlenate,-exhibAting'a faster plasma clear-
ance, a higher con entration in the kidneys and -liver,.and a longer .bio-
logical-half-lae.( 5 days) after.. -the first 3 day: For both.selenate'
and selenite,,-abOut -is-excreted in the urine -ri'the first 3 or 4
days. Polonium tends form colloids, but nevertheless can be absorbed
through the gastreinte al tract; its highest concentrations brain
the kidneys and spleen_

Group VIA includes the transition mietals Cr, Mo, and W. !The:distributionof chromium depends on the valence State.- In the hexavalent form (chro-
mate> it becomes,firmly bound' to "_red blood cells, to a high- degree in vi--
tro and to a lesser degree in:vivo. Such'a- small fraction of the chro-
matebecomes eluted from 'red cells that this phenomenon Is a widely cm--
played labeling method for.red blood cells. Most Of-the radioactivity
per5ists.withinthe cells until they are-destroyed, chiefly in the spleen.
The fraction Of/Chromate remaining unbound to.redCells_ancLthe chromate
released by the destruction of red cells, is promptly converted tothe
trivalent chromic fOrm. -Chromic:ions readily form complexes and tend to
become colloidal except in'strongly acidic' media. They:become.bOund to
plasma proteins, but 60 to 90% of the_ injected radidactiVity iarapidly-
cleared -from the plasma-and eAreted in the urine. The highest initial
concentrationaare in the-vascular organs (kidneys, lungs, heart, liver,
pancreasand spleen), but -these decrease rapidly. A small fraction is
retained in the bone marrow and:.other-reticuloendothelial Cells for long
periods. Although the initial accumulation in the testis is low, there
is progressive accumulationfor.5everal days. There is some accumulation
in the growing skeleton, but very little in the adult skeleton. When
adminiatered orally,- in the trivalent state,.less than 1% is absorbed
from the gastrointestinal` tract_. -There is slight absorption of molyb
date and-tun state from the gastrointestinal tract. After injection,
they are rapidly'excieted by the kidneys. They concentrate Slightly in
bone without prolonged retention, following the typical pattern for an-
ions. Red blood cells labeled with hexavalent 51Cr and-prbteins
with trivalent 52-Cr-have been employed in imaging applications in man.
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Gropp_VIT

halogeng, or Group_ATIIB7(F, Br, and,At)-, have iMp Ant dif-

tereneesdn biological behavior and .,tissue-localitation. As a ritle,

they are 'readily absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and are psually

not ret=ained for prolonged-periOds in. soft tissues, but are promptly ek-

- c ell,by the kidneys with little or no teCal excretion. Fluorine has

:uniqueand.rapid localilation in the skeleton, up-to 50 to 607 of the

admlnistered radioactivity. There is a highly selective trapping of io-

-dide in the thyroid gland to a level of15 to40% of administered radio-

activity lat 24 lours. The fraction of iodide trapped in the thyroid

Igland becomesincorporatedjnto thethYrold'hormenesand has a relatively
long biological half-life. of 60 to 13-8-days. Astatine also concentrates

to some degree, and Br to a minimal degree' in the thyroid gland. The

halogens are secreted- by the gasiric mueosa,.and this tendency increases

atemiOnumber inthis series ot eleffients. They are readily and

completely:reabs-orbed i the small bot.:iel:7--Th-ey actuthillate-Ahd-are -ex--

ereted by the salivary glands and mucosal glands-et the cervix.

The Group VIIA elemen and Re) are transitional metals. Manga-

nesenese is an essential e the body. and iw totally unlike the other

two members. of 'the group; When injected id- the +2 oxidation state, it

rapidly-accumulate& in the liver (25 of-adminiateredradioativity)Os
excreted through the biliary tract into the gastrointestinal tract, and

not reabsorbed, but rather excreted in. -the feces. Inaddition, ft

acchmulates-in the pancreas and kidney-that is, in the organs richin-

mitochondria. -Lesser amounts. also accumulate in the splAen-, skeleton,

thyroid. _skin, small bowel, and muscle. Technetium and Re are most

stable inheptavalent anionic form (Tc04- or Re04-j. They, like several

ocher complex anions such as tbiocyanatA or perchlorate, behave as

"pse6do,halogens" and mimic the localization of -iodide, They are read--

ily absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract and are ,concentrated trans-
.

iently, but not organified, in the thyroid` gland: They ate secreted

also by the salivary andgastrdc glands and readily eliminated by the

kidneys. Unlike iodide and other halogens, however; they are only ,par-,

tiallY Absorbed from the 'gastrointestinal tract, dnd up Co 507 of. an ad-

ministered dose may be excreted in the4eces. The short-lived radionu-

clide '2'1c has been of great interesth recent years as an agent for

imagin2 applications.

Group VIII

The platinum- metals include Fe, C9, Ni,,,. Rui Rh, Pd, Ir,, Os, and Pt.,-

Because of its .unique role in.red cell metabolism, Fe exhibits a coma

.pletev,individuality :eft bioldkical.behavior. Ithas a specific mechanism

of selective Absorption,..from the gastrointestinal tract, and is transported

in the-hloodstream-in the beta-AfractiOn of plasMa globull .(transferrin),

it _pis cleared rapidly from the.bloodstream and localizes chiefly 0 the-

bpne marrow and to a le&ser, extent in the Spleen and liver. After .sev'T

erel:dayg, it re-enters the!cireulation incorporated- in the circulating

red-blood eelas. On destruction of the red cells in ,the spleen, it re-

turhs--tc t 4one-marrow,- to-enter the red cell metabolic cycle again.
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Negligible quantities e are normally ecr
fife is approximately.46rears in men and 3 to
women.

ological
years i menstruating.

Cobalt,in ionic form,hasYa different-focalization and-reten ion than Co-
incorporated in vitamin Bi,i .(cyanocobalamin)

. .Vitamin is readily'Bra.

,

absorbedfrom the gastrointestinal tract, is-bound taplasma proteins,
and .nVer seVeral.days ia_gradually cleared from the plasma and-stored
almost entirely in the --liver. Uoinaryexeretion- does not octur:nriless
the plasma protetns-are eaturated:wfth vitamin B12- The biological half-
,life of as vitamin'Blnthe liver-iaas long as-400L%days- in man.
On the other hand, cobel len_ia only partially absorbed from the gas-
trointestinal tract and tendy to concentrate'in the glandular organs
Oiver,-Spleen,:kidneys, and pencreas). Approximately 90% is readily
excreted in the, urine and-lWin-the'fece, as a-result of biliary-eX-

lcretion.

The platinum :'metals other than Fe and Co, incorporated into vitamin
:behave rather uniformly. -The oxidation state of thi s-group may vary
widely from 4-2 to-4-8, with possibly 'different tissue?loclizations for
different valences. They exhibit no tendency to'colloidlormation-and
are absorbed to some degree by the gaStroirrte2tinaftract. :Themajor
fraction is eliminated in the urine without prolonged retention. The
heavier metals of this,series.tehd- to be eliminated oven. more rapidly
then:-the lighter ones. RuthenluMis the only Membgr,that-exhibits any
retention whatsoever in the skeleton.

Despite the fact that the platinum metals-have many gamma- emitting radior
nuclides with suitable-energies and several desirable biolOgical charac
teristics, they have not been, used for imaging applications 'to any ex-.
tent: as yet-. They may prove useful,, however, in the futureThetoclide
Fe, a positron emitter with. a half-life of. only 8-.2 hours, is quite

suitarle for medieal-applidatton.,-particularly forlone marrow- loon
-Tinfortlinately,'it can be produced only in 'a cyclotron and its preparar
tion isltimerconsuming.

The noble gases (N Ar, Kr X6; and Ikn) are Chemically inert: and have a'

limited _'solubility in aqueous media. Following inhalation or, injection
in aqueous media, they are rapidly eliminated by the lungs into theex
pired air with a biological half-time of-only 5 to 10 minutes. They, ex-
hibit a preferential solubility in body fats, attainin a concentration
f LO to 20 times that of other` astissues.. Xenon-133m,. e, and Kr are

suitable gamins emitters for medical. applications.
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II. METHOD 'OF PRODUCTION OF RADIONUCLID4S USED AS TRACERS

Nuclear Reactors

Fission pro

The fission process '(Chapter IV) results in the formation of_many radio-

nuclides, both directly andfrom.the decay.of,paent nuclides -t0' radio--

actiVe.daughter producte-.--:Theseare.called.fistion
products., and some

have found application in nuclear medicineThe -useful fission-Product's

separatedchemically from the 'other radionuclides in spent re-

actor fuel elements: Exam les of 'fission products that are` used as

tracers in medicine are
1j 13 133Xe, SS Kr, and:-6 Kr. All f ission

products decay. by beta emission.

Neutron activation

The p ncitple_of.neutron--actiVation is discusSed in Chap erIV, dN

stable nuelide is activated to a radioactive-isotope of the same.element

by means of the -(1,Y) realtion initiated with thermal neutrons from a

nuclear' reactor,: Many oePthe_radionuclides used in nuclearInedicine can'.
se- 19S -Zoe

be-produced directly by neutron activ'at'ion, - namely, _Fe, Au, Hg,
ias 99j, Mo. .Some others are-daughter pre-ducts of radionuclides

V9
which_are produced in this manner, e.g.,-

M Tc is the daughter- of 99Mo

which is produced by neuttbn activation. These parent-daughter, Telation-
/

relation-

ships have l.ed to the production of radionuclfde 'generators" which are

discussed later. in this chapter.
t

In order to prodUCe radionuclides by neutron activat on, a suitable tar-

get mist he prepared and placed in the.neutron beam. The irradiatecL

target is processed either by dissoldtion or-by : more complicated separa-.

tions.such as ion ekehange, precipitation and distillation to.Temove im

puritiet or to concentrate the product nuclide. Radionuclides. produced,

by neutron activation are ,generally beta emitters.

The cYclotron is a device that eelerates: posit y Charged particles

to veryhighenergies By Means of an alternating v It -age applied across

a gap between two.large eltet °magnets. The parti les are made to move

in a' circular path by applying X magnetic field-perpendicular-to their

energydirection of motion- The-hgh energy particles (pretons or alpha parti-..

cle'S) are made to strikea target material, thereby -8ausing various types

'of nuclear reactions to occur. Many of the product nuclei are radioactive.

andotiOave foued application in nuclear medicine. Since radionuclides .proe

educed by cyclotrons.generally, have an excess of positive charge in their

nuclei, theyare likely to decay by either positron emission .or electron

pture. Decay hy electron capture results in tow energy-x-ray emission

plus, in some -case, an accompanying-gamma photon: Hence, Manyyclo-

rnn produced materials exhibit desirable properties for in vivo ap-pli-

cations, i.e.,x- or gamma-ray emission with ho particulate radiation,

thus enabling higher amounts to be administered with Less patient dose.
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Some radionuclides .used in nuclear that Cari:be produced in
cyclotrona are 125 1, 1-23-L, -1a .t.- It: is noteworthy that some Tad
nuOlides can be produced by More than one' the methods. described.p_ _

C- Radonueli Leper

:The need for high photon .fluxeswithouti excessive radiation liosage to- ,
the -patient bakes short half-iife_ radionuclides particularly- attractive
for in_vivo studies. However, to use these effectively, one Must:
near a source of production of the nuclide. This has Jed to the pro-
duction: of so7called radionuclide generators. A generator' consists of
a column on which is adsorbed a long-lived-parent material which decayp.

a shorteT-lived daughter product.. The parent material is produced-
in either a nuclear reactor or a cyclotron. The daughter'product acti-
vity- "grows in "' at a rate dependent on its half-life until it
reaches .equilibrium with the 'parenti,activity. (See Chapter III. ) he
daughter nuclide is than separated. by chemical-means and the parent is
left to ,generate new daughter activity. The amount of daughter activity.

-that can be separated at any time after a prey /bus- separation can be
predicted from the' series decay relationsh% ips given in Chapter .III.

132 99merators have- been- developed for producing 1, * Tc
and other tiuclidgs in the -laboratory:. Typically these consist of a glass

lumn. coataining aluminum oxide on which'the parent material is firmly
,

adsorbed. The at Umina is- retained in the tube by a porous glass disk.
The dakighter activity is *eluted from the generator by pouring saline or
some other reagent through the column and collecting the eluate in a
suitable container. The entire generatot may be. shielded;

To date, eight generator siatems =have. been developed to the oint of
commercial availability

. and many others look prtimisOg for the future.

SUGGESTIONS FOR. FURTHER' RADI

Wagner , -Henry

co. (1968) chap. 6.

Bland

Chap- .7--

AcAfee, J. and Subr6anian, Ct, "Radioactive Agents for.
Delineaticip of 'Body Organs by .External Imaging Devices: A Review,
IBA .Transact ions , October, 1966.

r s Nuelear. Medicine, k1, b. Saunders

. H.; Nuclear Medicine, McGra Hill Book Co. 9,69
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AL DIAGNOSTIC, STUDIES PERM D

AT-THERADIOISOTOPE LABORATORY,
'CINCINNATI GENERAL HOSPITAL

RADIOACTIVE IODINE THYROID UPTIVE STUDY

. INTRODUCTION

The thyroid uptake helps to-,d'etermine
take up' inorganic-iodine:and retain, it

e thyroid ability
_.to

II.- ISOTOPES UTILIZED AND__APPROACH_TO__TECHNIQUE_

ibdine-131 ..(sodium Iodide) and iodine-123 iodium iodide) are the two
A

°nuclides used jn,_thiSanstitution for thyroiduptake. Both iso-,
-topes are administeted,as an oral, taateless-liquid and metabolically
duel ate the pattern of normally occurring stable ioartei:Jiodine-127).
If an Uptake is requested ai -a single procedure, ad activity of 10
miCrocurie$-(i0dine-131)-As used for adults. :` In small, children and
infants, 0.1-Amicrocuries i6,utilized and the-procedure is perfOrmed.
the whole body counter: Other diaknosoic proceduressuh'asthyroid
scanning, protein-boUnd iodine canversion'ratiO;: and localization of
thyroid metastases may require activittei of from-50 mierocuries to
.several millicuries.. Iodine-123 (sodium iodide) in ctivities'of 10 to
500- microcuries is a very-suitable agent for diagnostiic thyroid studies,
for with equivalent activities, the radiation dose to the_thyroid gland_
from iodine-123 (podium iddide) isless than'that for iodine-131 (sodium

--todie) by a factor of-approximately 30.. Twenty-four hours after the
administration-of the agent (iogine-131 or iodide-123), the patient re-;-
turns to the laboratory and measurements of the activity of the. thyroid
gland and the thigh are obtained The thigh counting..is performed so
that an indioatIon of'theactivitydpresent in tissue behind thethyra0
gland may be-obtained. In-patients who: have a low uptake of ra0olodi_
(less than 151) due to ''chemical block, myxedeme, or cardiac failhe,
extrathyrOidal radioactive-iodine is usually increased. This thigh
count activity is subtracted from the,thyroid gland activity toobt
the activity within the thyroid gland. A standard (an aliquot of
radioactive iodine given thepatient) isproeured-and counted -in exactly
the same manner as the thyroid gland 'of the patient. By'comparing the..,
counting rate.from `the .standard to the net counting rate from the
tienti.s thyroid gland, the-percentage uptake of the radioactive i
by the thyroid is determined by the.following formula:-.

hyroid uptake (%) 100net cpm lard

Since the absolute quantity. o iodide in the rathryoidal pool is
usually not known.,-ene cannot' determinethe absolute value of iodide
accumulation in mass per unit time.;;ThetesuItA.ReasUres the fractionof
the extra-rthyroidal iodide' pool that is1 being accumulated per unit time

.



This procedure valid since an overactive -thyroid slandtuths.over the
plastua.ibaide pool---faster than- a normally:active gland,rand-am under-

aciiVe gland turns over Mmre.slowlYprovided the body's-iodide:
= 1

stores are in:the. usual range.

:Circulating iodide is ultimately diaposed of by two competing Mechanism

thyraq# -uptake and urinary excretion.- Urinary excretion, in general,

beari a reciprocalrelatienship:to thyroid function. Urinary excretion of

-less than 40 perbent of the tracer dose in 24 hours (24,hour collection) are

:consistent with the diagnosis of hyperthyroidism. Excretions in excess-of

40 percent are usually associated with normal or decreased thyroid function.

lZI. --RATIONALE-

The normal range for this-p -edure is 15'457., thereby yielding a direct

appraisal of thyroid functio e.g;, hypothyroidismi,- euthyroidism, or

Ilyperthyroidism...-.Any iodine-containing preparations, eitherfOr external

or incernal.Use are contraindicated,prior to this procedure, as the thyroid

gland ecomes saturated with iodine and this iodine chemically "blocks"
y

the uptake of the radioactive iodine.

PROTEIN -BOUND -IODINE COMRSIONRAT

NTRODUCTION

The Protein -Bound Iodine Conversion Ratio. measures the thyroid gland's

ability to,convert radioactive inorganic iodine to proteirCbound radio-

active.iodine in the plasma;- --.e., the inorganic iodine in the thyroid is

principally converted to.radiothyroxine and tri-iOdothyronine, part of

which-is secreted into. the bloodstream wheretki arms a ,Proteirvcomplex.

The amont of administered radioactive iodine wh h is converted within a

givenlperiod of time is a measure of:thyroid ction.

II. ISOTOPE ;.UTILIZED AND APPROACH TO TECHNIQ

Iodine-131 (sodium odide).is the agent of cho If an RAI Uptake

and PHI Conversion Ratio are requested, the u al-adult activity admin-
.

fstered is 50 microcuries of Iodine-131 (scidb to iodide) whereas .if a
thyroid scam-is also requested, the procedure may be performed with 100

microcuries of sodium iodide. The patient is given the activity of
radibiodine -and returns 24 hours-later for theJTI Conversio Ratio. A

.heparinized venous blood sample is_centrifuges1 and activity present:in
the plasma sample As aetermined in a suitable scintillatiom well counter.

The activity in this sample represents. both-the inorganic_radiciodine

and the protein-bound radioiodine.
A
%At plasma is then transported

throughan ion exchange resin column 'by gravity-, which removes the!inor-

.

ganic radioiodine, permitting the protein-bound iodine torer n.in the

plasma. This bample iscounted with the same instrumentatio and 'the

counts ere converted into a percentage of=prptein'-bound -radio ctive

iodine.



.III. RATIONALE_

Clinical D a n c_Studies 11

The normal valueSjor.this proFeddre-closelysapprokimatt those f.or .the
RAI Uptake, Some thyrotoxic glands 'are so active that the24 hour
,Uptake has-fallen to-within-the normal- rangebut since a large amount
thYroxine has been released,.the inversion ratio is elevatecLi
test a often invalidated-by congestive heart 'failure or-renal dysfunction ..

TSH- STUDY:

I.- INTRODUCTION

.4
This study is a tes ; for assisting in the diagnosis of certain -thyroid-
states by noting ciie 'effect upon the radioactive iodine uptake ter:
the patient '_has received thyrOidatimulating-hormone.----.-

II. ISOTOPES UTILIZED AND _APPROACH TO TECHNIQUE
. ,

Iodine-131 (sodium iodide)- and iodine-123. (sod=ium -iodide) may be used
An initial 244our RAI Uptake should-be perfOrmed. Subsequently, the
patient is givedflO units (2.5 mg,-) of thyroid stimulating hormone intra-
muscularly each77daftfor three days.- Injections of.TSH are contraindicated
id-thos&-patients In whoM-angina pectorisis present, and certain allergic
manifestations have been-noted on-occasion,- It has-been our practice to:
have the patient remain in the department for -a least 30 Minutes after
the_ injection of TSH to note, any adverse effects. On the: third
suitable -Instrumentation,-a baselirw'RAI Uptake is performed prior to- the'''
second tracer .dose (this ts a theclOor-theres1dual radioiOdine from
the -initial RAI-Uptake).- Suitable- activity of radioiodine is then ad-
ministered to the patient and .a second RAI Uptake is obtained 24 hours
lateri The difference hetWeen the two uptakes 'indicates the reeponse,of
the thyroiegfand to TSH.

III. RATIONALE

primary hypothyroidism may he distinguished from secondary hypothyroidism
by the use of the TSH procedure; Primary hypothyroidism shows no signi-,

ficant elevation in uptake after TSH- (example: initial RAI Uptake- 5%,-
TSH Uptake = 6%). Byoontrast;seconday Sypothyroidism shows'a marked
increase in uptake (example:_ initial RAI Uptake = 51, TSH Uptake = 40%),
and As considered to be. due to anterior pitUltary dysfunction. It is a
test that'cannot be performed as quickly as the 24-hour RAI Uptake alone,
but one which may provide more definitive information as to the presence
of Potentially'functioning thyroid tissue which havbeen suppressed or
lacks stimulation from' the pituitary.



Th.& T-3 Suppre sfon Study (tri-iodpthyronine -test) is a method:used to

assist in determining the presence or abselic-e of an autonomous thyroid

-.gland or nodule whichlis not under normal .contval by the pittlitary, and
in 'finding hyperthyroidism without hypermetaborism.

II. ISO PE5 UTILIZED ANrOAPPROACH TO TEOHNIQUE'

Vdine-131 (sodium iodide) rid iodine-123 (sodium iodide) are utilized --
for thisprocedure. An initial RAI Uptake is performed on the patient.
Subsequently, the patient is given 7,5 micrograms of cytomel (T-3) per
day; orally, in three divided doses for seven days Cytdmel is contra

those-patients with severecardisc -disease. On the seventh
day, a bageline RAI Uptake is, performed to check for -residual-radioactive

iodine in the thyroid -gland- and then, adequate- activity of radioactive

iodine is administered orally. 'A second-RAI Uptake is performed 24 hours.

later, subtracting the baseline activity present to obtain'smaccurate

thyroid-uptake.

RATIONALE

This procedure is particularly beneficial- in those cases that have border-
.line- high- RAI Uptakes initially. These patients with normal .thyroid

function reveal a- s ignif icant depression with the T-3 Suppress ion Uptake

--usually a reduction of from 60-807 from the initial. RAT Uptake If,
there is a significant depression of the RAT Uptake, the patient is con-
sidered to be euthyroid. 'Situations which reveal no significaht. depres-

sion of .CIptake are. Grave's disease, hyperthyroidism in remission, or
autonomous adenomas ("hot" nodules) with normal thyroid .uptake vlues.
Since the T-3 Suppression Study does not alter the radioactive iodine
uptake of-the 'thyroid gland in the hyperthyroid patient, the test affords

a method of differential -diagnos'is and still=;enable'. physician to

treat the__condition with radioactive iodine therapeutically, iPidesired.

RESIN UPTAKE STUDY

The-T-3, Resin Uptake is an in 'vitro !.method of determining indirectiy ..

the amount -of .circulating thyroid 'hormone by'meastiting- the..amount- of

IBC; (thy'roid-binding globulin). in the patien-t's .serum that has been
.

bound .by-.tri-iodothyronine, and:.Theteby,'-utilizing this information, as
an :eStimation. -of .thyroid function..



Clinical Dia

_ -ISOTOP1 UTII:IZED OACH:70 TECHNIQUE

Iodiue131 (sodium_ iodide) labeled-T-3-(t-ritodotyraninOvis used.in
thisresin-ion exchange procedgre-and may be obtained iftikit.-form from
radiophaemaceutical manufacturers ._- One off`-threc_mill.ilites.8-fthe..
-patient's serym.ls.required for this test,_so it affords arstuilek_-method
of-assivying-thyroid-functiob 'without givir3 the patignt anyrriioacelve
materials. In-the:Uppropriate ,contalner,-a resin sponge iSadd'gq,to a
miXture'of..2,m1 serum and iodine-131 'lahelad T-3; su,ita4e,-scin-._

lia)on welLco-unter, the-activity preSent.is-,,palculated. -pf(ter-_an
incubation pgribd of one hour, the fluid contents of tbe container are
aspirate49 'Several wash4ngs of the sprnge.are peryormed,-ospirating
the fluid content with each Washing.' Again the activity is calculated
from the resin sponge. By calculatin the percentage uptake -emaitning
in the resin,spopge aPter washings, as compared tothe initial MixtuzY
0f Serum labeled JOdine7131:and:sp2nge,7arr_indiract=method---for obtaining

. .

the binding index of tri-iodothyr.mine in the patievt's serum is obtained._

:RATIONALE-

The normal- adult range ti2S-35%., greater than 35%-in4ican the hyper-
ttlyrold rangkand- less than 257- the hypothyraid range._ There are many
medications andclinicel cendAtioni, such as-pregneneyr that will affect
the reSutts of this test-. The radiopharmaceLticalmanii-factUrers supply
an eicarlent_list of thesemeditZations'and conditions, 'and, the effeer
they have upon this procedure. Used properly% this test, ii intended 0
an easOuelhod of screening thyrold4Uisease. 'It is' particularly useful
as a laboratory aid-andin the diagnosis.cif.hyperthyfoidism associated
with pregnancy.

THYROID-CANCER WORK-UF%_

mast_eIaborate diagnostic procedures. in,nuc.lear medicine .is
the thyroid cancer work'-up This WorkuO may. be utilized ,before -or after
surgeryond as a method of evaluatiogrthe extent of certain cancers.

ISOTOPES UTILIZED AND APPROACH TO TECHNIQUE-

--.

Usually, iodinel3r (sodium iodide) is, utili.zed. If ,a patient has sus-
pected,cancer ofthe thyroid, yet surgery ha$ not,heen-Norformed, the
usual .activity (100 mieroeuries) for an .RAI-Uptake and thyroid Sead'is
employe 1, If thyroideancer is suspected clinically and per. scan,
olopsy andtor surgery is usually performed. If cancer is proven, radical
thyraidectdmy is sometimes. performed., po=ssibly removing most of the
thyroid gland-,Posto9eratiyelY, the patient is given-a larger activity
of .the -radindctive iodine ,(usualry 1 to -2,millicuries) with or ,-.7ithou-
TSH (Thyroid St-mulating Hormone) injections in order to7 reveal-remnants.0
Of thyroid tissue.- 'surgery-and Mdtastatie areas t aughoue the body.
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2,
Physiologica ly, oncethe thyroid glAnd 0haS been 1Ste4, meta:Static-
tissue .elaewheie in' tie body often .65ncentrates the rAdioa-ciive-metor
thus making 'it possible to reveal. metastatic areas in, the.necick chest

.bone, soft tissue,'or -lymph glands.

III RATIONALE

If only a portion of the thyroid gland is ex iced, large- activities -of
redioiodine (e.g.., 100 millicuries) are sometimes used to ablate the
remaining thyroid tissue. Serial thyroid, cancer- work-hp cheeks- every
6-12 months are. then instituted:

TRIOLEIN. FAT ABSORPTION STUDY

INTRODUCTION

The Triolein Test is dependent' on the .absorption of hydrolyzed tagged
'olefin from the past °intestinal tract.

ISOTOPE UTILIZED AND APPROACH TO TECHNIQUE

Iodifne 131 (sodium iodide) has been found suitable,as -a, label for fat-
, and fatty acids. The neutral fat utilized, 'for labeling 'purposes I
glyceryl trieleate. (triolein). In the body, the iodine-131 (sodium
iodide) .triolein 'behaves like a neutral fat.; i e , it is hydrolyzed-
by pancreatlic lipase to glycerol and ,oleic acid before absorption in
the intestinal tract may take Place. In the blood-, the Iodine-131
triolein exists in two forms-lipid-bound iodine-131 triolein and in-
organic iodine=131 resulting from a metabolic breakdown of the labeled
fat. 'On the. day- prior to the study-',- ten drops -of a saturated' solution
of -K1 is administered-orally three times (after each meal) to block
iodine-131 uptake by_ the- thyroid gland. The patient should .fast from
'midnight the day prior to testing and should no have received any medL-
cations-affecting pancrealic function for at 1 ast 48 hours prior to
testing. The iodine-131 triolein 'is administ red orally in capsule form.

. The lidtient is not permitted. to eat, or. -drink during the procedure: Hep-
arinized blood -pies are obtained 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 hours after admini-'
stration of the ro ne-131 triolein. The height and weight of the .pati-
.ent are obtained an the estimate/whole blood volume of the patient is
4determined by Retzl Is formulae.

:Estimation of Erythrocyte and Plasma Volume
According to Height and Body sWeight'

Formulae en:

Erythrocyte Volume (ml)
8.2 ight (cms), 4- 1.7.3 x weight (kgm) - .693 ±-252 ml (1 ,S.D )

Plasma volume (m1) =
'23.7 x height 4- 9 x weight (kgm) - 1709 ±
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F-rmulae ro . omen:-

1

Erythrocyte volume (m1)
-x height (arts) 4--!5.7

t
:Plasrila Volurne (m1),

,40,5% X height

weight (kgm) 164 129

ix weight- (kgm) 4411 ± -196 fal 1 S.D.)
,

An aliquot of each 'blood za ple is -counted. in suitable! we type
scinti-llation counter and. the per cent', of blood absorp ti iodine-131.
triolein is -obtained.

III. RATIONALE

This test is performed to screen or unpaired` ifat digestion and/or de-
!,crease4 intestinal absorptIo- n. us, should this test be witliin normal

Irange, good -pancreatic function and the existence of normal fat digestion
/

and ab iSorption s inferred:. An ,iodine -131 -Oleic Acid- Fat Absorptiem
_ Study is indicated ishould thd -iodine:13i Triolein Fat Absorption Test be

abnormal..

in the abSen pancreatic lipase (a pancreatic enzyme), iod.ine-131-
triolein ra be absprbed. rEq'the Triolein Fat Absorptionl Test has
been performed and foubd to be al;normally low, an iodine-131 Oleic Acid
Study is indicated, siine oleic.$cid does not require hydrolytic action
of pancreatic lipape to -he .absor,berl , and thus -measures the efficiency of

ismall bowel- absorption.

ISOTOPE UTILIZE!" AND APPROAH TO TECHNIQUE

Iodine -131 has been found ilita-0,1e as a label
patient preparati-on hnd procedure,-are exactly
131 Triolein Fat Absiorption Study except that
utilized.

III'. RATIONALE

for. this fat=ty acid. The
the same as forthe iodine-
iodine-131 °lei& acid is

A high blood level with iodine-131 oleic acid, fol'l'owing a low blood level
with iodine-131 triolein is indicati,ve of pancreatic lipase deficiency.
A, low blood level of both iodine- triolein and iodine-131 oleic acid
suggests that- neither neutral fats _.fatty acids' dre absorbed. This
may be due to absorptive defects in the small bowel, a rapid transit

or decreased absorptiv-e-ga-rea. These tests give 80% .coilffdenc0
,the'diagrrosfs of normal or malabsorption.
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INTRODUCTION

Iron kinetic studied measure the rateof disappearance-of iron
plasma, The plasma:Iron turnover-rate, ancf-the utilization of tron _n
red blood celINproduction. The clearnhce,ofiron"from the plasma is
of.: value in deteraining total bone marrow activity, i.e., the total
amount 'of iron-beingincorporated into hemoglobin in the bone marrow,
butsince:the mount of nonradioactive iron in the serum will-influence
this .rate,. a detOrMination of-the plasma iron turnover rate. reprdsents
.an'_ attempt o refine the _clearance study-. The red cell utilization
technique requires. that the iron not only leave the plasma, but that =
rt also be moved into the red cells. 'Thatefore,it is helpful in .

7eV-alluating-effettiVe.-..hone marrow'functOn which is refletied in the
percentage of labered red_bloOd cells in the perfpheral circulation
at 10 to 14 days.

II. ISOTOPE UTILIZED AND APPROACH TO TECHNIQUE

Ferrepscitrate-59 is qmp,loyed, for thiltest... The pat ent should be in
.-a fasting state for the test and, piiorto the injectio_ of the isotope
a.serum -iron blood samp;e:shifuld.he-o:btained. The-ferrous citrate -59'.
is injected.-intravenous) andserial blood samples are: drawn 20, 30, 60,
90, 12Q, and 180 minutes,post-injection and: then at.24 houts, and ..fit two

to three day _Intervals fbr:a period of approximately 28 'days.. At 4
.hours,,24 hours, and at the two to three day:intervals, external' measure-
ment.s of actiy'ty-are made with:appropriate instrumentation over the
prec-ordium, sp en, liver , _ana_ saoral. areas

The iron red cell utilization is decreased ih aplastic and other anemias
where the bone marrow iS ineffective in its, red hloOd cell production.
In normal.,pa,tients, 70-95Z of the fel-rous citrate-59 is utilized in the
red blood-cells by the 14th-day of testing,- .Also, the external measure-

-s of ferrous cItrate-59 made over 'Ihe bone marrow blood pool, and_
the reticuloendothelidl tissue (spleen and liver) may help in the el/al-

,

uation of bone marrow funclAcn.

I. 'INTRODUCTION

IRON BINDING CAPACITY TEST-

This test affords a-quick, easy,.:and.accurate method
unsaturated iron.-binding qapacity_ofsthe serum.

IL r ISOTOPE UTILIZED AiND'AYPROACH TO'T.4CHNIOUE

Ferrous citrate-59 is employed and the coMpletetesting apparatus'is
_ -

mmercially. available- in-kit form,' The tesE emplorl ferrous citrate-59
Along with a polyester foam sponge in which is embedded:a...finely divided



n ekchange usit-: Tl test is performed'ltVitro with the p tient:in
faqtfhgaChte-,. -::-VetPus blood is .drawn, and plaama`is, obtained thrOugfl
cdttrifugation;, By covting:the activity present in the resin- sponge,.
before'and, after.Washings with water, the per cent resin sponge 'Apt ke.-.

is deriVed

74. 4
III.- RATIONALE

Once- the per-centresinspdge uptake is 'obtained,.- the results of _,the

test are eiPlessed as unsa:drated (litent) irbn-binding-capacity.
These results are obtainea thcOugh a'.mathematqcal-coMputatipn involving
the activity (nef counts er minute) of the.olonge before and 'after
washings,.atd the microggams pf iron add441 pr the tear kit syripge.
The results are reportedas_microgramsje/10.0.1m1:bf,the:P4tient!s_seru
This result is valuable in such- clini 1 situatons asliron'deficiency
anemia, anemia of..chreini6 infection, nd-hemochromatosis.

INTRODUCTION

HYPOPROTEINEMIA TEST

Nuclear Medicine has introduced an'easy methpd'of 'cletermining.the prts-
erica of gastrointestinal proteinloss.' This condition is present in a
variety of clinical situations, and may be,caused by the loss ofplasma:'
protein into the intestinal lumen.

.

II, ISOTOPE UTILIZED AND APPROACH TO TECHNIQUE
.,

.
.Altho h other agents have been utilized Such as radioiodirie B1 human

Qserum. albumin and radioiodine-125.. human serum albumin, the agent of-'
1choice is sodium chromate-51 labeled_albumin. . (rhe label must. be made

in the laboratory-if not obtainable commercially.) Sodimchromate-5.1 . '

may be firmly bound to albumin.- Normally, dnly-a small-percentage of
. chro-, mium-tagged albumin in the vascular system enters the-gastrointestinal

1trice, so there /is marked difference in Fecal excretion of the isotope
between normal patients and those with loss of protein plasma arough the
intestinal' wall. .ihe appropriate activitof the sodium 'cbroMat.e-5l
labeled albumin is intravenously administered'a'nd.

subsecnient stool-col-110,
lectibn is made for a period of four.days., The activity in the stool is.
quantitated with proper instrumentation and the ;per cent excretion.orth
isotape is calculated.

III. RATIONALE

This test, is used to rule out exudation. of protpininto the_bwe lumen,
as a cause of hypoalbuminemia found in such diseases.aa exudative entero..-
pathies, utcerAtive colitis, sprue, regional enteritis, and gastric
plasia. It affords the physician with information that may beut-iliked
in treating the at, conditions



. , .

The:Schilling-test iS uSed-to-diagnose vi_tmiu, __ _- /Bli -malabsorption-states,

as-;eccUt injDernidious:anemia,:_alard et,me&alohlastiC7-anemia'resulting

-from lhe laskyof-secration-of:Tintrinsi*factor,,pogtgastreatoty anemias,
_and_vatious,diseasesemsociate&withdaiahsotption, Intrineic,factor

,

is present in the normal secretions .of theatomachand,ISAteces aryfor:
.--,:. --.

:- the absorption of vitamin_ B1 by the,ileum. The test is bag upen the

fact_' that- when primary binding_sites, the-liver and plasma; are-sa rated
.

by ailarge psirenteral doaenf-B]:2,.any extess over that take u y the

liver is:exCreted in 0' .

.,'II.ISOTOPE'UTILIZED AND-APPROACH TO ECHNIQUE

1-
Cobalt 57 (cyanocobaramin) labeled'vitamin 812 is most f uentlys

utilized. The patient should fast midnight 01 day prior to g

and should not hafre had vitamin B12 i, any form for at least5days.
The cobalt-57 is administered orally n liquid ford and 24-hour urine

collection is'initiated. Two hour er the cobalt-57 aet±tAPY

addinistered, a "flushing do- saturation dpse" of vitamin

(1,000 micrograms)- is Admin tered intramuscularly to saturate 4\1 bind-

ing sites. Should:the patie have -renal dysfunction, it'may_he:necessary
to collect three days of uri e with a "flushing, dose",of_vitadin Bi

, 2-
given each 24 hours. . ---... ----- _ 0,

III. RATION4LE

r- the labeled vitamin -b1 is-given orally, the stable vit -n is2

nisteredito increase excretion; the radioactivity appears in-,the urine
he activity pfesent in.. rite urine is proportional to the absorption of 'the

labeled.vitadin B12 and therefore an indirect measurement of the presence

or absence of intrinsic factor or defective vitamin B12 absorption.

Abnormal values of the FiKst Stage Schilling .test suggest-either-
cious anemia; or non-sppcific malabSorption ofrmany-poSsible etiologies

assuming normal 'renal_ funAion. Normal values,4toint to a'adfiaiency of

-folic acieas the cause of megalebleatic anemic

INTRODUCTION

.The Second Stage-Schilling test its performed.on :those

'abnormally 19w -FirsE Stage Schilling results. This p

to .confirm or daily the presence of pernicious anemia.
.

patient
ocedure

whd. have

will help-
.
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ISOTOPE UTILIZED AND APPROACH' TO TECHNIQUE

in, cobalt-57.(cYahncobalamin ) "labeled-VftaMin JI2 is the .a e_
he,patienE preparation and test are exactly-the sam e.as for.the First

St-4ge chilling &keeptithat an intrinsic factor'concentrate.'capsule
:(60 mg) ia-adminipiered'at the same time as the cobalt-57 labeled vitamin

B12. A-period of to 7 days shnuld elapse between-the Titat and-Sec6nd5

'Stage Schilling procedurea:
e_

Markedlyimproved excretion of the cobalt 57 labeled yitamil=1 B1-2 after
Inirinsicfdctor confirms the diagnosis of intrinsic factor deficiency.
Should the-Second Stage Schilling-result be loW,.':theblind_looP,syndro
or otkeicauses of malabsorption'may, be present arid' a Third Stage
Schilling-procedure should- bg performed.

THIRD' STAGE SCHILLING TEST

INTRODUCTION

The. Third
low excre
First and

Stage Schilling teS't is performed on those;patients who have
Aion of cobalt-57 labeled vitamin in.the Urine With

Second Stage-Schilling- tests.

ISOTOPE. UTILIZED AND APPROACH TO TECHNIQUE

,

Cobalt-57(cyan cobalamin labeled vitamin BI2 As the agent used.'
preparation and.the -test are exactly the_same as the First Stage Schilling
except Ehatthe patient should receive tetraCycline, 250 milligrams,
four rimes a day-for:10,days prior to the test. -Tetracycline,is admire-.
-ered to reduce or alter iniestiylal badteria in the possible blind loop-

,

sYn medro.

he

RATIONALE

erkedly, improved excrition'0abeled.vitamin BI2 after tetracycline
YpOnfitms the presence of malabsorption Sectindary, to interference with
the normal absorptive process by-CI-Le-bacterial flora'which..comPete for
he vitamin B12 Within the body, This situation may occur with the

'blind Aoop syndrome, or after certain gastrectPmy procedures.

INTRODUCTION

BONE SCANNING

The major appliCation of bone scanning is-the deteetion-o&bone abnormal-,
ities prior to radlographieevidence:or,-the confirmat49n of these.66ndi-

- tOtIshi-(7.h are noted:on rAdiogra-



ISOTOPE UTILIZED

t ontium nitrate-85 injected intraven usly is the agent most commonly
ut lized. It is handled by the bodY similarly to calcium, accumulating
la areas of\ tumor-laded bone in Meat r concentration than in normal
bone. Scanning rpy-be,,started 48 ho s post-injection, but it is- generally.

.conceded that the hest' time to ob_tai good localizationjn areas of
abnormaliti is at 5 to 7 days post-I jection. If the pelvic a.ra is to

-
scanned, .the patient should receive _nemas at-least 24 Hours prior to
scanning, as the strohtium,nitrate-85 is excreted into the bowel and may

-be present-Tn the colon at the- tune of scanning. It is routine in this
institution to perform scans on the entire spine and pelvic axea both
anteriorly and posteriorly. Other_areag'are scanned .as indicated.

RATIONALE _

Bone scanning yields positive scans in a number of situat-ions such as
fractures, metastatic-bone-disease, psteomyelitis, and neoplasma. It

-As impossible to differentiate these diseases by scat).but by comparing
xraya, scans and the olinicalsymptoms of.the patient, one:may obtain
added information about tie clinical-state. An example would be a
female with a previ,pus-radical mastectomy who.has marked pain in the
lumbar spine area show-no-metastatic disease, but bone-:sCans

=_show a marked locaizatiod of the strontium nitrate-85 in certain trees of
the lumbar spine, This information would aid the radiotherapist irk
diagnosrng metastases and localizing areas to be treated.. Since strontium
nitrate-85 remains in-bone for a long neriod-,of.time-, it is possible to
scan'as long as one month post-injection.

I. INTRODUCTION

The brain scan is accepted as a routine eclinical procedure both for
screening and follow-up of certain, brain "diseases.' It_has-proven to be
most beneficial in the localization'of brain tumors, vascular abnor-
mantles .including infarctions and hemorrhage, and abscesses. Radio-
pharmaceuticals utilized for brain 'scanning are characterized by.thefact
that normal brain tissue is:relatively or completely imperMeable to their
passagefrOm the blood. Braintumors and incest other mass lesions,
however, are much more permeable than dormarbrain tissue, the degree
and permeabiliXy, varying with the type oflesion-and agent for-scanning.

II: :ISOAPES.UTILiZED

Although several radionuclides are utilized for this procedure, the most
common is 9vmTc (pertechnenate). Technetiud-99m (perte-Chnetate) is
obtained from a Molybdenum-99 generator, which consists of a=shielded
aluminum oxide column from which the pertechnetate can be elgted daily.
A relatively large amount of this material may be injected Intravenously
because. the short phygi alf-life of hours and the lack of beta
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'particle radiation gives -a qmall arisorbeddose-to the patient. The high:
.gamma activity results. in greatly increased counting Tate compared, to-
other ants -and,- as a result, faster scanning speeds (four views w:th-
rectilinear scanning requires approximately 40 minutes):-witbgreatly
improved. counting statistics. Utiliiing this radionuclide forhrain--
scanning, it is necessary for.the patient to . receive 2g0 mg of petassium-
173rcblorate in two_citincesof flavored vehicle orally approximately two
hours prior to scanning. This medication partially. blocks the uptake-
of 99mTd'(pertechnetate) in she thyroid gland, cboroid plexus and
salivary glandS, thus removing confusing areds-of iS6tope lecalizatibn.

Other scanning agents that may be 'utilized are '974 chlormeredrIn
(neohYdrirO, 2o3Hg chlormerodrin (neehydrin), and iodine131.serum albumin
(radioiddinated human -serum albumin).-Theee radiopharmaceuricals are
injedhtd_intravenouly and after an Appropriate waiting peri;od (1 to
24 hours) scanning may begin, To perform the rJutine views of the brain.
(anterior, posterior, left and right laterals),/the 3 inch rectilinear
scanning time is approximately 30-40.sainutes per view,-thus requiring
a minimum of to ,3 hours per brain scan for the latter three isotopes

I
III. RATIONALE

The-brain scan is an adjunctive diagnostic did-in detecting and-localizing
--intracranial primary-and metaAatfe- neoplasms, abscesses and vascular
abnormalities s ch as subdural hemaroma, A -V malformation and cerebral
infarct, and hemorrhage. y patient,may safely receive these radio-
pharmaceuticals, whereas teriography and pneumoenc halography are
sometimes contraindicat by the clinical status of _e patient. It is
generally conceded brain- tumors, abscesses and most vascular
abnormalities result in 'increasedpermeability of the normal-brain to
the isotope. -Since 99mTc (pertechOtate), When injected intravenously
concentrates in these abnormal areas, the above conditions result .in
increased radioactivitY; thereby giving a "hot spot" on the scan and/or
'direct information regarding the existence, size and location of the
abnormality. This localization is particularly helpful re -the neurb-.
.Surgeon for it will aid him n.deciding the locatibn andirize for a bone
flap in his surgical approach. It also helps the radiologist in
planning therapeutic irradiation.

. INTRODUCTION

MEDIASTINAL SCANNING

One of`the least frequently utilized procedures-in puclearnedicine, yet
one that.may be of great Value, is mediastinal scanning. It is a diag-
npstic.procedUre to help differentiate between-vascular and solid medi-.
astinal maSdes, cardiottegaly and pericardial effuaiOn.



II. 'ISOTOPES UTILIZED.

_any-different radionuclides have been used for the pericardial sc4n. The

..most frequently used ale 99mTc-albumin, 99mTc (pdrtechnetate) and --

radiorodinel31 human serum albumin. With radioiodine41.31 humad serum
albumin there is a comparatively high radiation, dose delivered to the
patient, and also the scanning'speed-is very slow (requiring approximately
__30-60,minutes).- Critically patientscannot usually tolerate lying flat
for this period of time. By contrast, large amounts of,996Tc (perteghnetate
may be injected hecauSe its.sho'rt phyqical half-life and lack of beta
particle radiation give A smaIl absorbed dose'to the patient. "The high
gamMa yield allows amuChfaster scanning speed and required.only 10-15-
_minutes forthe entire procedure. Most critically ill patients can tolerate
-this procedure if 99iTc-is-utilized.

_

III. RATIONALE

Upon completion of the pericardial scan; a-six-dr seven gpot recumbent
chest x -ray is obtained withT:-the'patient in exactly the same pesition.as
for the scan. Lead markers are,-plEfeteet theteuptarSternal notch and
xiphoid. This film is taken_to determine -themagniflgation-of the cardiac
image on the film by a.comparisbnj-of -=:thdr_l distances ibeween the lead markets

e photoscan and the roentgenogram the'TPhotoscan- outline
of:of the heart (intracardiac blood pea, ) old _ely.aPproxiMatesrhe outline
of the ".heart as ``been on the chest x r-ay Pericardial- effusion- produces
obvious departures from the normal' patte the greatest tranakrerse
diameter of the heart on th chest x-ray iderilhan-the blood
pool yon the photoscan. ..Since the 99mTo (PPrectinetate) is excreted by
gastric mucosaand pooled in the livdr dueyto-its great blood -supply,.
these organs are`-readily discerned on the scan. ---If pericardial effusion
is presenr, the intracardiac pool -of radioattivity is widely separated
from-the gastric mucbsa and the liver, thereby giving a "hale :effect,
around the heart due to the absence of radioactivitrin pericardiarfluid..

,

BynOmparing scanning pattern with the chest
possible to differentiate mediastinal masses

41W
I. INTRbDUCTION

RENAL SCANNING

.g

oentgeno'gram- it is
neoplasms aneurysms.

Renal scanning has long beerLa valuable diagnostic tool and partidularly
se, if utilizedpin conjunctiop,withthe intravenous ?yelogram. Problems
whichoccur in kidney radiology such as overlying gaseous shadows, over-
lapping.organs and confusion -with other structures are avoided by renal,
scanning. It': is sometimes useful when a patient 116 allergic to the contrast
mediumusen'for the pyelogram.



Il ISOTOPESJITILIZED:

Hg-197 chlormerodrin neohydrin) and 29)Hg chlormerodrin nenhydrin
agents of:choice- PasSage of the radioactivity through'the kidney is slow
enough to outline the kidney for several jiourS. These agents are very
-sensitive in the detection of viable thnal tisSue, since chlormerodrin
is. concentrated in =he renal- tUbular-cells.- The. agent. is inlected intra-
venous y arid scanning may, begin in one hour with an approkimate Scanning-

)
,

time, o 3Q minutes; 9eanning should be-performed With the patient in
the prone position= With.depressed tenet functioti,Jncreased hepatic.
uppke is noted on the scan.. -'t

When a physician is attempting to differentiate betweema cy tumor
--=,-.

_. of: the kidney, the patient is injected with the 197Hvohlormgro in,
_

%

9 m . .
snnned, and without moving is reinjected with- Tc, (pertechnetate) an
a yery,rapid scan of the effected kidney is performed; The .19711g

chlormerodrin scan-would dePict a void or ."cold-spot:" in the ffected area
4f the kidney if it-is a cyst or solid tumor, whereas withthe 99TTc renal

- scan; the affected area would fill if a-tumor 'is preSent or,remain void
if a-cyst is presehtk This affords a quick method of idifferental dianosis.

,..,

main indication for the use of renal scanning is identfyin mass
lesionS of the kidney uch.astumors, cysts; abscesses,' ett.,:and, noting
the, size, shape-and location of the kidneys. '5atisfactory visualization:,

!is-an:Other indication pf adequate renal- fUnctiOn.: The renal:scAn:can also
be. used as a fallow7up after renal. transplants to detetmine if the
transplant is viable, as well as 'determining agnesiaf-a

Since there are no c ntraindications for this-pro edure.except-pregnancy,o

.di may be used-An c sea of allergy to (the.rediopaque-contrast
medium used .for pyelbgrams contains iodine), acute or chronic renal
dysfunction or N.anal diseases. The Size, contouranki position of each
kidney may be deNrmined along with some indication of kidney function.

, .

LIVES. SCANNING

INTRODUCTION

very-valuable diagnostic procedure in nuclear medicine as liver sc nnin
.Since Heretofore the_ only method7of procnrring.an-anatomic diagnosid has
been by augipgranhyand/ot ajaparotomTi; this test affords 's. simple,-
accurate way ot 0 _aining the anatomic information four the.management.
some liverldiseases;

.ISOTOPESiUTILIZP0

Three radienuclides are commonly utilized. ._.Iodine-13l:labeled rose bengal
is administered intravenously and:Is taken up rapidly.by.the:pplygonal
cells of the liVer and' excreted with bile-through the'biliarY7tract into
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the bowel.- The concentration of thfsagentin the liver Changes.dui-ing the
tfte,thelive'r-isbeingscannedion- probe-over
the liver area and another Probe over the ear; and connecting e probes
to strip-chart recorders,_ a test-of-liver function-may be obrai ed, for
the-liver uptake of- iodine-131 rose Bengal and blood activity- the
isotopel.pother areas of the body- are inversely,Proportional. Since

--
bloodeeireemistry measurements of liver dysfunction are dependen upon'
calorimetric procedures, and this-.`test is,dependent-on concentration o
radinactivity, valid results are extended_to,the entire-spectru_
damage despite the of jaundice. A liver scan is - performed after the
).iyer fUnction study is completed. -:'Excretion into the intestine via the
biliary tract may._itsult in confusing'abnormal activity.' 'HOweyer this

4

agent -prdVides a meansof demonstrating biliar37 obstruction. Scannin
begun -a,t the lower. liver Yriargin and-proceeds upward to avoid- the heavy
confusion by the material, than enters the'intestinal tract. The- other99,
two rommonIyuatlized- radionuclides- for,liver scvning are Tc -sulfide
colloid and '98Au colloid. -These colloid particles are phagocytized by
the Kupffer .cells: o; the reticUloendothelial system. These Ahagacytitad-
partieles remain in the Kupffer cellS of the liver almost indefinitely.

,

These materials have a-particle Size varying from 0;005 and 0.05 microns-
w t h: an :average Size of-0.039'mletons.- Besides defining the anatomy and-

.

position of.the liver, the - can obtained with these agents also yield
the valuable information of size, .shape,-and position of the spleen
whic1- ig immediately adjacent and to the left of the liver; which
sometimes confused:clinically clith the left lobe of a very large liver. .

III. RATIONALE

One of the major-applications of liver scanning is
e-

the differehtiatiom
occupyingof solitary or multiple--local lesions or- space occupying lesions frbm

diffuse parenchymal disease of the liver- Auch,-As-.cirrhosis' orJlepatitis.
Therefore, when diffuse parenchymal disease of the liver is suspected.
clinically, an-iodine-131 rose -.bengal scan can be obtained to 'determine
the function, size-, and shape of the live_rl EarmarIcs-of diffusedisease
by scan using iodine -l31 rose bengal ere .a ratherupatehy" or "salt--
and'peppernitype uptake-of-the material:withim.-the-liver, increased
concentration of the material in the area of the heart, increased back-,-.

. -

ground activity, and little or na'actitVity in the bowel. If by contrast ti

a lesion or void spot of radioactivity is noted-within the liver,.this...may_
indicate a primary tumor, Metastases, fatty inffltration, 6inrot, abscess
or cySt is present:. This information aids-the surgeon-as to the -10Cation_
of the eKactarea Prom whdi-c171-,a bioPaY-ma.Y7be obtained.-'Another. liver -°

,

scan- may then be with 8,Au colloidorg9TTc sulfide colloid 'to
confirm thearea under-suspl.c115n. It-:has'beenshOwn clinically that
lesions :5 cm or larger,cembe-deletted on a'liver scam.

_ ,



With .the high indidence rate 6f.ipuTmonary emboli and other ling.- sasses,-
a quick, ac- curate mathOdof'screeningi.for suspected pathologybecoffies

necessary,.-Incorporated with _a-six:f6ot..redumbentChOst x-ray, the lung A--

veryv-A ery yaluable diagnostic tool.

II.= ISOTOPE UTILIZED

.,,

Technetium799M MAA-'(macroaggregated-albumin).- is the agent of choice, as
--

choice,
scanning rimeis-ektremely short 4nd it is not necessary -the_the 11 .

thyroid gland-with SSICr-(saturatedolutionpotasSiUm_iodide)--;--Todine-i31---
NAA-(radioiodinated human serum aibumin-Mactroaggragate) is the other agent
utilized in-lung scanning. The dc7se-of MhAshould not exceed60.1-mg-protein 7-- .

per-kilogram body We4ght. The large:aggregates _Of serum albumin are composed-
of. innumerable.milatte'particlea-in loosely knit masses'.ranging in eiZe.'frpm
20-5Q micrPs'in diameter. These particles When .injected intravenously mix
)Iniformly in-the blood? Hemodynamic and-gravitational frces affect the_
particles,in A similar, manner to that-cif red blood dells-. The particle:
wedge temporaly in the Pulmonary capillarieS,-remaininvtberefor a fOW ,
hourkuntil.Chey,are fragmentad and:reenter the circulation'Duanttiiis
time'lapse,:ths lung scan' is performed. It is desirabie.-dO-administer un
in a dose of ten drop§ :t least two hqurs prior to.scanning time andten

-----,_

drops
-
three a day .after the -scan in order-to minimize. the uptake t&radio--

active- iodine in the thyroid gland.

Pulmonary scannink-is used aS an adjunct to other diagnostic procedures
'whenever -

heneVer information is desired about
%

pnlmonary vasculature. The mos-t

important use is tokonfirmser rule out Pulrricnary -emboli. Even in
critically illy patients, this scan =is an "easy,., qufckand safe way tp
determine the site- and' extent of emboli -. It:is most-usefyl-when a
patient.: hae-ecute chestpain, a chest x-ray. is, 'obtained and there is no
evidence of rinfiltateo'ateledtasiS: -Acute_ipulmonacy emboli' are usual
demonstrable on .lung scan before there is xray---evidence of tie =sage.
Other useful information is Providedby the'scan in the diagnbsis of ,

various types of malighancies-affecting -the lungs,- pfteumonia.,,- cysts pr
bullae,- atelectasis, oleural effusion, abscesses, emphysema, and chrbnic
asthma. =',

.
-

.
The parwreas is cane ofthe most difficult organs in the bady to scan.
ThiS is in part. due to theanatoMIcal_location of-the prgan'and-also the,
Apoblem of finding amisotopik compound that will selectiveTyjocalize
within the pancreas: -Successfulscarining of'the pancreas represents:all.-
important cdptrititfon-,to diagnasti&mediCine,,since there is no single-
and..dire6t method for evaluting pqnreatic-functiOn-and-morphology.,
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0 nostic Studies

ISOTOPE UtILIZEDANb APPROACH, TO TBCHNIQUE.
-4

The agent ef choice to date for Pancreatic scanning s selenium -75 llbeled
methionine. This agent has a high apecif,iciey for the pancreas and allso
the-liver. -Because of:Ithis affrnity for both organs', a liver scau. is

, obtained and-then a pancreatic scan yi----4btained-which.iholudas both the
pancreas and liver.' One may then 1,"dubtract" the fiver area and observe
drily. the OncKeas:; t-

To 'date, many procedures using special medications, diets, and different
scanning times have been utilized. Themethod*currently being used -
equie'es that_the patient be injected intravenously with '90mTc sulfide
-dlloid and a liver scan performed on the gamma camera. The patient is
then positioned with theleft side of the body elevated iapproAmately 20°
oblique angte), thereby separating.the'padcrtas from the liver, since the
liver will shift to the right.

A "baseline "' view is obtained at the-area of the pantreas and the 75Se
is ilTiected-intravenbuslY',. Serial gavia camera pictur'es 9 minutes each)
are obtained for a toial time of 60 minutes.

III. RATIONABE

The head ,bqdy, and tail of the pancreas we,l1 usually be visualized.
With .our pre -nt technique, mass lesions are.difficult',to(identify.

!-'Perhaps the b identifiCation of abnomal pancreatic fun4ion is a lac
2f-concentrat 75Se methionine.in the pancreas.

0

TLACENal.,-SCANNING

LINTRODUOTION

Bleeding, especially durin e third trimester of 'prr gnancy,. presents -

a major problem l_ridiagnos This bleeding may be e to the presence
of placenta, previa, which must_bediagnosed prior to delivery. As with
any highly vascUlarized:organ, the placental blood pool can be delineated
by adionnntide tagging of --tht patievt's blood.

I. ISOTOPES UTILIZED

The.best isotope that nay -be utilized is 99mTn.labeled-albuminate -because
it alldwa'afican to be obtained Which readily shows the,siie and position
f:thi placenta and'reqUirtariq'tore .than.30 minutes to. comete.
Technetium -99m resnit'S in ajow radiation dose to the patient aniPjAtna,

;Another agent. that may be used is radioiodine-131-human serum albumin.
here is onlY'minimal transfer of the albumin across the placental barrier
tp'the fetal circulation. Within two hours prior,to-scanning,-tha
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.patient sh9uId receive 10 drops S.SKI.(taturated:solUtion potaSsium - iodide)
to the uptake of iodine in the thyroid glan4 a#ne Mother and fetus.,
The patient's uterus is divided-into:twelve equal areas by marking. with a,

red wax pencil (3areas laterally and -4 areas longrtudinally), Serial
1-2,minUte counts are obtained with a scintilletibp probe, positioning
the probe exactly. perpendicular to the table on which the patient is lying.
Two counts are. taken overeacll area and two counts are obtained over the
xiphoid process. The count Of each area issalculated as'a percentage
of the count over the xiphoid process; which is taken as the 100% reference

.- point, These percentages aretben plotted on a, schematic diagram of they.
uterus' and the resulting patterns of radioactivity are interpreted. The
highest areas of concentration. will usually indidate 'the postionof the
.placental blood pool.

-III-. RATIONALE

.Although other. means of determining the presence; of, placenta previa are
available, the isotoptt method is con .dered to be preferable. For

"example, manual digital. eXaMinarion is considered ina&lisable because. of
the ,poasibility of gross hemorrhage. Roentgenologic procedures are also
AVailqle, but the isotopic-method ef examination reduces the radiation
.exposure to.both the mother-and fetus.

SPLEEN SCANNING

I. INTRODUCTION

it is possible to visualize the spleen either with tagged red tells or
colldids and thus show i s location 'and.morphology..

II. ISOTOPES UTILIZED

One,tethnique of spleen, scanning involves-tagging-the patient's red
blood cells with chromium -5l (sodium chromate) and 'damaging the cells
with heat. Once this has been accomplished, the red--cells are reinjected
into the' patient. and serial sdansjober the splenic area are performed
-after the spleen bed has concObtAted,the red cells. This method is
technically difficult and'il the red cells are not heat treated to
exactly the proPer temperature, the test is unsuccessful., With 99mTc
sulfide colloid and Au. colloid, spleen scanning may be'accbmplished:
With ease._ Both colloid materials have an affinity for the reticulo-
endothelial'aystem of which the spleen.is a part. The agent Is injected'.
intravenously and the scan may be initiated aftltr a waiting period-of -.

.,approximately -15 minutes.

ITZ. RATIONALE

ThesPleen rosy be enlarged by certain hematologic disorders, or liver
diseases, or may rupture due to primary splenic trauma.- It Is first
desirable. to detertine' if the spleen is clinically palpable. If so,
anterior and left lateral scans are obtained. If the spleen is not
palpable,, posterior and left.lateral scans are obtained`. These sdans
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1111 show---the splenic size.,,shape, and position. Clinically, the spleen
is Sometimes confused as being the left lobeof a Very large liver

Since both 99111Tc sulfide colloid and 198Au colloid have a speeific
_affinity for both'spleen and liVer, erne anterior veiw will reveal the

exact location of both organs, and orming an .iodine-131 rode-.

bengal liver scan at a later date., may use the_"subtraCtion method",

and obtain only the splenic are__.

I. INTRODUCTION

THYROID SCANNING

a

The thyroid scan is an example of the uee of a physiological mechanism
to concentrate a'radiOnuelide-and make posaible the visualization of the

structure of an organ. This scam takes a relatively short peridd of
time to perform (average'-'-20-30 minutes).., and even seriously ili.patients

can tolerate the procedure well.

II. ISOTOPES UTILIZED

The isotope is administered as sodiuni iodide.in an. oral liquid and

Metabolically follows'the same pathway as normally occurring' stable_

iodine (iodine-127). The iodine isingested and is abSerbed by the
digeStAve tract in its inorganic fbrm and circulated in the blood. The

blood traverses the thyroid gland aind under enzymatic control is.salectively

trapped by the thyroid cells in cOmparatively large amonts, i.e., the
thyroid cell concentration is 2O 3t tim*hat of the blood. concentration.
Iodihe=131 £sodium iodide) is, the most commonly psed isotope because of

its availability, favorable shelf half-life and low dose.

Iodine123'(sodium iodide) has been found o be a very valuable agent for
thyroid scanning for several reasons; ,It provides two different ergy
ranges for scanning,,15 keV and 28 keV ()t-ray range }, the latter ning
particularly useful.for suspected ,superficial "Ccild" nodules. .For
equivalent activities, the radiation dose to the, thyroid gland from
iodine -123', s less than that for iodine-131 by a factor of apprOximately.30.

a.

III. RATIONALE

Size, shape, position, and the. presence of "hot"" or "cold," nodules of
the thyroid gland can be accurately determined by the thyroid scan. Two

tAhniqUes. are commonly used. In ,"hand scanning" the collimated detector
iSplaced'over the selected sited and count-rates are. read and recorded
from a ratemeter or a. scaling circuit.. -In "automatic scanning," the

detector moves- mechanically in one Or More planes and the countipg rate
is automatically recorded at selected times and spacings.

(a) Size Knowing the size of the thyrOid gland helps verify the

clinical impression obtained on .palpation and also to evaluate the gland

Size prior to;radioiodine therapy.:
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(b) ,Shape - The shape of the thyroid glandis:particularly noteworthy
Since there may be an agenesis of One lobe, ,one lobe maybe larger than
the other, surgical thyroidedtomy may-have seen performed or a pyramidal
lobe may be present. The thyroid scan is of,particular benefit in de-
termining the effectiveness or adequacy of the thyroidectomy and also
when thyroid,surgery is contemplated.

. -

Position - Determining the pos.ition of the thyroid. gland by scan is
helpful when substernal.thyrbid tissue, thyro lossal duotcystormetas-.
tap es of thyroid cancer are auhpected.

(d) The presence of "cold" or nodules - A "hot" nodule of,, the thy-
roid gland infershyperacti772i7T5TEET"cold" nodule. (no activity or,
background activity) in the presence 'ofnormal functioning thyroid tissue
must always be viewed with suspicion, e.g., a possible malignant nodule.
Multiple "cold" nodules. infer multinodular goiter..

The thyroid scan, along with.the radioactive iodine,uptake, gives an
-accurate method'of.diagnosing'thyroid diseases and aids in their manage-
ment,

EYE TUMOR LOCALIZATION

I. INTRODUCTION
e 1

The intrOduction Of eye tuffOr lotalization by radioisotopic methods is
useful, since it results in no trauma to the-eye. It 16,not possible
to biopsy intraocular lesions without flmss Of vision and' estrUction of
the eye.

UTILIZED AND APPROACH TO TECHNIQUE

Phosphorus-32 as phosphate is utilized, since radiophoilphorus-uptake is
greater in o51 tumors than in other areas of, the eye. Since most in-
traocular tumors are locate_ n the periphery'of the eye', pure beta emit-

,

ters, such As radiophosphorus,-Can-be,usedfor the localization. The
patient is injected intravenously with the radiaphosphorus andthe tumor
localization proC.eiasin A8 hours. ;Special eye tumor localization probes
( usually Geiger-Mueller tubes) and count rates are accurately determined
Over multiple designated areas of each eye.

III. RATIONALE

This test urn-detect best those tumors which lie near,the anterior
-segment of the eye becallse the tumor is more readily.accessible for
detectioi and also because the beta particles froM phOsphorus-32 can
-travel only a short distance,,, thus making detectkOn of deeply placed
tumors= difficult. Increased localization of the isotope over the
suspected area of the eye indicates disease. It is also posSible to
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,localize posterior lesions of the eye, but this procedure.muet be perforMed

isfiecessaty to-position a small radiation detector

':behind the eye af er incising he conjunctiva.

Clinical ilia

INTRODUCTION.'

Using radioisotopic'methods,
red blood cell mass and thus
hematocrit.

ossible to determine plasma'volume,
o calculate the blood volume and whole-body

II.. 'ISOTOPES UTILIZED AND APPROAGFt TO TECHNIQUE

The moSt.preciapTMethod.for determining the'plasma.volume and red-cell
masaas the simUltaneous.us-e of iodine-125 serumfalbutin (redioioditated
huMan serum albUMin)- for, pfasma volume determinations and 51Cr (sodium

chromate) -for red -cell mass. dine -125 is more commonly deed because of,

its longer chef afe, it Lgjese likelyqo liberate free-iodide and allows
aimultaneous,,ektimation of-_red cell mass witO kr since theirfactivities
May be determihed fromthe same Sample-by the gammaray spectrometer.

Iodine-125 serum aibumirOis,used because it mixes promptly With-blood
oonstitutenes4n abogt 10-30 minutes in a uniform manner, and, with serial
sampling of the bloodJpostinjection, thecOndentration of thaactivity,in
the plgsmatan 1D readily ascertaineerwith suitable well type scintillatidn

counters,. ?With the-use of 51Cr (spdtum chromate), however, an aliquot of
the.patientle blood must. b-t procured and the red blood are tagged

with the 51Cr in:vitro by a special procedure andthen,reinjected into
the ,patient. Again, serial samples are obtained-postinjectionand the

activity Within:the red cell aliquots is obtained. The ener-.e s of these

two isotopes are.suffidienti3r-different*Cpeitit meapuremen 'of both .in

the san=teb'lood sample using ftoper instrumentation.

III. RAOONALE

Fr:bm the procedure, thepatient'a plasma volume, red cell, mass and whole
body hematocrit may be determined. The patieat's height and weight are
obtained _and by applying J. A. Retzloff's formulae (see appendix IV), ohe

may aicertain the normal red cell mass and plasma volume for this particular

patieht. ,
Some indications for this procedure are polycythemia, hetorrhage,

anemia, cardiac or renal diseases pfunktown etiology and as a pre- ,

wOrk-hp where it is known that radical` surgery will be performed.:

RED BLOOD CELL MASS, RVIVAL, AND SEQUESTRATION STUDIES'

"I. INTRODUCTION .

The use of an agent which.binds itself to the red blood cel' and is not

reutilized 1n productionof the cells makes it possible to study red blood

cellValume,-sapirointestinal.bleeding suPiiyal-time of the.red cells

and the. organs -of sequestration of rd cells if It occurs.
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ISOTOPE UTILIZED AND.ApPROACH TO TECHNIQUE

Chromium-51 (sodtum chrpmate) is the agent utilized for this technique.
It is a particukarly useful .isotope in that .it has a very favorable
physical half-life of 27. -8 days and its gamma emission can readily be
detected with ceunter. An aliquot of the patient's
blood is obtained and the red cells are then tagged with the sodium,
chromate by a special procedure. It is then reinjected intravenously,
intothe patient and serial blood samples are taken so that a. red blood
cell mass (in milliliters) .deterMination may be obtained. As in the iron
kinetic studies, ekternal7Measurements with suitable equipment are made
over the precordium, spleen, liver, and sacral areas' to note areas of
localiiation. Twenty.-four hours postinjection-of the SiCr tagged cells
another-blood simple is, obtained.acld serial ones thereafter every two-to
three dayslfr approximatebp 30 days to' how the tagged cells survive'.
If it is necessary for the patient to receive a blood transfusion during
this period, the results are invalidated.

III- RATIONALE

Since the 51Cr Is bound to the red cells -and net reutilized, the rad
blood cell life apan may bedetermined by studying the decreasing radio-
activity in the whole blood. A shortened life span Of the red cell may be
duP to hemolytic anemia or bleeding, With -the external Measurements 0
radiation in the precordidspleen, liver, and sAtral areas, it.is some-
tinfes popsible to detect-the exact site of red cell sequestration and
destruction, e.g. the spleen. AAplenectomy taybe indicated in this

RENOGRAMS (KIDNEY FUNCTION. TESTY

INTRODUCTION.

.0The iogram is a quick method.of)appraising the function of eachAidney
sepOrgtely, and-is.very useful in screening hypertensive patients to find
those who may have surgically correctable unilateral renal diseaae.
Inaerporating this test'tegult with'blodd chemistries and the I.V.

,Oyelogram x-ray is.ofien valuable in arriving at the proper diagnosis
renal diseases.

0

II. ISOTOPE UTILIZED AND APPROACH TO TECHNIQUE
f

Iodine -131 hippuran'(orthoiodehippurafe) is 'the:. agent employed. It is
necessary that 10, drops of SSKI be administered .three times the day

A prier to testing, in order to minimize the uptake of radioactiVeiedine
in t th-Yvoid.gland. Also the exact location-of the kidneys must be
pre_etermined either by,kidney localization techniques` with isotopes,
the L:V. pyelOgrat x-rays o n x-ray filial, of the adbomen. The patient
is -placed in a prone position. 4 a scintillation probe. is placed
directly over each kidney-, The etched probes are connected to strip -
chart recorders through rateme erg. ,Appropriate activity of the
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hippuran is injected rapidly intravenously and recordings of
the passage of'the isotope are made lor a duration-of at least.30 minutes'
over each kidney.

III.- RATIONALE

Diagrammatically, three phases of kidhey function are recognized.. The

first phase is thought to represent the arrival of the tracer bolus down
the aorta and is seen even if the kidney is absent, Thsesond and third
phases represent the "secretory" function of the kidney ylus drainage of

urine via the collecting tubules, processes which occur_viptually
lane6usly. Mathematic computations together with overall-pattern app
anaes are utilized to evaluate the renogram. Abnormal results indicate
only that these are functional or structural differences between thettwo

kidneys. Dehydration may, give abnormal tracings. Indications fbr this

test are renal dysfunction, hypertension, unilateral renal artd:ery disease,

suspedted agenesis or renal obstructive.uropathy.



INTRODUCTION

MATHEMATICS REVIEW
(

The nuclear medical technologist must be able to.apply basic mathematicgl
princip,les to practical situations. Mathematics ds a valuable tool to
help him perform his duties. The person who masters this tool can work
more effectively and with far greater insight than someon.e.who regards*
mathematics as an evil to be avoided. A working knowledge of elementary
calculu's is helpful, but not absolutely essential. The equiVelent of a
good background in college level algebra.is generally considered the mini-
mum reguirement%

resented here is a brief review of a few _mathematical concepts which are
,

particularly applicable to calculati ns fregdently performed in nuclear
medicine. Topics covered are-expone large and small numbers, loga-
rithms, and expdnential functidns.

II. .EXPONENTS

rn,the expr,esiion y = x', ii called the 'base" and-a is the "exponent"
designting the power to which the base is.raiseP. When working with
ekponents, three fundamental laws mugt be obs6rved:

41
1. THE RODUCT OF'ANY.NUMBER OF FACTORS, EACH .CONTAINING THE SAME BASE
RAISED TO ANY POWER, IS EQUAL TO THE BASE RAISED TO THE SUM- OF THE IN-
DIVIDUAL' EXPONENTS,

For example, if one wishes. to evaluate the pi.oduct, 2s x23 x 22
he may proceed in one of two ways Each.fabtorlmay.be evaluated
rarely and the individual products' murtiplied...

Then,

22

a
2

,22

4

2'X 2

= 2 X 2 X

-= 2 x 2'=

x 8X 4 7

2 -

4

128.

- 9

-epa-

The same result may be obtained in one operatiOn by adding the e ponencs:

..The above stated law is' written algebraically as:
0

x°

2 THE QUOTIENT OFJWO TERMS, EACH CONTAINING THE' SAME BASE RAISED TO
ANY POWER,. IS EQUAL TO THE BASE RAISED. TO THE DIFFERENCE:OF THE.ALGE-
BRAIC-SUM OF THE EXPONENTS IN TEE NUMERATOR AND THE ALGE1RAC SUM OF
THE EXPONENTS IN THE DENOMINATOR.

9 `.
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the quotient, 25 23
0

Evaluating, the numerator and denOminato separaeely

5- 23 =,32-+ 8 = 4

Applying he above rule, the same result is obtained by

+. 23 2(5-3) F:
22

4

The algebraic statement of this rule is

x
b a°b

X X

3. 'TO RAISE A TERM TO A POWER LA. ONTAINs A BASE ISED TO A POWER,

MULTIPLY THE EXPONENTS.

For:example suppose one wishes to evaluate the following:

Evaluating the ter' riparentheses separately yields, (23)f-
or.applying the rule difectlY,' (23) 2.='2 3"- = 2 64.

(23)

-Thisbrule is w tten algebraically as

In addition to these three'rulet of exponents, one must.also keep in
mind thit ANY BASE RAISED TO THE POWER ZERO IS NUMERICALLY EQUAL TO ONE'.

That is = 1.for all values of x'except zero in which case, an%absolute
value is indeterminate.

(X4 b X
X

.00

III. -E AND SMALL NUMtERS

The nuck a- edical technologiSt frequently performs calculations
volving-extremely large and small - numbers; The preceding rules, 7 _h

the number' 10 as a base, greatly siMplify these cadcuiations. For in-

stance suppose:one wished.toTevaluate: (0.0000000&75"X 6340000000)
( +72000 x 0,00000000067) ==?

As it is written in decimal form, this Calculation
some. .Since our numbering system-is based on poWers of'10 (i.e., using
10 as Ahe base), the above numbers may be written as the desired number

`el significant figures times 10 'raised to some power. Each movement of
.

the deCimal point changes' the magnitudeof the number by the factor 10.
Thus, :if we mOve,the decimal point:6 places, to the right, we increase-
the ma -itud& of the number by the factor-10s. We multiply the number

10 to Comperis4te

In. this example,.0.0000000875 has.seven'zeros between the decimal point
and the first significant figure. Thus, it may be written as 8.75 X 10-8
since the decimal point has been moved eight places to the right.. Simi7

the number 6340©00000' may be written as 6.34 X 109 by moving the
decima point nine places: to the left. Continuing with thp'example,
72000 = 7.2 x 104 and 0.00000000067 = 6.7 x 1071°

Thus the quotient becomea

remely cumber-

(8.75 XJ0)(6.34 X Le )
0-)(6.7 x 10 ),
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Now (bray e-significant figr res heed be multiplied and divided. The
appropriate power of 10 ,de ermined .by using the previously stated
rules of .e nents.

Rewriting the example sn

5 6

(7,21)(6

ch may be ten

A quotient cont inin
way.

-olviing yields:

-
lo(-

_lo(4-1') i
[lol Io'

decithal form as 11500000.

any num4e of factors may; be evaluated in th

V. LOGARITHMS:

Consider he equation y = ax 'in which the base, a, is raisedlto-the x
power. This same equation, may be written.'in the form, log1y = x In
the first statement, x.ts -written as exponent, while in the second;
x is expressed as a logarithm. The atter .exprOsskon 'states,-"x is the
logarithm of y if a is used as the b

By comparing thr
a logarithm which
power' to which th
arkthma and expone
is necessary Lthat
ritlative.to the s

only t-o are in .co
andtia ural.or Nap_
of 10 as base is
10. he significan

ref&rred to any
e. e_ use of e

cernihg qu
agnitude of th

wo equations, one cap deduce the- general definktkorC'of
states,"The logarithm of. p. number to any:13ase.ks-the
base must be raised to give the number. Thus, log-
ts 'are identical; the:ame rules apply to both,. It
1 logarithms used in.a giVet operation be,expressed

e base. Almost any numb:er'cbUld'serve as a. base, but
on uaage:: .cothmon.or Briggsian,logarithms (base 10)'.
ian logarithms (base e.= 2.71828. .). The choicek
bvious -; our System of numbers is based on powers of
e of e may not be-so readily apparent, and the reader
allege algebra book' f-or a discussion of the origin
as a base simplifies:the mathematical statements of
ntities which-are changing at a rate proportional to
quantity.

facts
the-

A: Rules for Using ogarithms
,

The follow
OthroughoUt

g_symbol sin has been'generalty adop
he remai der of '.this Chapter:

= log x

log,- x = in x

and will be used

_ - ----

As previously mention d, the rules for using logarithms are identical to
those for'expo ents., Restated in logatithmkc terms they are:

1n(a b . c

In
.

= in a -
b

in ab = b ina

in b

= in a -1-'1.n b in +. In n



The
Ode:

5, The

o.geheralities

thm pt-any number to the._ dame ba-se a's the number is

In e 1 and -fog 10 a 1,

aritheiof 1 to any base is zero.-

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS

Many physical, chemical, and biological phenomenaexhibi the property
of changingeither naturalty or by artifiCialmearis, at a rate prof-

rtional,.to the amount pf a material present at any tie. These pro-

cegses are said to be "exponential" in their time Aate of change, and
the amount present at.any..titfe is proportional to the amount'present at
an eaelier'time multiplied by some power of R. Radioactive decay is an

exponential relationship.

Some exampls of eNponential equations and their graphical presentation
are given inChe material which fellows.; The student ehould become
familiar with these exponential relatidnshipe and pra-ctice evaluating
them.Values 9f le raised to-stositive and negative powers are given in
any good set of mathematical tableS, or a slide rule may be used to
,evaluate this function:

c24114.In the= three examples presented the following

A amountpre§ent.-- time

---,base of natural Logarithms
Yr.'

It = exponent of e whichPaeterm nes rate 'change ate colgra t

, .

Figure .--Cure Representing the Change in a
Quantity whieh Increases' Exponentially



p

Figure .2; --Carste Represen ng the Exponential Decrease of a Quantity

F i ure .JCurva,Re .eseating the Change Ap a Quanti
which 1s Be_lYg Formed, at a COnstan't Rate whi e

is Decreasing - Exponentially,



RADIONUOLIDE'ACTIVITY SCHEDULE

FOR CLINICAL RADIOISOTOPE STUDIES:-,

Adult Schedule

NUCLEAR MEDICINE DEPARTMENT

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI MEDICAL CENTER



hyroid Diaznos tic Procedures

Study'..
i

Radionitc 1 ide_ &
Cherrfica I For%

Actavity
, Adnitnis t er e-d

Time Interval
Before

1 Cptake
._,_

Iodine- '13.1. or
Jod rne- 123
Sodium. Iodide

10 -;.Ci -'9ra 1 ly .24 hours`

Protein Bound
Iodine Con-

in Ratio

iodine-01
,Sodium Iodide

30 .1. i orally 24: x 48 n- rs-,

3.- Chromato7
graphy

Iodine-131,
Sodium. Iodide

-- !
100 j..,;Ci orally Blood'samples

48,} 96 and

12,0 `hours

TSH Uptake
Study

Iodine -131 or
-o ne-12

1.1,Ci administered,

a. 507 above activity
remaining in gland-

24 hours

,
. Thyroid scan .

- =!

Iodine -131 or
"Iodine -113.
Sodium Iodide

-

100 I.J.Ci 'orally 24 hours

. 'T-3 Suppres-
-s ion Test

(Cytomel
Supprqss ion

Tod ine131 or
Iodine-423.

Sodium Iodine .

p, C i administered
-= 50% above activity
remaining in' gland'

24 hours
,

7. T-3 Resin'
test ( In
Vigo

Iodine-131
°!Sodatdm Iodide

. ,

d. RAI Uptake
and Scan

Iodine- 1 _

_ _'fad ine- 123
% S-Odium Iodide

100 4.Ci, oral 1Y 24 hours
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Appendix.

abolic

207

_ hyroid

Study

Fats
a.- Trio lein

2 ,r
Test

Oleic Acid

Radionndlide:64
CheMical Form

Activity
Admin. ered

'Lime Interval.
bre Tes tiftg

Clyceryl -Trioleate

Ioditie-131 Ole le
'Acid

50

-

orally

2. Ter%
a; - Absorption

Iron 'Bind-
ing Capac-
ity Tesr

Plasma -
Clearanca
and/9r
Turnover

RBQ Uptaka
andlor
Turnover_

In Vivo
Countin

Iron -59

Ferrous Citrate

Iron -.39 -
Farrous C- itrate

Trop59.
Farrous-Citrate

Iron-.59
Ferrous .Citrata

Iron:59
Ferrous 6trate

Protein
a. llypopro-

teinemia
(Intestina
1.19s -s)

Chromium'-51
Albumin-

1odine425 Serum
(human)Albumin

Iodine7.131 Serum
(human) 'A-nun-Lin

p,Ci. orally

-Ferrous-
Ammonium Sulfate
300, mg; Aadorbic

Test Performed,
'In- Vitro

20 p..0

20 pCi I.V..

50 pCi

50 IaCi I, V.

10 -50 Ci I,

_19od sanipes
2,3,4,5,6,

hours_-

BIOod- samples

flours -=

Stook Samples
x'.7. days-

..B.lbod Satraps
113-,,20:130';60,

-an.C.130
minutes

Periodic Blood
Samples- for 14
-days -

Periodic Count
in= Or 14 da

Stool Samples
x 4 days
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Netebo 6 Studies- (Non -Thyroid)
{continued).

tudy Radionuclide
Chemical Form:

Activity .

Administered

Vitamins
a.. lay's Cage

2rid Stage

Schilling
(with'

In t n ins is

Factor)

c. 3reFStage-
Schilling
(Tetra.- .

cyoline :X
7-10 days)

Cobalt 57,::

Cobalt -6Q
Cyanocbbalamin

,CObalt.J57

.Cyanotobalamid'
-_

Cobalt -57

Cobalt-60
CyanOcobalamin

*1000 micrograms vitamin B-12
intramuscularly 2 hours post -
administration of activity-..

:0;5' pCi orally:

.5- pCi- orally=

0.5 pCi orally

0.5 1-kCi orally

Time Interval
,_Before Testing

Urine Collec-
tion x 24 hrs.

tion X 24 hrs.

Urine
tion X 24 hrs.
Urine- Collec-
ion x 24 hrs.

0.5 ICi orally Urine Collec-
tion x 24 hrs.

0.5 Ci rally Urine Collec-
tion X 24 hrs.
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tudy

1 pCi/kgm <a.

100 pCi I.V.
-(Bewel prep.
pridr scan)

72 hours or
longer

Tedinetium4.99m
Pertechnetate

10 mCi I.V.
(age 15-40)

"1 mCiI.V.
( 1 ml. 'Me en-
hydrin 1%M.
night Sefore)

.. 700 i Ci 1. V;

1 'ml

thyd-r in I M.

night. before.

10

1-1 2 .-s2 hours

Technetium-99m
Pertechnetate

Iodine -131

Human Serum Alhn

Immediately

Immediately

45 minutes.:

45 minutes



2 0 Appendix II--

.ScnningProeedures,
{continued)

u y. -Rad onUclide &-
Chemical Form

Activity -Time nterval_ _

Administered.' =Before Testing

Liver

Lump

--Technetium-99m
Sulfide Colloid

. _

Iodine-131
Rose Bengal

Cold ,198-,
Colloid

Technetium-9
Macsoaggregated Alb.

Iodine-131 Serum Alb-.
.

-a e ates

1. C Immediately

,150 10- minutes-

1 0-pCi IV. 10-15 nut

mC I.V. Immediately

300.4C1 _ Imedie

Ildhereas Selenium-75
Selenomethionine

150--250-1.1C V. Immediately

Placenta Iodine-ill-Serum Alb.
Serum Human Albumin-.

Chromium=-51

P-Oodium Chroms e

TeChnetium -99m-
Albuminate

S-lten' Technetium-99m
Sulfide .Colloid

Chromium-51
Sodium Chromate

Gold-198
Colloid

pCi I.V. 10 minutes

C- Immediately.

1 mCi.r.LV. Iediteiy

15 0200 uCl I.V. .and 24 hours _

loo pi I.V. ioi inutes.



end ix

Study

Thyroid 24 h

11 Th yroid
,Cancer
Work-Urx

Includes scans
neck- chest,

and bone

Iodine-1310r
Iodine,123
Soditirti Iodide.

24 hours
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4

Specialited-Tumo allay

0- Study- Radionuclide --& Activity Timeanterval

Chemical dthinistered Before Testin

humor Phosphorus-32 750. uCi I 48 hours

Sbdium Phosphite

Hempdynamics
(CiTculation -

Blood Vol.
(Plasma
Volum

Liver Blood
Flow

kidney
Function

Red Cell Studies

A. RedCell'
Mass

Red Ceil'
Survival

.. In-Vivo
Sequestra-
tion

Hemod rnamic and Blood Studies

Iodine -125
Human SeruM Album n

20

Iodine-131: Ci I.V.

Human Serum Albtimin

Iodine-131 150 pCi

Rose Bengal

I w.Ci/3.5 k
body weight

Sodium Iodohippurate I . V.

Chromium-51 160 1.1Ci 1.V.

Stidium Chromate

Chromlum-51 160. 1. V.

Sodium Chromate

Chromittm-51 16qpCi 1.V;

Sbditim Chrdomat

AO. and 20.

minutes

10 minutes

Immediately

.Thmiediate y

20 and 30:
minutes

Periodic
counting up
to one month*

Periodic
counting up
to one month*

*1 3,5,7,10,14,21 and 28 days.



APPENDIX III

Total MeahRadiailon Dose re Standard Man Froth Mministered Radioisotopes

Mean doe td s t

mead. er Ci a
Organ or

plot

Thyroid

.gland

ferro-

kine tics

. pe'of study Radionuclide & Route Whole Bled

Chemical_. iorm. Body

uptake

,Sean.

Circulatory
syStem

iron absorp-

t ion.

Plasma iron

transport, de-

gree, and ,site

of erykhropoie-

s is

Liver blood

flo4

Placental

localization

lodine-11l'.., oral: '0-4,

So:dim-iodide

.1o4n6-.131

Sodiuta.iddide

Technetium-99m

Per technetate

Iron-59

Ferrous itrate

Iron-59

Ferric chloride

Iron-59

Ferrous: citrate.

FerriC: chloride

Gold-198

Colloidal gold

Iodine-131

Serum albumin

oral. 0.4

Bone

Marrow

Kidney Liver pleen Thyroid

I V.

oral

V. 20

I.V.



Oran TypOf study

APPENDIX III ontinue

Radionuclide &

ithemical form

Circu1,.atory

syTti

food

Spleen

.1kin,vis-

ible mucous

membranes

cavity lin-

eye

Brain

Placental

localization

(continued)

lasma volume

Red cell vol-

ume & survival

Scan.

Tumordiag-

nosis,' local-

ization

Scan, tumor

localization

Tagged RBC

Technetium-99m

.1664431

Serum albumin

Chromiut,51'

Serum

Chiamitui-51

Tagged.R8C

Chromium-51

Taped I&

Phosphorus-32

Disodium

phosphate

Mercury-203

Chlormerodriu

Mercury-197

Chlormerodrin

iodine-131

Serum albumin.

Technetium-99m

pertechnetate

can dose to standar

mead er "Ci admini red

IV

I..

(0

4

.V.

0.

002

0,

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.1

0,0J

0.05

20,

20

4'

80

40

40

300.

0.1

(thyroid

blocked)

H
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AP ENNA
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gP or

'01..

.vet Scan, tumor

'localization,

structure

Kid

/- Apr E tion

Studie

.1

`Function-
.

Scan-

.

Function

Vitamin 1112

Fat

dntinued

Mean dose Ito standard man2.

mrad per u Ci ad rots tend
Whole Blood Bone Icidney Liver Spleen Thyroid'

Marrow

Iodine-131 I.V. 0.4

Rose

Gold-14 I.V, 2

%Co1lbidal gold

Tdchnetium-99m I.V. 0.02

Colloidal sulfide

Iodine-131 I.V. .4

Rose Bengal

MerenTy-203,

plormerodrin

:$erCorY497.

PhIorMOrndrin

Odine=1.31-

utaw,

Cobalt-57

Vitamin B12

Cobalt-60

Vitamin 0

Iodine-d1

Triolein or

Oleic acid

0.4

0.

V.

oral

oral

oral

200

a.

't

li

0. 0,3

0.6

80

5000

40*

:

I,IV*4

H
4

N
L1



I -
APPENDIX III continua.

Typp of,study

Mean dose standard man2

administered)

Radiojvolide & Rodie' ole. Blood Bone Kidney Liver Spleen Thyroi

C64a1 form Body L,Marrow

t'ontium -85 .V. 10

Strontium chloride

-T.1:-.The ,eritdes-of -the_firstfour column -are based 'on tables_ giveni'in the, following ref ereticei

Silver,S., Nucleonics 23, (8); °106 (1965), ,

2Therp j3 no general agreement on the biological Assumptions that IA the bas1s of internal

dose computaions and therefore the published dose values vary significantly. Tymenn

radiation,doies giyen in the last seven colUmns are based on the following refernces!

Osborn, S.B6 andEllis, in The Science of Ionizing Radiation (E.' E. Etter, ed.

Chap. 29, Charles C Thomas, Springfield, 1965. Seltzer, R1A,, Kerefakcs,I.G.:, and Saetiker;

, New Eng., J., Med. 271:84(1964) Smith, E. M: J.- Null ked. 01965).

I

i,r:411,

:F



APPENDIX IV

ION OF ERYTHROCYTE- P
- e

SMA VOLDME-

CCORDII4G TO-.11EIGBT AND BODY' WEIGHT

Frirthulas- for -Men: . _

Erythrocytaovolume 1 =
8.2 X height

Plash volume -1)
23;7 X height (qms

Forinula8,±1for: Won4n:

weight

=.9 .X Weight k

- 693 -.L= 1 S.D;

0 9 .X58 nl 1 S.D.)

Erythrocyte volume'
16;4 X height (ems). + -5.7 weight (kgm) 1649 29 ml D.)

Plasma volume OM.
40.5 X height (cms) 8-.4 X weight (k gm) 4811 96 ml D.

--

J.' A. A. Retzloff, Red. Cell ,Vol
in _Health Men and Women, The
Thesis,- Mayo Graduate School
1963

u ; Plasma Volu and.Leari "-t1 ass
Develo ment of a Blood Volume S andardi
of 0f Medidinb, University -o1 Minnesota,



WEIGHT FACTORS.,

Weight VEE Vp
am 9!0 (Wt

100 lbe. 45.5 kg. 787 1.. 499 ml. 259. 382 mA.:

101 45.9- 794 413 262 585
_102 46.4 803 418 264 390

103 46.8 810 ,. .421 267

104 47.3 818 426 t70

105 47.7 '825 429 2Z2`

106 48.2 834 434 27

107 48.6 841 437 277-'-' 408

108 49.1 849 442 280 412

109 49.5 . 856 445 282 416

110 50 0 865 40. 285 420

111 50.3 874 . 454_ 288 424
112 50 9 880 458 290 427

113 51.4 889 463 293 432

114 51.8 896> 466 '295 435

115 52.3 905 471 298 439

116 52.7 -912 474 300 443

11.7 53.2
y

920 478 303 447

118. 53.6 927 482 305 450

.1.19 54.1 936 487 308, 454

120. 34.5 943 490 311 458,

121 55.0 951 495 313 462

122 55.5 960 499 316 , 466

123 55.9 967 503 319 469

124 56.4 976 508 321 474

1254 $6.8 983 , 511 324 477

126 57.3 9S1 516 327 481

127 57.7. 998 519 329 485

128. 58.2 1007 524 -332 489

129 58.6 1014 527 334 492

.'130 59.1 1022 532 337 496.

131 59.5 1029 535 339 500

-132 60.0 1038 .540 342 504

133 60 5 1047 544 345 508

134 60 9 1053 548 347 511

135 61.4 1062 553 350 516_

136 61.8 1069 556 352 519

137 62.3 1078 561 355 523

138 62.7 1085 564 357 527

139 63.2 1093 9 360 531

140 6316 1100 72 362 534

141 64.1 1109 577 365 538

142 64.5 1116 580 368!, 542
,..-



endix- IV

WEIG8T FACTORS

weight
Kilograms

VP
9.0(Wt. t.

143 65.0 112.4
144 ,. :65.5- 1133...,
145 65.9, . 1140
146 lbs 66.4 kg. 1149 m
147 66.8 1156

- 148 . -67.3. 1164
149, 67.-7 1171
150 68-.2- 1180'
151 68.6. 1187
152 .69.1 1195
153 69.5 - 1202
154 .70.0 1211
155 70.5 '_1220
15.6 70.9 '1226
.157. 71.4 1235
158 71..8 1242
159 72.3 1251'
160 72!,7: -.1258 .

161 '73.'2 1266
1'62. 73.6 ,'- .,1273
163. .74.1 1282

- .164 '74.5 1289
165, .. -,.75.0 '--- 1297
166 '.7$.5 .4306
167 75,4 '1313
168 76.4 .1322
169 T'76.8 1329--
.170 77-.3 1337,
L.71 77,7 '-'- 1344,

.172 78.2 1353
-173 !- 78.6 1360
174 ' 79,1 1368
175 79.5 1375.
176. 80.0 1384
177.... 80..5 ,- 1393
178 ,. 80.9 1399

-, 179 81..4 1408
18'0 . 81.8 1415 .

181 82.3 1424
182 ,, 82.7 1431
183 83-.2 =', . 1439
18,4,, 83.6 1446
185 64.1- 1455

585 370 546
589 373. 550
593 376 553
598 nil. 378 ml. 588 ml.
601 381 561
606 384 565
609 386 569
614 389 573
617 391 576.

622 394 580
625 396 584
630 399. 588
634 402 592
638 404 595
643 407 600
646 409 603
651 412 607
654 414 ' 611
659 417 615
662 419 618
667 422 622.
670 425 626'
675 427 630
679 430 634
683 433 637
688 435 ' 642
691 438 645..
696 441 649
699 443 653
704 446 657
707 448 660
712 .451 664
715 453 668'
720 456 672
724' 459 676
728 461 679
733 464 684
336 466 687
741 469 691
744 471. 695
749 474 699
752 ._ 47# 702
757 479 706

,



WEIG$YFACTORS

186

187

188
189

190
191 lbs.,

192,

193

194

195
196

197,

198

.199,

200

-4'1462

1470
.1479
-1486
1495
1501 ml..

1510
1517
1526

1533
1541

1548
1557
1566'
1572

85.1:6

85.5
85.9
86.4
86.8 kg.

87.3
87.7
88.2
88.6
89.1
89.5

90.0
90.5
90.9

765-

769.

773
778
781

786
789

794
797

.'802

805
810
814
818

482
484.

487
490.

492
495
498
500
503

505
508
510
513
516
518

710
714

718
72/
726

729

733
737

741.

748
752

75C"
760
763



HEIGHT FACTORS

5
fr.

5 :":

1"
2

2. "

3

31"
. 4

5 =i 4k"
5 "

5 51/2"

5 = -6 "

5 = 6
=

-5 *: 7

5: - .8.
5 = 8rr
5 = 9 "
5

5, = 10",'
5 -AO
5 -. it rr

5 ilk"
0"

"

fi !1,-

6 = 2 "

6:

6 3 rr

6 "
rr

5

6 =
6 = 4k"
6 5 rr

6 -- 5V1
6 - 6

152
154
155
156
157

159
160
161

163
164
16.5

166
168
169
1704

171
171,

174
175

177
178
179,

180
182

183
184
185

=188

189
191
192
193
194

'196

.197

198

1246.E

1271
1279
1287
'1304
1313

1320
1337"
1345

1352

1361
1378.

1386
1394

'1402,

1419
1427
1435
1451
1460 .

1468

1476.
1492
1501
1509

1517
1533 '

1542

1550
1566
1574
1583
1591
1607

1624

1607 'ml.

3650,'
3673

3697
3721

.-3768

3792
3816.

3863
3887
3910
3934
3982
4005
4029
4053
4100
4124
414.7

-4195
`.4219

4243
4266
4293,
4337
4361
4384

4432
4456"

4479
4527

-4550
4574
4598
4646''

4669
4693

221

Females.

1rRBC
(16.4)Ht.

Vp
40.5 Ht.

2493 m1.7 .6156 ml.
2526 6237
2542 6277.

2558 6318
2575 6358.-

2608 6439-

2624 6480
2640 6520
26.73 . 660.1

2690 q 6642
2706. 6682 -

2722 . 6723
2755 6804'
-2772 6844
2788 6885
2804 6925.

2837 ,1006
2854 -704Z
2870 7087
.2903 7168
2919 7209.
2936 7249
2952 7290
2985 7371
3001 '7411

3018 7452
3034 -7492
3067 7573

3083 7614,

3100: 7654

3132fr 7 '5
3149 7776
3165 7816.
3202 7857
3214 . 7938
3231. 7978,
3247 8019
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ABSTRACT CARDS below are designed to facilitate document retrieval, u g

indexing, They provide space for an accession. number (to bejilled .

spggested keywords, bibliographic iriformation, and m.abstract.

:the Coordinate Index
j ---

concept of referenCe
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C. H. SIMl37NS
A training manual for nuclear
medicine technologists-

Department 'of Health, :Education, and Welfare,
Public Health Service Publication NuMber BRH /DNRE 70-
(October 1970) 221 I:.:(liAtted distribuxion),

. AABSTRACT,: This manual was prepared for use it the
didactic portion of-a.training-prpgram in nuclear
medicine technology taught -at the Univ&rsity of
Cincinnati Topics covered include the physics. and.
instrumentation ,associated with the use of radio-
nUtlides in medicine as well as a brief 'eUtline of
the nuclear medicine studies done at the Cincinnati

-General Hospital:

IMWORD: Training, Nuclear Medicine' Technology,
Medical Applicationsv-Physics, Instrumentation.

p. H. SIMMONS:
A training manual for nuclear,
medicine technologists- 1 Accession No.

rtI.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
,Public Health Servi4ce Publication Number BRH/DMRE 70-3
(October 1970) 221 pp. (limited distribution).

ABSTRACT: This Manual was prepared for use.in the
I didactic portion of a training prograM in nuclear

medicine technology taught at the University of
Cincinnati. Topics covered include the physics and
instrumentation associated with the use of radio-

I nuclides in medicine as well as a brief `outline of
1 the nuclear mediine studies done at ihe Cincinnati

General Hospital.

KEYWORDS: Training, Nuclear Medicine:Technology,
Medical Applications, Physics, Instrumentatien.

TIMMONS-

I A training manual for-nuclear
I medicine technologists.
U.S. Deparement of,Health, Education, and Welfare,
1-Tublic Health Service Publication NUmbcr BRHJDMRE 70-3

(0dtober'1970) 221 pp.,(limited distribution);
'ABSTRACT: This manual was prepared for use in the

didactic portion'of a training program in nuclear
medicine technology taught at the University of
)Cincinnati. Topics covered include the physics and
instrumentation associated with the, use of radio-
nuclides in medicine as well as'a brief outline of
the 'nuclear medicine atudies done at the'Cincinnati

1-222-6 'General Hospital.

IKEYWORDS: Training, Nuclear Med eine Technology,.
I.MedicalApplications,ftysicS, Instrumentation.

Accession No..



continued

TECHNICAL PORTS!

from inside of_inside . front

NORF. '68-9

MORE 68-16

MORP
MORP 6812

MORP 68-13,
MORP 68-.14

DMRE _69-1

DMRE 69-2

DMRE 69-
BRH/DMRE 70-1

-BRHTDMREC702

DevelopMent and. Evaluation of an Autbmat c Collimator
for Medical Diagnostic. X-ray Maqhines'(PB 180 528)

Surveyiof thelise-of Radionuclides in Medicine:
XteliminaryReport (Superseded by REIH/DMRE 70-1)

Dental Surpak'Summary RepOrt (FT 184 356)
Particle Accelerator Safety.Manual (Supt:,of Doc.,
r: GPO $1.25) (PB 178 325):
.PBS Film Badge Program (In preparation)
RaclationSafey Recommendations for X-tay Diffraction
.and Spectrographic EquiPment (PE 182 558)

Report of the Task Force can X-ray Image Analysis and
Systems Development (PB 184 130)

Syepbsiiim on Past, PreSent, and Future State X-ray
Programs (PB. 184 481)

Medidal. Radiation Information for Litigation (BB 181 697)
Survey of the Use of Radionuclidesin Medicine

(PB 188 619)
Automatic Data-ProcesSing System Study for Massachusetts
General Hospital Diagnostic RadiOlogy Department
(PB .193 937)


